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Chapterr 1
Introduction n
Thiss chapter describes the motivation for the dissertation, the problems it tries to solve and
discussess the methods and solutions that have been developed. Chapters (2) to (6) follow
thee order in which the various issues were investigated. However, for expository reasons we
firstt introduce the motivating evidence and then examine the methods of analysis. We also
explainn the links among the different chapters.

1.11

Evidence from Financial Practice

Thee late 90s have been a hard time for investors. The principles that guided the investment
decisionss for decades seemed to work poorly. A common approach consists to value stocks
basedd on ratios, sucli as the Price-to-Dividends (PD) or Price-to-Earnings (PE) ratio.

If

thee ratio is low (with respect to some level or its historical mean) it indicates that the
stockk is undervalued and the price does not fully incorporate the profitability measured by
thee dividends or earnings. A frequently used strategy is value investing, which consists of
buyingg stocks that have low ratios (in other words, that are undervalued) and sells those that
havee high ratios (that are overvalued). This principle can also be used for the valuation of an
aggregatee stock index, such as the S<kP500 index. Figure (1.1) shows the PD and P E ratio for
thiss index from 1871 until 2001. It is clear that since 1995 the P D ratio indicated overvaluation
off the aggregate stock market (compared to the historical peaks) and in 1996 also the P E
ratioo gave the same signal. What was the sentiment of investors at that time? The following
quotee from an article in Business Week in 1997 (when the P D ratio was approximately 50
andd the P E ratio 25) illustrates the uncertainty on the direction of the stock market:
BearsBears have long warned of a sharp decline because stock prices - when, measuredsured by standard yardsticks

of earnings,

oror higher they had ever been. No matter.
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dividends,

or book value - were as high

The bull charged ahead. The bears who

44

Figuree 1.1: Stock Price and Fundamental Value: 1880-2001

(leftt panels) Real stock price and fundamental value determined by dividends and the
Price-to-Dividendss (PD); (right panels) Stock price and fundamental value determined
byy earnings and Price-to-Earnings (PE) Ratio for the S&P500 index from 1871 until
2001.. The data are described in Shiller (1989) and in Chapter (5).

bailedbailed out a year ago missed some juicy profits:
industrialsindustrials

and a 49% rise in the S&P500

a 51% jump in the Dow

Jones

index.

TheThe remarkable state of the U.S. economy is providing all the ingredients f or more
stockstock market

gains.

improving,improving,

Growth remains strong, incomes

are rising, productivity

earnings are expanding, the budget deficit is shrinking,

and

is
inflation

isis tepid.
GivenGiven these conditions,
aren'taren't

even many analysts whose models indicate

overvaluation

alarmed.

Businesss Week, "Don't worry, be bullish", August 4, 1997.

T h ee first paragraph summarizes the sentiment of investors in 1997: the high ratios reached
inn 1996 suggested t h a t t h e market was overvalued and t h a t sound investment principles
prescribedd to sell stocks. However, the investors that sold stocks at the beginning of 1996
lostt "juicy" profits of 50% in their holdings. T h e article indicates also that investors had
differentt opinions about the future prospects of t h e stock market. Some expected the stock
pricee t o decrease in the coming years, the "Bears", and others that the stock market would
continuee to grow, the "Bulls". T h e second paragraph describes the arguments of "Bulls"
too support a further increase in stock prices.

T h e outlook of the fundamental variables
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wass positive: economic growth was strong, earnings were increasing and inflation was under
control.. In other words, there was an exceptional period of strong economic growth and
stablee (or even decreasing) price levels. An exceptionally favourable economic situation that
requiredd extraordinary stock valuations.
Itt is typical in financial news to report the opinions of so-called gurus, most of the time
investmentt strategists of famous investment banks. In the 90s one of the most cited gurus
wass Abby Joseph Cohen of Goldman Sachs. An article in the New York Times at the end of
19999 describes her opinion about the valuation of the stock market:
AsAs Abby Joseph Cohen puts it, she has been "jumping up and down" since the
earlyearly 1990s, telling clients across America,

that the stock market

had plenty of

roomroom to grow, even when other strategists said the opposite was true.
servativeservative

and well-researched

low-inflationlow-inflation

environment,

earnings estimates

undervaluation

economy's
has argued in

was a reason to expect

equities.

Ms.Ms. Cohen argued for years that the stock market could live with higher
earningsearnings ratios when inflation
investorsinvestors

Using con-

in the

Ms. Cohen, the diva of this bull market,

herher measured way that the stock market's
goodgood returns from

and factoring

was low. Lower inflation,

price-to-

she has said,

increases

confidence in the growth of profits and makes them willing to pay more

forfor a given level of earnings.

But now, she noted, inflation

modestly.modestly.

That means

"inflation

is beginning to rise

somethingsomething

that gives us a significant margin for improvement

is no longer going down and it is no longer
in valuations''',

she

said.said. That, she explained, is a reason for believing that the market will stay fairly
valued. valued.
Neww York Times, "Still bullish, but pulling in the horns", December 26,1999

Ms..

Cohen, '"the diva of the bull market", bases her valuation of the stock market on

fundamentall analysis. She explained the undervaluation of the stock market during the 90s
byy a regime of low (expected) inflation that allowed investors to require a smaller rate of
returnn on stocks. This implies that stock prices could be higher than were before. At the end
off 1999, the undervaluation was corrected and she expected for 2000 no further increases.
Ex-post,, we know that in 2000 the stock market declined more than 20%. Also this article
suggestss that investors' opinions are heterogeneous: she expected from the beginning of the
90ss the stock market to be undervalued while "other strategists said the opposite was true".
However.. Ms. Cohen became the "diva of the bull market" because her forecasts for many
yearss proved to be correct.
Fundamentall analysis explains the level of stock prices by earnings (or dividends), their
expectedd growth rate and the required rate of return (that may depend on interest rates.
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inflationn and the risk premium, for example). However, there is evidence that some investors
payy less attention to these factors and rely on indicators extracted from the price series itself.
Thiss type of analysis is known as technical analysis. Also in this case the financial press
providess us with a guru: Ralph Acampora. Chief Technical Analyst at Prudential Securities.
AA technical analyst.

Acampora believes that a key barometer for how the mar-

ketket will fare is the June
explainsexplains Acampora.

low of 8628.

If the market falls below this

number,

things could be OK. "But if we stay above thai number,

it's

possiblepossible that we could have a downside of 15%. to 20%. " That would take the
DowDow down to the 7400 to 7900 range.
Thestreet.com,, "Acampora says He's sorry', August 4, 1998.

Itt is clear that Mr. Acampora predicts the level of the stock market without any consideration
forr fundamental factors (earnings, productivity growth and inflation). In his view, the onlyvariablee that plays a role is the price.
T h ee existence of gurus and disagreement among them emerge also in the following quote:
InIn dramatic juxtaposition
dentialdential Securities'

to moves by another influential

stocks,stocks, saying that the market
Acampora'sAcampora's

-market guru.

Ralph Acampora Friday advised investors

comments

CohenCohen of Goldman

is riding a once-in-a-lifetime

came one day after another

Sachs, cut her recommended

stock

Pru-

to stay aggressive in
bull trend.

market

guru, Abby

Joseph

position.

CNNMoney,, "Acampora: be aggressive", January 8, 1999.

T h ee article suggests that gurus predict the market ("stay aggressive in stocks") based on
differentt types of analysis. Ms. Cohen relies on fundamental factors while Mr. Acampora on
non-fundamentall factors. At the beginning of 1999 fundamental analysis indicated the stock
markett was fairly valued.

However, technical analysis guru Acampora was still "bullish"

advisingg to stay aggressively in stocks to benefit from a "once-in-a-lifetime bull trend". The
discussionn indicates that investors use different tools of analysis (fundamental or technical)
too form expectations about the future. They also pay more attention to the advise of a guru
iff in the previous years he turned out to b e right.
Iss it possible that smart investors arbitrage away profit opportunities?

This type of

investorss are usually associated with hedge funds, that take leveraged positions to profit from
mispricingg situations. An example of these type of investors is Julian Robertson, founder of
t h ee Tiger hedge fund. T h e article reported below, discusses his investment philosophy and
t h ee view of a ''bubble" which had occurred in stock prices:
JulianJulian Robertson,
dustry,dustry,

one of the founding

is near to announcing

fathers

of the modern

hedge fund

the closure of his Tiger Management

in-

hedge fund
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group.group.

The move follow* two years of poor ijirestrnent

duringduring which tune the size of the funds

he manages

performance

at

Tiger,

has fallen from $22bn to

$6bn. $6bn.
WithWith his equity investments,
onon the basis of price-to-earnings
asas value

ratios and other fundamental

cheap

measures - known

investing.

Mr.Mr. Robertson
netnet stocks

he looked to buy shares that were relatively

said the current craze among investors for technology and

"is unwittingly

creating a Ponzi pyramid

destined

inter-

to collapse".

He

addedadded that his value-foe used strategy of "buying the best stocks and shorting
worst"worst" only worked in a rational market.
"where"where earnings

and price considerations

Today market conditions

are

the

irrational,

take a back scat to mouse clicks and

momentum". momentum".
From:: Financial Times, "Robertson berates US markets" and "Tiger hedge fund to close', June 26, 2000

Thee investment strategy of Mr. Robertson is to profit from investment opportunities of the
fundamentall type, that is under/over valuation of stocks ("buying the best stocks and shorting
thee worst"). This strategy assumes that in a rational market the price of a stock should revert
backk to its fundamental value. In the mid 90s Mr. Robertson judged the1 stock market was
overvaluedd and took short positions to profit from the imminent correction of the mispricing.
However,, the stock prices drifted even further away from the fundamental value and his
strategyy lost money. Another important element is that investors decreased their holdings in
Tigerr funds: the decrease in managed funds from 22$bn to 6$bn is mainly due to withdrawals
fromm clients. Investors were unsatisfied with the poor performances of the funds compared,
forr example, with an index fund that gave from 30(X to 509c return a year. This confirms the
previouss evidence that investors compare the performances of the fund managers (or the guru
theyy followed) and move their holdings to the managers (or gurus) that recently performed
best. .

1.22

Economic Models

Thee evidence in the previous Section can IK1 summarized by the following stylized facts:
1.. Investors form their expectations based on different sets of the available information:
somee believe that fundamental variables are relevant factors in the evolution of stock
pricess while others consider only the information contained in past prices.
2.. Investors that form expectations based on the same information sets might interpret it
differently. .
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3.. The market follows t h e advice of gurus (fundamental or technical) and their popularity
dependss on the recent relative performance.
4.. Rational arbitrage might fail to stabilize prices when irrational expectations dominate
thee market.
T h ee asset pricing literature incorporated some of these stylized facts in so-called behavioural
models.. We will describe some of the models proposed in the literature. We do not aim to
givee a full account of the literature. Recent surveys of behavioural asset pricing models are
Shleiferr (2000). Hirshleifer (2001) and Barberis and Thaler (2002).

1.2.11

Heterogeneous Beliefs about Fundamentals Factors

Ass discussed above, analysts using fundamental analysis disagree about the interpretation of
currentt information. Some strategists expect there is under/over valuation to be corrected
whilee others believe that all fundamental information has been already incorporated in prices.
T h e r ee is robust empirical evidence of underreaction and overreact ion to earnings annoucenients.. When there is news about the profitability of a company, investors "underreact".
thatt is, they incorporate slowdy the new information into prices. '"Overreaction" refers to the
factt t h a t investors drive prices at high levels when they experience a record of positive news.
Hence,, they are subject to two biases: at an early stage, they tend to undervalue the effect
off news on prices and incorporate it only slowly; however, if the positive news persists they
perceivee a change in the profitability pattern of the firm and overvalue the stock.
AA model that tries to explain the under/overreact ion phenomena has been proposed by
Barberiss et al.

(1998).

They assume that a representative agent switches between two

expectationall earnings regimes.

In one they expect earnings to mean revert while in the

otherr to have a trend. In b o t h cases their expectations are wrong because the true earnings
processs is a random walk. T h e probability of being in one or the other regime is updated such
t h a tt they slowly incorporate the positive news (and the mean reverting regime implies that
underreactionn affects stock prices). When they switch, a trending regime creates persistence
inn their expectations and in stock prices.

Investors behaviour can also be related to the

experimentall evidence of Tversky and Kahneman (1974). They found that individuals are
subjectt to psychological biases such as Conservatism and Representativeness. Conservatism
meanss that agents u p d a t e their models only slowly. They need persistent information that
t h ee model they use is wrong to update it. This is clearly associated to the underreaction
inn stock prices: when earnings announcements do not support the existing valuations, they
t e n dd to incorporate only slowly the new evidence. Instead, representativeness is related to the
tendencyy to classify events in some specific classes that ignore the true probability process.
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Thiss relates to the overreaction to news, that is, persistent evidence of positive news implies
thatt they extrapolate that a trend is occurring.
Inn the discussion of the previous section, we focused on the expectations of investors about
thee aggregate stock market in contrast to individual stocks as in the over/underreaction literature.. However, the same biases appear to characterize investors. During the 90s, Ms. Cohen
justifiedd higher stock valuations by the positive news of increased corporate profitability and
loww (and stable) inflation. On the other hand, other strategists interpreted the positive news
differentlyy and judged them as temporary fluctuations.

Their expectations are consistent

withh the underreaction explanation described earlier. These analysts expectations were in
thee mean reverting regime of Barberis et al. (1998) and believed that the news would die out
quickly.. In the late 90s, the overreaction to the positive news started to display its effects:
stockk prices were much higher than warranted by fundamental valuations.
T h ee interpretation of stock prices in terms of a time varying sentiment about the prospects
off the economy is certainly supported by empirical and psychological evidence and by the
descriptivee discussion of the previous section. However, it does not. account for other phenomenaa observed, such as the role of technical analysis, the existence of rational arbitrageurs
andd the performance evaluation of strategists.

1.2.22

Heterogeneous Beliefs about Non-Fundamental Factors

AA realistic behavioural model should also account for the fact that investors use different types
off analysis to form their expectations. There is evidence t h a t some investors use technical
analysiss to forecast the market. The previous example of Mr. Acampora clearly supports this
assumption.. More convincing evidence is given by the survey studies of Frankel and Froot
(1987)) and Allen and Taylor (1992). They conducted surveys of forex traders to investigate
thee information and type of analysis they use in forming their expectations at different time
horizons.. They showed t h a t at short horizons (up to 1 month) traders extract information
fromm prices and make extensive use of technical analysis. However, at longer horizons they
payy more attention at fundamental factors and expect the exchange rate to adjust toward
thee long-run equilibrium. This evidence suggests that there is a horizon dependence in the
usee of the different types of analysis: at short horizons, the traders perceive the news about
thee fundamentals as uninformative and extrapolate past prices. Instead, at longer horizons
fundamentalss are important in the determination of the exchange rate while technical tools
aree much less valuable. Shiller (1989) gives evidence of extrapolative expectations also in
stockk markets.
Thiss evidence suggests that modelling the expectations of technical analysts might contributee to explain the large deviations from fundamental values. Some models have been
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proposedd by Frankel and Froot (1990). DeLung et al.

(1990a) and Brock and Homines

(1998).. We will briefly discuss the last two articles.
DeLongg it al. (1990a) 1 assume that some investors (noise traders) follow technical rules to
formm expectations while other investors (arbitrageurs) are aware of the irrational mispricing
occurringg in stock prices. However, arbitrageurs may not be able to correct the mispricing and
drivee the price back to the fundamental value because of "limits to arbitrage". One reason
thatt limits arbitraging activity is the short investment horizon of arbitrageurs compared to
noisee traders. If the irrational traders become optimistic and drive the stock price1 persistently
up.. the arbitrageurs might be forced to liquidate 1 their positions against the mispricing and
realize11 the losses.

DeLong rt. al.

(1990a) introduced the concept of noise traders risk to

indicatee the risk created by deviations of stock prices from fundamentals due to the irrational
expectationss of traders.

An explanation for the horizon limitation of arbitrageurs is that

theyy are evaluated by investors at typically short horizons. If the mispricing is persistent
a n dd corrects at longer horizons compared to the evaluation period, investors might realize
lossess and move money away from the arbitrageurs.

A key assumption of the model is

t h ee irrationality of noise1 traders that drive the stock price away from the fundamentals. The
secondd key element is the limits to the arbitrageurs activity in taking large1 positions to correct
t h ee mispricing. The case of Julian Robertson discussed in the previous section illustrates this
situation:: his strategy of investing in stocks that we're mispriced generated losses and the
hedge11 fund experienced consistent withdrawals from unsatisfied investors.
Anotherr model along these1 lines has been proposed by Brock and Hemimes (1998). They
assume 11 that investors have heterogeneous beliefs about the persistence of the deviations of
stockk prices from the fundamental value». Some1 investors expect the stock price to adjust bae^k
too the fundamentals while others expevt a persistent trend in prices. Investors are assumed to
switchh between the beliefs strategies based on their relative performance: if a belief performs
relativelyy better than the alternative strategies, the fraction of investors with this belief will
increasee ami have a higher influence in the determination of the1 stock price. The switching
amongg beliefs that occurs in this model is deterministic and depends on the past relative
performancee eif the beliefs type. The1 fraction of investors captures the performance-based
evaluationn of different strategies: those1 with better relative performances get a higher weight.
C h a p t e rr (6) erf this tlmsis is devoted to the estimation of this model to the yearly stock price
d a t aa in Figure 1 (1.1).

SvvSvv also Shleifer (2000) for an overview of the noise traeleTs approach to model financial markets.
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1.2.33

Heterogeneous Beliefs and Short-Sale Constraints

Thee recent stock prices run-up revived interest for an explanation suggested by Lintner (1969)
andd Miller (1977). They assume that short-sale constraints prevent rational investors to short
stockss in periods in which irrational investors are driving the price away from the fundamentals.. Overconfident investors might push the price at higher levels and the arbitraging activity
off pessimistic investors might be constrained by the short-sale. This approach offers another
explanationss for the "limits to arbitrage 1 ': rational investors that use fundamental analysis
mightt not be able to short the stocks in the desidered amount. Recent empirical evidence
supportingg this approach is given in Ofek and Richardson (2002) and Diether et al. (2002)
amongg others. Recent theoretical work is Scheinkman and Xiong (2002).

1.33

Time Series Analysis

Inn the previous section, we discussed various models that try to explain the empirical behaviourr of stock prices and its deviations from the fundamentals. Two ingredients are common
too all these models. One is the assumption t h a t investors have heterogeneous expectations.
Thee second key assumption is some form of constraint on the arbitraging activity of rational
(fundamental)) investors. Hence, when a group of investors have irrational expectations and
thee other investors are limited in their arbitraging activity, we can experience large deviations
fromm fundamental valuations.
Thee empirical evidence suggests that stock prices deviate persistently from various notions
off fundamental value but at long-horizons they are pushed back toward the equilibrium.
Thiss phenomenon is called in the literature mean reversion. Mean reversion indicates t h a t
assett prices contain a temporary (stationary) component that characterizes swings away from
aa permanent (non-stationary) component, typically associated with the asset fundamental
value.. Hence, asset prices have a tendency to revert back to the mean, or their fundamental
value,, but given the persistence of the deviations it occurs only at long-horizons.

Mean

reversionn has been documented for many financial assets such as stock prices, exchange rates
andd also for commodity prices. An early reference for stock prices is Poterba and Summers
(1988).. It has been investigated mainly using two methods: variance ratios and long-horizon
regressions.. Variance' ratios compare the variances of one-period and multi-period returns.
Thee typical finding is that the variance ratios an 1 larger than one at short-horizons and become
significantlyy negative at longer horizons. This suggests that in the short term stock returns are
positivelyy autocorrelated but in the long term they typically have negative autocorrelations.
Thiss supports the hypothesis of mean reversion because it shows the tendency of returns
too revert in the long-run.

Another tool frequently used to investigate mean reversion is
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thee long-horizon regression. In this case, multi-period returns are regressed on a measure
off deviation from the fundamentals, such as the P D or P E ratios. The results suggest that
t o d a y ' ss deviation have significant explanatory power for future multi-period returns when the
holdingg period is long. In particular, a positive (negative) deviation from the fundamentals
predictss a negative (positive) long-horizon return.

Hence, if the stock price is above the

fundamentall (positive deviation) it will decrease toward the fundamental value in the longterm.. Therefore, at long-horizons the relative change in stock prices will be negative.
T h i ss evidence suggests that stock prices have a tendency to diverge from fundamentals
butt to revert back in the long run.

Recently, there has also been interest in testing for

nonlinearr time variation in the speed of mean reversion. The typical finding of these studies
iss t h a t mean reversion is weak when the asset price is close to the fundamental value but
thee speed increases when the deviations become large. This can be interpreted as evidence
thatt fundamental investors become active to correct the misprieing when it grows too large.
Thiss view is supported by the discussion in Section (1,1) of the investment strategy of Julian
Robertson.. His strategy describes well the action of fundamental investors in correcting the
misprieingg and generating mean reversion in prices. He was buying (shorting) undervalued
(overvalued)) stocks, t h a t is, stocks that had a price lower (higher) than their fundamental
valuation.. It was a successful strategy for many years and made Mr. Robertson one of the
mostt famous hedge fund managers. However, the closure of the Tiger fund in 2000 suggests
t h a tt t h e stock price behaviour of the late 90s may have been different than previously. In
thee late 90s, the "stabilizing" action of rational investors did not succeed in counteracting
thee "destabilizing" d e m a n d for stocks of chartists.

In addition, they realized large losses

t h a tt decreased the amount of capital (because of investors withdrawals) available for their
arbitragingg activity.
Inn Chapter (5) we investigate the issue of mean reversion in stock prices. Similar work
onn the stock market has been done by Gallagher and Taylor (2001) and for exchange rates
byy Taylor and Peel (2000) and Kilian and Taylor (2003). In particular, Kilian and Taylor
(2003)) give an interpretation of their time series findings in terms of the existence of three
typess of traders. Two groups are fundamentalists that are heterogeneous in their valuations
off t h e exchange rate. A third group is represented by chartists that are characterized by
extrapolativee expectations. This type of models are able to generate large and persistent
deviationss from the fundamentals similar t o the overvaluation that occurred to the US dollar
att t h e beginning of the 80s. We already mentioned the survey studies of Frankel and Froot
(1987)) and Allen and Taylor (1992). In Chapter (4) we propose a model similar to the chartistfundamentalistt models. We assume nonlinear time variation in the rate of extrapolation of
thee chartists and find support in the data.
Meann reversion implies t h a t asset returns are predictable at long horizons. On the other
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hand,, returns at short horizons are difficult to predict.

In the exchange rate literature,

theree are numerous studies comparing the ability of structural and time series models to
beatt the simple random walk in out-of-sample prediction. Meese and Rogoff (1983) tested
thee predictive ability of different exchange rate determination models.
structurall models did not outperform the random walk predictor.

They found that

This showed that, at

shortt horizons, fundamental factors contain little information about the dynamics of the
exchangee rate. However, Hsieh (1989) strongly rejects the null hypothesis of independence for
exchangee rates returns using the BDS test of Brock et al. (1996). In addition, this finding is
confirmedd when the dependence in the conditional variance is taken into account. Therefore,
theree is dependence in the conditional mean but we are not able to exploit it for out-ofsamplee prediction. In a time series framework, Diebold and Nason (1990) used nonparametric
techniquess to test for the out-of-sample predictability of exchange rates. They found t h a t
alsoo these methods do not improve significantly in out-of-sample prediction. They suggested
t h a tt the unpredictability could be explained in three ways: weak nonlinear dependence in
thee data, dependence that occurs in even rather than odd moments or as the effect of outliers
andd structural shifts. In Chapter (4) we try to shed some light on this puzzle.
Thee use of nonparametric methods is usually justified by the aim of detecting dependence
structuree in the d a t a without relying on restrictive parametric assumptions. T h e usual motto
usedd by proponents of these methods is "Let the d a t a speak for themselves"'. A parametricc approach requires to specify a functional form for the relationship among the economic
variables.. Instead, nonparametric techniques allow the d a t a to determine the shape of the
relation.. Another advantage is that, they capture both linear and nonlinear types of dependencee in the data. However, the flexibility of these techniques come at the price that they
requiree large samples to give reliable results. Hence, it is then important to investigate the
propertiess of nonparametric methods in finite (and typically small) samples. Nonparametric
regressionn for time series requires the selection of two parameters: the lag order and the
bandwidth.. The bandwidth is the parameter that regulates the amount, of smoothing appliedd to the series. A small (large) bandwidth is equivalent to use a large (small) number
off parameters. The choice of the order in linear autoregressive models is done using selectionn criteria that balance the trade-off between the goodness-of-fit and the complexity of the
model.. The selection approach can be extended to the nonparametric case in which also the
bandwidthh has to be selected. In Chapter (3) we extend previous work on selection criteria
proposedd for linear models to a nonparametric setting. We find that some criteria have very
misleadingg properties in finite samples. In addition, we propose a test for linearity based on
thee comparison of the goodness-of-fit of the parametric and nonparametric regression. The
applicationn to economic time series shows that there is evidence for the presence of nonlinear
structure. .
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T h ee use of nonparametric methods received increasing attention due to the emergence of
t h ee theory of deterministic dynamical systems, also known as chaos theory. A striking result
off this theory was that purely deterministic nonlinear systems could generate time series that
a p p e a rr random to linear analysis, such as the autocorrelation function. It proved that linear
t i m ee series analysis is inappropriate when the underlying d a t a generating process is nonlinear.
Thiss encouraged the developments of new tools of analysis with power to identify the presence
off nonlinear structure in the data. The new methods proposed for this purpose an 1 all of
nonparametricc nature. Among the most used is the correlation integral, that measures the
frequencyy at which p a t h s 2 repeat over time. In other words, it captures the predictability
inn t h e d a t a and it is useful in tests of the null hypothesis of independence. Previously, we
mentionedd the BDS test for independence proposed by Brock et al, (1996). The statistic is
basedd on the correlation integral and the fact that, under the null of i.i.d., it factorizes. An
alternativee interpretation of the BDS statistic comes from information theory. In Chapter (2)
wee discuss t h e different interpretations of the statistic. We also propose an alternative test
s t a t i s t i cc that is useful in determining the lag order of the nonlinear d a t a generating process.
B o t hh the BDS and the statistic proposed here have the advantage of being functional of
t h ee density function such t h a t they are able to detect dependence that occurs also in higher
moments. .

1.44

Outline of t h e Thesis

T h ee outline of the dissertation is as follow. Chapter (2) proposes to test for independence
a n dd linearity using a quantity similar to the BDS statistic.

We use correlation integrals

proposedd in chaos theory to estimate the statistic. It captures dependence in the distribution
ass t h e BDS statistic. However, it has the additional advantage that it reveals the information
containedd in the m* lag when we account for the information already included in the previous
mm — 1 lags. It can be interpreted as a generalization of the partial autocorrelation function
usedd for linear time series. T h e size and power of the tests are investigated by simulating
deterministicc and stochastic nonlinear models. An empirical application to the growth rate
off post-war US G N P d a t a shows that there is evidence of nonlinearity in the data.

The

C h a p t e rr is based on Diks and Manzan (2002). Chapter (3) investigates the finite sample
propertiess of the selection criteria for local linear regression.

We also propose a test for

linearityy based on the comparison of the goodness-of-fit of the parametric and nonparametric
regression.. Application to economic time series shows there is evidence of nonlinear structure
forr some of t h e m . C h a p t e r (4) proposes a simple model of exchange rate determination based
2

Inn this context, path should be interpreted as a vector of lagged values of the variable.
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onn investors heterogeneous beliefs and a time varying extrapolation rate of chartists.

We

replicatee the forecasting exercise of Diebold and Nason (1990) and apply it to time series
simulatedd from the chartist-fundamentalist model discussed above. It turns out that the
testt rejects the null hypothesis (of no improvement compared to the no-change forecast) in
aa very small percentage of the simulation. This suggests that the failure to beat the random
walkk could be the result of the interaction of small samples and slight nonlinearity in the
underlyingg generating process.
Inn Chapter (5), we compare different notions of fundamental value allowing for time
variationn in the fundamental factors. Relaxing the assumptions of a constant required rate
off return and growth rate of dividends does not help in explaining the deviations of the stock
pricee from the Gordon fundamental value. We apply a nonlinear time series model to the
P DD ratio shown in Figure (1.1). The results suggest that before the 90s there is significant
evidencee of nonlinearity in the adjustment process toward equilibrium. Including the 90s,
thee dynamics of large deviations becomes more persistent and weakens the evidence for mean
reversion. .
Finally,, Chapter (6) estimates an asset pricing model with heterogeneous expectations.
Thee estimation results show that there is evidence for two groups of investors expecting mean
reversionn at different speeds. Before the 90s they both expect mean reversion but including
alsoo the 90s one group expects a bubble to occur in stock prices. The model also shows that
theyy became dominant in the market and drove t h e stock price away from the fundamental.
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Chapterr 2
Testingg for Independence and
Linearity y
2.11

Introduction

Itt is well known t h a t processes which are linearly independent, i.e. with zero autocorrelations
att all lags, can exhibit higher order dependence or nonlinear dependence. This has motivatedd the development of tests for serial independence with power against general types of
dependence.. The recent literature shows an increasing interest in nonparametric approaches
sincee they avoid making restrictive assumptions on the marginal distribution of the process.
Usuallyy a nonparametric measure of divergence between two distributions is taken as a basis
off the test. For example, Robinson (1991) considers the Kullback-Leibler information, while
Skaugg and Tj0stheim (1993a) study t h e statistic proposed by Blum et al.

(1961).

Some

divergencee measures based on the probability density functions are compared in Skaug and
Tj0stheimm (1993b). Other recently proposed nonparametric tests for serial independence in
timee series can be found, for example, in Chan and Tran (1992), Delgado (1996) and Aparicio
andd Escribano (1998).
Althoughh evidence against the null hypothesis of independence for a particular time seriess suggests the presence of structure in the time series, it usually provides little insight into
thee nature of this structure. For example, the structure could be either linear or nonlinear.
Thee properties of linear models are well-known, and linear modelling is relatively straightforwardd compared to nonlinear modelling. Therefore, before moving to nonlinear models for
ann observed time series, one should at least have some evidence for the presence of nonlinear
dependence.. Hence, when dependence is found, testing the hypothesis of linearity is a natural
nextt step in practice. One way of testing for linearity is by applying a test for independence
too the residuals of an estimated linear model. A rejection of the null hypothesis provides evi-
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dencee suggesting that some structure is left in the residuals upon removing linear dependence,
andd hence t h a t a linear model is not appropriate. Brock et al. (1996) have shown t h a t the
B D SS test for independence provides a consistent specification test when applied to residuals,
providedd t h a t the model parameters are estimated ^/n consistently. An alternative approach
too testing for linearity is that of comparing linear and nonparametric statistics, such as estim a t o r ss of the conditional mean and variance, as proposed by Hjellvik and TjOstheim (1995)
andd Hjellvik et al. (1998). This avoids pre-whitening of the time series, which typically leads
too a reduction in power, and also preserves the order of dependence in the time series.
T h ee statistics used in this chapter are closely related to t h e 6 statistic introduced by Wu et
alal (1993) for measuring conditional dependence. The 6 statistic is defined in terms of ratios
off correlation integrals. Correlation integrals originate from the study of chaotic systems,
wheree they are important means of characterizing the dynamics of deterministic processes.
Theirr estimation is relatively straightforward. The connection between generalized correlation
integralss and information theoretic quantities, established by Prichard and Theiler (1995),
showss t h a t our statistics correspond to t h e second order conditional mutual information.
Thee information theoretic quantities used by Granger and Lin (1994) are also related to ours.
However,, their test statistic is a generalisation of the autocorrelation function, while ours
generalizess the partial autocorrelation function. This renders our statistics more suitable for
investigatingg the lag dependence, which m a y serve as a first step for model selection. Since
t h ee number of parameters in a parametric nonlinear time series model (such as a TAR model)
typicallyy increases fast with t h e number of lags selected, lag selection criteria are important
forr constructing parsimonious time series models. For some recent approaches to lag selection
seee Auestad and Tjostheim (1990), Cheng and Tong (1991) and Tschernig and Yang (2000).
T h ee proposed tests are characterized by the following three properties. Firstly, the test
statisticss are based on information theoretic quantities. Since these are nonlinear functionals
off t h e density function they can capture dependence in higher moments of the distribution.
Secondly,, t h e conditional mutual information is used, rather than mutual information. This
providess insights into the lag dependence in the time series. Thirdly, in the linearity test
wee compare nonparametric and linear parametric information-theoretic quantities for the
originall time series. T h e advantage over testing for dependence in residuals is that the lag
dependencee in the time series is preserved.
Inn Section (2.2) we briefly review some information theoretic quantities while Section (2.3)
describess t h e estimation methods based on correlation integrals.
discusss the test of independence and linearity, respectively.

Sections (2.4) and (2.5)

In Section (2.6) the size and

powerr properties of the tests are investigated numerically for a number of linear and nonlinear
models.. Section (2.7) illustrates our approach with applications to a macroeconomic time
series.. Finally, Section (2.8) concludes.
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2.22

Information Theory

Informationn theory was introduced by Shannon (1948) and Wiener (1948) and its statistical
applicationn pioneered by Kullback (1959). Since our approach is closely connected with
informationn theory we will give a brief overview here.
Lett X be a continuous, possibly vector-valued, random variable with probability density
functionn fx{x)-

The Shannon entropy is defined as
H(X)H(X) = -Jlnfx(x)fx(x)dx,

whichh is just the expected value of - \nfx{X).

-E(\nfx(X)).

(2.1)
Similarly, for a pair of random

variabless X, Y with joint probability density function / x . r

, the joint entropy reads

= - ƒ ƒ l n fx.Y(*,y)fx,Y(*\y)dxdy.

H(X,Y)H(X,Y)

(2.2)

Thee conditional entropy of X given Y is the mean entropy of X, conditional on Y:
H(X\Y)H(X\Y)
wheree JX\Y(X

= -j\nfX\y(x

| y)fx,Y(x,y)dxdy,

(2.3)

I y) denotes the conditional probability density function of X, given Y — y. It

cann be easily verified that H{X\Y)

= H(X,Y)

- H(Y). Note that H{X\Y)

is not invariant

too changes in its arguments. However, the mutual information, defined as

''ixix--Y)=Y)=fH^&)fH^&)hh^^))^^
iss a symmetric measure of dependence between X and Y. The mutual information measures
thee average information contained in one of the random variables about the other. The
symmetryy follows directly from the definition and also becomes obvious after expressing
itt in terms of entropies: I{X,Y)

= H(X) - H(X\Y)

= H(X) + H(Y) - H{X,Y).

The

mutuall information is invariant not only under scale transformations of X and Y\ but more
generally,, under all continuous one-to-one transformations of X and Y. It is also non-negative,
I(X,Y)I(X,Y)

> 0. with equality holding if and only if fx,y(-r,y)

= /.YU")A'(Ü/)-

Tnis

property

makesmakes it a useful quantity for testing independence hypotheses.
Forr testing conditional independence of X and Y. given a third random variable Z, it is
usefull to consider the conditional mutual information, defined by
I(X,Y\Z)I(X,Y\Z)

= Ijjln

(f'YxZMz)2))

f.xy.z(*<y<z)<l*dydz.

Thee conditional mutual information quantifies the average amount of additional information
inn Y about X, given the information about X already contained in Z. This can be seen by
expressingg it as ƒ(X, Y\Z) = H(X\Z)

- H(X\Y, Z) = -H{X, Y, Z) + H{X, Z) + H{Y, Z) -

(2.5)
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H{Z)H{Z)

= I{X\Y,

Z) - I{X\Z).

We have I(X,

Y\Z)

> 0, with equality if and only if X and Y

aree conditionally independent, given Z.
Too describe the relation between information theoretic quantities and correlation integrals
itt is convenient to notice t h a t t h e Shannon entropy is a special case of a generalised entropy,
thee Renyi entropy, defined by
= - ^ y l n ƒ (fx(x))Q-1

HHqq{X){X)

fx(x)dx,

(2.6)

wheree q denotes the order of the Renyi entropy. Indeed, by taking the limit q — 1, one
obtainss using 1'Höpital's rule,
\imH\imHqq(X)=(X)=
whichh is just the Shannon entropy H{X)
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- J \nfx(x)fx(x)dx,

(2.7)

defined in Equation (2.1).

Correlation Integrals

Nextt let us describe the connection with correlation integrals, and the way correlation integralss can be used as estimators for information theoretic quantities. The generalized order-q
correlationn integral of X is defined as
ii
ii

CCqq(X;e) (X;e)

fiWx-xW^fxWdx)fiWx-xW^fxWdx)

/ ( //

fx(x)dx

(2.8) )

wheree 1^ denotes the indicator function taking values 0 and 1, and || || denotes the supremum
norm m
||x||| =

sup

I xt I,

(2.9)

ii = 1,..., m

wheree the parameter e plays the role of a bandwidth and m is the dimension of the vector
X.X.

Correlation integral estimates are being used frequently in chaos theory to study fractal

structuress and to characterize deterministic time series. Correlation integrals are also useful
forr testing for serial independence, because the generalized correlation integral factorises when
t h ee elements of X are i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed). T h e factorisation for
qq = 2 was used in the BDS test for independence, based on C2(X; e).
Uponn taking logarithms in Equation (2.8) we obtain
9-1 1

-\nC-\nCqq{X;e){X;e)

=
q-q-

— I nI(\\x-2\\<i)fx(x)dx)I(\\x-2\\<i)fx(x)dx)

(2.10)
Sx{x)dx)

1

whichh differs from the generalized Renyi entropy, given in Equation (2.6), only in that it has
thee t e r m fx{x)

within brackets replaced by an integral of fx{x)
m

innerr integral in Equation (2.8) behaves as e fx{x)

over an e-ball around x. The

for small e. Thus, up to an e dependent
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scalee factor, the correlation integral will correspond to the integral in Equation (2.6). T h e
relationshipp between Hq(X) and Cq(X\e)

for e small is

HHqq(X)~-\nC(X)~-\nCqq(X;e)+m\ne.(X;e)+m\ne.
Thiss shows that estimated correlation integrals provide nonparametric estimates of

Hq{X).

Too give an example of how this leads to estimates of information theoretic quantities, let us
considerr Iq(X,Y)

the q-th. order mutual information between X and Y, given by
IIqq(X,(X, Y) = Hq(X)

+ Hq(Y)

- Hq(X,

Y).

(2.12)

Givenn estimated correlation integrals Cq(X; e), Cq(Y; e) and Cq(X, Y; e), an estimator for
IIgg(X,Y)(X,Y)

is given by
IIqq(X,Y)(X,Y) = 1nCq(X,Y;e)-]nCq(X;e)-lnCq(Y;e).

(2.13)

Thee terms proportional to m i n e cancel because the dimension of (X,Y) is the sum of those
off X and Y. A similar cancellation occurs in the conditional mutual information, for which
wee obtain analogously:
IIqq(X,(X, Y|Z) = InC q (X, Y, Z; e) - In Cq{X,Z;e)~

In Cq{Y,Z;e)

+ InCq(Z;e).

(2.14)

Furtherr details on the connection between correlation integrals and information theory can
bee found in Prichard and Theiler (1995).
T h ee choice q = 2 is by far the most popular in chaos analysis, since it allows for efficient
estimationn algorithms. T h e conditional mutual information Iq(X,Y\Z)

strictly speaking is

nott positive definite for q ^ 1. This means t h a t it is possible t o construct examples of
variabless X and Y, which are conditionally dependent given Z , and for which I<2(X,Y\Z) is
zeroo or negative. If hiX, Y\Z)

is zero, the test based on I2 asymptotically does not have unit

powerr against this alternative. This situation appears t o be very exceptional, and usually
Ï2{X,Y\Z)Ï2{X,Y\Z)
h{X,h{X,

Y\Z;e)

is either positive or negative. This suggests t h a t a one-sided test, rejecting for
large, is not always optimal.

In practice, however, I2 behaves much like I\

inn t h a t we usually observe larger power for one-sided tests (rejecting for large h) than for
two-sidedd tests. This led us to choose q — 2, together with a one-sided implementation of the
test. .

2.44

Testing for Serial Independence

Inn this section we describe our approach to testing for serial independence in a time series
setting..

Let { x t } " = 1 b e a n observed time series of length n. We test the following null

hypothesis: :
i/oo :

xt is i.i.d.
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ourr test statistic is based on the conditional mutual information defined above. By doing so
t h ee test is designed to have power against alternatives with conditional dependence, which
hass the advantage t h a t t h e p-values obtained at different orders provide information about
thee lag structure of the time series.
Wee define delay vectors as
XjXjnn = (xt,...,Xt-m

+ lY,

(2.15)

wheree the prime denotes the transposed. T h e number of elements m (indicated as superscript
off the delay vector) is referred to as the embedding dimension. T h e total number of vectors,
iY,, obtained in this way is N — n — m + 1.
T h ee conditional mutual information between xt and xt-m given the intermediate observations,, X(™J

is given by
| X^1) = -H(X™?)

I{xI{xuuxxtt..mm

+ 2H(Xjn)

- HiX™-,1).

(2.16)

T h ee conditional mutual information has a particular interpretation in a time series setting:
iff xt is a Markov process of order k, the conditional probability density depends only on the
lastt k lagged values of the time series and further lags contain no additional information.
T h ee conditional mutual information between xt and xt_m

will become zero for m > k and

positivee for £ < k. In this sense the conditional mutual information can be interpreted as an
orderr identifier.
Anotherr useful interpretation is the following. The average amount of information about
xxtt in X"1:l is given by I(xt, X ^ ) , while t h e average amount of information about xt in X , " ^ 1
onlyy is given by I(xt, X f m J ). If these two information measures are subtracted, one arrives
at t
IixuX^-IixuX^)IixuX^-IixuX^)

= I(xt,xt.m | X™!1),

t h ee conditional mutual information. This demonstrates that the conditional mutual informationn quantifies the average amount of extra information that x t _ m contains about xt, in
additionn to the information already in X"H[l.
valuess oixt

If xt-m contains no extra information about

in addition to t h a t in X ™ 7 \ I(xt, xt-m \ X ^ 1 ) = 0. If, on the other hand, xt-m

doess contain extra information on xt, we expect I(xt,x-t-m
performm a one-sided test based on I(xt,xt-m

\ X^~[l)

> 0. We thus propose to

1

\ X ^ ) , estimated from correlation integrals.

Uponn introducing Cm{e.) and Cm(e) as shorthand notation for C 2 (X, m ; e) and its estimator
C2(X ( m ;e),, respectively, we may write
I(xI(xtt,x,xtt__mm

| Xln\l)

= -21nCm(e) + l n C m + i ( e ) + l n C m _ i ( e ) .

(2.18)

T h ee second order (q = 2) correlation integral for the m-dimensional delay vectors X, m is
CCmm(e)(e)

= ƒ [l{]\s-t\\<t)fx™(s)fx,n(t)dsdt.

(2.19)
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Becausee this is just the expectation of the kernel function, E(I^x"'-.xru\<<))i

it

can

be esti-

matedd straightforwardly in a [/-statistics framework, by

CMCM =

, *

(2-20)

' E È h\\xr-xT\\<ty

Notee that the conditional mutual information is an unbounded measure of conditional
dependence.. In our implementation we use a transformed version of the mutual information,
66mm(e)(e) = 1 - - exp{-I{xt,xt-m\{xt-i,

...,xt-m+i))

= 1 - -~

-p-^

—,

(2.21)

C m _i(f)C mm + i ( e )

whichh takes values between 0 and 1.

The use of 6m(e)

was first proposed by Savit and

Greenn (1991) to determine the dimension of a chaotic attractor. Wu et al. (1993) derived
thee asymptotic distribution under the null hypothesis of an i.i.d. process. The asymptotic
distributionn is
n*bn*bmm

bmbm))

(2.22)

wheree the asymptotic variance is given by

V6mV6m

u

au)

CAt) CAt)

(2.23) )

andd C\{e) indicates the correlation integral at embedding dimension 1 while K\(e) is defined
ass in Brock et at. (1996) and is estimated by
^^

ry

K^)K^) = N{N_1){N_2)

N-'l

N-\

E

N

E

E/(k.-,|^lkr.l<^

(2-24)

Itt is known that the normal approximation based on the asymptotic distribution does not
performm well for small sample sizes. In the simulation study we will show that problems also
arisee for 6rn(().

This is the main motivation for using a bootstrap approach for determining

thee null distribution of the test statistic.
Wee will implement the test for independence as a Monte Carlo test. The Monte Carlo
approachh was first suggested by Barnard (1963) in the context of testing a simple null hypothesis.. The idea is to construct the null distribution of the test statistic by calculating the
testt statistic for a large number of independent realisations generated by the null model. One
cann derive the significance of an empirically observed value of the test, statistic using the fact
that,, under the null hypothesis, the test statistic for the original d a t a and the artificial d a t a
aree independent draws from the null distribution. In cases where one wishes to test a compositee null hypothesis this procedure cannot be applied directly, since the true mill process
stilll depends on unknown model parameters. It was shown by Besag and Diggle (1977) and
Engenn and Lillegard (1997) that one can still obtain an exact level Monte Carlo test for
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compositee hypotheses by conditioning on a minimal set of sufficient statistics under the null
hypothesis.. T h e approach is very flexible in that it allows for testing null hypotheses which
aree completely unspecified apart from some properties, as the symmetry tests proposed by
Dikss and Tong (1999) show. Under the IID null the order statistics provide a minimal and
sufficientt statistic. Under the null, and conditionally on the order statistic, each permutation
off t h e observed d a t a is equally probable, so that conditioning on the order statistic leads
too a permutation test.

Because a permutation test can be implemented easily, it offers a

convenientt way for obtaining an exact test.
T h ee test procedure is thus composed of the following steps:
1.. Calculate ö„,(e) for the time series {xf}" = 1 .
2.. Randomly p e r m u t e the time series and obtain {5, } " = 1 .
3.. Calculate the test statistic on {,?f}"=1. denoted by bTn{f-)4.. Repeat steps 2-3 B times. In the simulations we set B to 199.
5.. Calculate the? one-sided bootstrap 73-value as

__ l + #p r „(e)>S„,( e )]
6.. Reject the null hypothesis of independence if p < a, where a denotes the chosen
significancee level.
Inn the b o o t s t r a p literature it is often emphasized that one should consider test statistics
whichh are. at least asymptotically, pivotal under the null hypothesis, that is, their distributionn should not depend on any unknown parameters under the null, see e.g. Beran (1988).
T h ee Monte Carlo approach, by conditioning on a minimal sufficient statistic, automatically
satisfiess this requirement, even for finite sample sizes. The reason is that after conditioning
onn a minimal and sufficient statistic under the null, the null distribution of any statistic, by
construction,, does not depend on any unknown parameters.

2.55

Testing for Linearity

Wee test for linearity by comparing a nonparametric estimate of the conditional mutual informationn with a parametric counterpart.

This amounts to compare the extra amount of

informationn contained in X(_ m about xt with the expected amount of extra information underr t h e null of linearity.
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Forr linear Gaussian processes, we have X™ ~ j V ( ^ m , £ m ) where S m denotes the variancecovariancee matrix of the m-dimensional vector of lagged values of the process { x t } " = j . T h e
Gaussiann Renyi entropy for A'tm then becomes
W,(Xnn

= fM2,)

+

^n|Em|

+

= ^ I ,

(2.25)

whichh depends on the order q. The mutual information and conditional mutual information
forr linear Gaussian processes become
llqq(^Xr.(^Xr.11)) = \ln{^^y

(

and d
IIqq{x{xltltxxtt..mm | X-71)

= hn

|S

(

"''

-\

(2.27)

respectively,, which are both independent of the Renyi order q. It follows that 6m for a linear
Gaussiann random process behaves as ójjf given by
6%6% = l-cXp(-I(xt,xt-m\XZrl1))

= l-\

'

m

:i,"l2m

(2-28)

Becausee S m is a symmetric positive definite matrix we can factorize it as 2 m = L'mLm
LLmm is a lower triangular matrix. It is then immediate t h a t | E m | = \Lm\
iss the j - t h diagonal element of Lm.

where

= ITj=i lj where lj

We can now express <$jj" as
^

nn

=

x

_ ^+1

( 2 2 9 )

Thee test statistic is an estimate of ^ m ( e ) = <5m(e) - ^ n ( e ) , which quantifies the difference
betweenn the general and the linearized Sm(e).

Upon subtracting the estimators for 6m(e) and

(5^n(e),, one obtains
i2 2

JUOO = 6M - $£(<) =

-

7 ^

(2.30)

wheree for lm a consistent estimator is used, based on triangularization of the sample variancecovariancee matrix.
Inn the case of testing for linearity it is less straightforward to set up a Monte Carlo test
t h a nn for the independence test.

Instead, we set up a parametric bootstrap procedure to

approximatee the null distribution of the test statistic.
Thee test is composed of the following steps:
1.. Calculate fim(e)

for the time series {xjjJLj.
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2.. Estimate an AR(d)

model for d — 1

dmas and choose the optimal order d according

too a selection criterium. In the simulation and the empirical applications we use the
Akaike'ss Information Criterion (AIC).
3.. Generate d a t a using the estimated parameters and Gaussian innovations; the bootstrap
timee series is given by
dd

.?,, = £ ;*?,_,+ f ,

(2.3i)

withh 3 the estimated parameters and (t drawn from the standard normal distribution.
4.. Calculate j~tm(€) f ° r

Tne

bootstrap time series.

5.. Repeat steps 3-4 D times. We use D equal to 199.
6.. Calculate the one-sided bootstrap /rvalue as
~ __ 1 + #[/?», ( 0 >f'r,,(f)}
1+ B

PP

7.. Reject the null hypothesis of linearity if p < o, where n denotes the significance level.

2.66

Simulations

Thiss section describes the results obtained for the tests in simulations. Because the time
seriess are scaled to unit sample variance prior to analysis, the values quoted for the bandwidthh parameter ( can be thought of as being expressed in terms of the number of standard
deviationss of the time series.

2.6.11

Test for Serial Independence

Beforee examining the power of our test for various models, we first examine the size (the frequencyy of rejections when the null hypothesis holds) of the asymptotic test for independence
forr the <S statistic. Recall that checking the size of the permutation test for independence is
nott necessary, since the permutation test by construction has exact level.
Tablee (2.1) shows the size of the asymptotic test for 1000 Gaussian i.i.d samples of size 100.
2000 a n d 500 and ( equal to 0.5. 1.0, 1.5 and 2. In all cases the asymptotic test has a tendency
off over-rejecting. As expected, increasing the time series length » improves the size of the
asymptoticc test. Also it can be observed that for small f the asymptotic approximation is
poor.. In that case, the correlation integrals are determined by a small number of distances
soo t h a t the assumption of normality is no longer realistic. For similar reasons, increasing
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Tablee 2.1: Size of t h e A s y m p t o t i c Test
nn = 100
ee

7711 =

1

777 = 5 0 0

777 = 2 0 0

22

3

44

11

22

3

44

11

22

3

44

0.55

0.21

0.29

0.40

0.48

0.14

0.23

0.32

0.42

0.09

0.14

0.25

0.34

1.00

0.13

0.15

0.19

0.23

0.08

0.09

0.13

0.17

0.07

0.06

0.07

0.10

1.55

0.11

0.12

0.13

0.16

0.08

0.09

0.09

0.10

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.08

2.00

0.15

0.16

0.17

0.16

0.08

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.06

0.07

0.07

0.07

Sizee of the asymptotic test for b,„(f) at the 5% nominal level. The simulated series are i.i.d. Gaussian
noisee for various values of the bandwidth parameter e. time series length n and embedding dimension
(order)) m.

mm also leads to a poor approximation of the asymptotic distribution. These results clearly
demonstratee the overall poor performance of the asymptotic test for small sample sizes.
Wee next investigate the finite sample performance of our test for independence for the
modelss given in Table (2.2). Throughout we use 1000 simulations for each case, keeping the
numberr of bootstrap replications fixed at B — 199. The AR(1) process and the Asymmetric
Tentt Map (ATM) have the same autocorrelation structure but the second process is a chaotic
map.. For the Nonlinear AR (NLAR) model we will consider dependence in different lags and
investigatee the behavior of the statistic in identifying the order. The remaining processes
aree nonlinear stochastic models with zero autocorrelation at all lags. For these models the
applicationn of autocorrelation based tests would fail to detect any dependence. Because of
thee curse of dimensionality, we analyzed the conditional dependence in the first four lags for
samplee sizes n — 100 and n = 200. We considered three values of the bandwidth equal to
0.5,, 1.0 and 1.5.
Thee results are shown in Table (2.3). For the AR(1) model the permutation test has
powerr (the frequency of rejection under the alternative hypothesis), close to unity for the
firstt lag for all sample sizes. For higher lags the rejection rate is close to the nominal level,
confirmingg the ability of the test to detect conditional dependence, which only occurs through
thee first lag. Notice that the power for the lags larger than 1 are smaller t h a n the size. This
possiblyy results from the fact that there is conditional independence in this process for higher
lags,, but no unconditional independence (our null hypothesis, under which the bootstrap is
performed). .
Forr the chaotic ATM, the test has unit power at lag one for all our choices for the time
seriess length and the bandwidth. The obtained rejection rates for this model were zero for
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Tablee 2.2: Simulated M o d e l s
Namee
AR(1))

Model
yt = 0 . 6 ^ - ! + ^

ATMM

y, = 1.25yf_, 7(0 < yt_x < 0.8) + 5(1 - y,_i)/(0.8 < yt^

BILINEARR

yt = 0.6f,_iyf_2 + e,

NLAR(k))
TARR

< 1)

y, = | ï / f - * P + < f
y, = -0.5y,_ I /(y,_i < 1) + O ^ ^ y , - !

ARCH(l))

y, = y/Ftet, h, = 1 + 0 . 6 ^

G A R C H ( U ))

y, = V ' V M h, =1+ 0.3y,2_, + 0.6/i,_!

> 1) + *,

Timee series models used to investigate the power of the tests. The innovations ft are drawn
independentlyy from the standard normal distribution.

alll higher lags, which have no conditional dependence.
Thee BILINEAR model exhibits conditional dependence through the first two lags. For
thiss model larger sample sizes clearly improve the power of the test. As expected the test
hass power against this alternative only for the first and second lag.
Thee result for the NLAR model confirms the ability of the test to have very high power
too detect dependences. When the true order is 1 the test ha-s power higher than 0.90 on
thee first lag for the range of e considered. Instead when the true order is 3 the bandwidth
becomess relevant for the power of the test: for e = 0.5 it is 0.38 and increases to 0.89 for
ee = 1. For sample size of 200 the power increases significantly. The lower power of NLAR (3)
inn comparison with NLAR(l) for n = 100 can be explained as the result of the curse of
dimensionality:: estimating multivariate densities for small bandwidth affects the statistical
precisionn of the test statistics.
Thee test has also power against the (first order) TAR model: for e = 1.0 the rejection rate
iss 0.62 for sample size 100 and 0.89 for 200. In this case e = 1.5 shows less power than the
smallerr bandwidths for the first lag (?n = 1). Here it can also be observed that there is some
powerr in the second lag. We conjecture that this "leakage'" of power is the result of taking
aa bandwidth too large compared to the length scale on which the conditional distribution of
xxtt given past observations changes.
Forr the ARCH(l) model the test has remarkably high power already at sample size
nn — 100: for e = 1.0 it goes from 0.86 to 0.99 for time series lengths of n — 200. Some
marginall power is also detected in the second lag and no evidence of deviations from the null
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Tablee 2.3: Power of the Test for Serial Independence
nn =200 0

nn —100 0
11

22

33

44

mm = 1

0.5 5

0.91 1

0.03 3 0.02 2 0.01 1

1.00 0 0.02 2 0.02 2 0.01 1

1.0 0

0.97 7

0.03 3 0.02 2 0.02 2

1.00 0 0.02 2 0.01 1 0.02 2

1.5 5

0.98 8

0.04 4 0.02 2 0.02 2

1.00 0 0.04 4 0.01 1 0.02 2

0.5 5

1.00 0

0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

1.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

1.0 0

1.00 0

0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

1.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

1.5 5

1.00 0

0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

1.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

0.5 5

0.26 6

0.26 6 0.02 2 0.02 2

0.50 0 0.58 8 0.04 4 0.01 1

BILINEAR R 1.0 0

0.37 7

0.54 4 0.04 4 0.03 3

0.63 3 0.86 6 0.07 7 0.03 3

1.5 5

0.37 7

0.58 8 0.05 5 0.02 2

0.64 4 0.88 8 0.05 5 0.02 2

0.5 5

0.92 2

0.02 2 0.02 2 0.01 1

1.00 0 0.03 3 0.03 3 0.01 1

1.0 0

0.97 7

0.03 3 0.02 2 0.02 2

1.00 0 0.03 3 0.03 3 0.02 2

1.5 5

0.96 6

0.04 4 0.02 2 0.02 2

1.00 0 0.07 7 0.03 3 0.02 2

0.5 5

0.07 7

0.09 9 0.38 8 0.01 1

0.06 6 0.09 9 0.81 1 0.01 1

1.0 0

0.07 7

0.10 0 0.89 9 0.02 2

0.06 6 0.10 0 1.00 0 0.02 2

1.5 5

0.06 6

0.10 0 0.93 3 0.02 2

0.06 6 0.08 8 1.00 0 0.02 2

0.5 5

0.61 1

0.04 4 0.02 2 0.02 2

0.91 1 0.05 5 0.04 4 0.01 1

1.0 0

0.62 2

0.06 6 0.03 3 0.03 3

0.89 9 0.07 7 0.03 3 0.03 3

1.5 5

0.45 5

0.08 8 0.03 3 0.04 4

0.73 3 0.11 1 0.04 4 0.03 3

0.5 5

0.73 3

0.05 5 0.02 2 0.02 2

0.98 8 0.06 6 0.02 2 0.02 2

1.0 0

0.86 6

0.06 6 0.02 2 0.03 3

0.99 9 0.08 8 0.03 3 0.02 2

1.5 5

0.86 6

0.07 7 0.02 2 0.01 1

0.99 9 0.10 0 0.02 2 0.02 2

0.5 5

0.47 7

0.21 1 0.06 6 0.02 2

0.61 1 0.36 6 0.15 5 0.07 7

1.0 0

0.64 4

0.40 0 0.17 7 0.06 6

0.90 0 0.68 8 0.37 7 0.13 3

1.5 5

0.63 3

0.38 8 0.18 8 0.07 7

0.89 9 0.72 2 0.41 1 0.16 6

AR(1) )

ATM M

NLAR(l) )

NLAR(3) )

TAR R

ARCH H

GARCH H

22

33

44

ee

Model l

Powerr of the independence test at the 5'X nominal level for models in Table (2.2)
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occurr in the third and fourth lag.
T h ee test also has power against the G A R C H alternative. For the G A R C H ( l . l ) model the
testt has power for all four lags analyzed. In this case the interpretation in terms of order is
nott possible, as the model for xt is of infinite Markov order.
Althoughh the optimal bandwidth is expected to depend on the alternative at hand, a
b a n d w i d t hh of 1.0 appears to be reasonable for the processes examined here.
Theree are of course many tests for independence with which we can compare ours. However,, it appears unreasonable to compare an omnibus test with a test which has power against
specificc alternatives. It can be expected t h a t tests which are designed to pick up specific types
off dependence, such as changes in conditional mean or variance, have larger power for specificc alternatives t h a n omnibus tests such as the BDS test and ours. Therefore we decided
too compare our test only with the BDS test. T h e latter can also easily be implemented as
aa p e r m u t a t i o n test, so t h a t the size is exact and power comparisons are meaningful.

Even

takingg this into account it can hardly be expected t h a t our test or the BDS test is uniformly
moree powerful t h a n the other, which makes direct power comparisons for specific models not
veryy interesting. However, we can compare our results qualitatively to the BDS test, focusing
onn t h e behavior of the power function with changing lag m. Since the BDS test is sensitive
too dependence, and not only conditional dependence, we expect it to have a tendency of
rejectingg beyond lags for which t h e first evidence for dependence is found.
Tablee (2.4) shows the results for some of the models obtained with the permutation version
off the BDS test with e = 1.0 and n = 100.
Inn a comparison with Table (2.3), it can be observed t h a t the BDS test has a tendency of
rejectingg for embedding dimension m > k when there is conditional dependence only up to
mm = k. These results illustrate our earlier point t h a t the 6 test is more suitable for obtaining
insightss into t h e lag dependence structure t h a n the BDS test.

2.6.22

Test for Linearity

Wee first show the size properties of the test in Table (2.5). For e smaller than 1.5, the test
iss correctly sized at all the four lags taken into account. For higher bandwidth values the
firstt lag has the tendency to underreject the null hypothesis while larger lags seem to be
relativelyy unaffected by the choice of e. These size considerations seem to suggest to take the
b a n d w i d t hh in the interval 0.5-1.0. Table (2.5) shows results for the AR(1) parameter equal
too 0.6. Similar results were found upon changing the value of the AR(1) coefficient.
Tablee (2.6) shows t h e power of the test for linearity for time series lengths n = 100 and
nn = 200 and for different bandwidth values. We also show the power of the 1/23 test for
linearityy proposed by Terasvirta et al. (1993). This test is derived as an LM type test based
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Tablee 2.4: Power of t h e B D S test

Model l

mm = 1

22

33

44

AR(1) )

0.97 7

0.96 6

0.94 4

0.92 2

ATM M

1.00 0

1.00 0

1.00 0

1.00 0

BILINEAR R

0.37 7

0.60 0

0.62 2

0.61 1

NLAR(l) )

0.97 7

0.94 4

0.91 1

0.87 7

NLAR(3) )

0.07 7

0.10 0

0.41 1

0.55 5

TAR R

0.62 2

0.60 0

0.53 3

0.46 6

ARCH H

0.86 6

0.82 2

0.77 7

0.71 1

GARCH H

0.64 4

0.70 0

0.73 3

0.75 5

Powerr of the BDS test at the 5(/f nominal level for models in
Tablee (2.2) (;; = 100, f = 1.0).

onn a neural network model. It has power against a wide range of alternative specifications of
thee conditional mean of the process. The order used in the V23 test is the true order of the
simulatedd model.
Thee test has unit power against the alternative of ATM. Even though it has the same
linearr structure of an AR model, the underlying chaotic dynamics is well addressed by the
test.. Similar results are obtained by the F 2 3 test. For f = 1.0 and n — 200 the test has
powerr (at 5% significance level) 0.63 and 0.85 in the first and second lag respectively, against
thee BILINEAR alternative.

Comparing the power with the parametric test, it turns out

thatt for smaller sample size the curse of dimensionality affects the performance of the test
whereass for bigger sample size the tests have similar power. For the NLAR process the power
iss higher for e — 1 and increases with the sample size. The order is correctly detected for
thee 2 models considered. For e — 1 and N — 100 the power for the first order model is
0.299 and for the third order is 0.18. Also for the linearity test occurs the decay in power
forr the model with dependence in the third lag. In comparison with the independence test
thee power has significantly decreased. This is because the test for linearity considers only
nonlinearr dependence whereas the independence test was rejecting also for the presence of
linearr structure. The comparison with the V23 test shows that it generally performs slightly
worsee than ours, particularly for the N L A R ( l ) . The power is 0.57 on the first lag for TAR
andd increases to 0.89 for the bigger sample size. Also for this model our test has higher power
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T a b l ee 2.5: S i z e o f t h e T e s t for L i n e a r i t y
nn = 100
mm = 1

2

n = 200
3

4

1

2

3

4

0.55

0.06

0.05

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.05

0.04

0.05

1.00

0.06

0.04

0.05

0.05

0.06

0.04

0.05

0.05

1.55

0.03

0.05

0.04

0.06

0.01

0.05

0.03

0.04

2.00

0.00

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.00

0.04

0.05

0.05

Sizee of the linearity test at the 5'X nominal level for an AR(1) with
parameterr equal to 0.6. d""JT is fixed at the value of 5.

t h a nn the. V23 test in the smaller sample and similar for n - 200. Very high power is also
presentt for the A R C H ( l ) model. The test also has power on various lags for the GARCH(1,1)
model.. For the A R C H a n d G A R C H models no results are quoted for the V23 test, since this
testt is not consistent against dependence in higher moments.
Powerr considerations suggest t h a t ? = 0.5 performs poorly in comparison with higher
h a n d w i d t h s ..

A reasonable trade-off between size and power seems to suggest a choice of

ff « 1.0. In addition, t h e comparison with the V23 test suggests that our test in most cases
performss at least as well. The additional advantage of the nonparametric linearity test is
t h a tt it can also capture dependence occuring in higher moments.

2.77

Empirical Application

T h e r ee have been many investigations concerning the presence of nonlinear dynamics in real
USS G N P data.

In a T A R framework. Tiao and Tsay (1994) proposed a 4 regimes model

involvingg the first 2 lags and Potter (1995) a 2 regimes model using lags 1,2 and 5. We apply
t h ee tests proposed here to the time series of log-differences of quarterly seasonally adjusted
reall G N P (in 1982 dollars) from the first quarter of 1947 to the last quarter of 2000. The
usee of seasonally adjusted d a t a is common practice, and might introduce nonlinearities in the
d a t a .. Investigating the effect of seasonal adjustment on the tests proposed here are beyond
thee purpose of this chapter. In total we have 216 observations and we calculate the b statistic
u pp to lag 5 to avoid the curse of dimensionality.
T h ee results are summarized in Table (2.7). For f = 0.5 the null of independence is rejected
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Tablee 2.6: Power of the Test for Linearity
nn —200 0

n == 100
Model l

ATM M

€€

mm = 1

22

33

44

11

22

33

44

0.5 5

1.00 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

1.00 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

1.0 0

1.00 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

1.00 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

1.5 5

1.00 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

1.00 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

BILINEAR R

0.5 5

0.24 4

0.21 1

0.04 4

0.03 3

0.53 3

0.55 5

0.04 4

0.02 2

1.0 0

0.36 6

0.53 3

0.05 5

0.02 2

0.63 3

0.85 5

0.05 5

0.02 2

1.5 5

0.40 0

0.59 9

0.04 4

0.03 3

0.65 5

0.89 9

0.05 5

0.03 3

0.5 5

0.26 6

0.03 3

0.04 4

0.03 3

0.47 7

0.03 3

0.05 5

0.05 5

1.0 0

0.29 9

0.05 5

0.03 3

0.04 4

0.48 8

0.04 4

0.05 5

0.05 5

1.5 5

0.11 1

0.06 6

0.04 4

0.04 4

0.17 7

0.06 6

0.06 6

0.05 5

0.5 5

0.04 4

0.05 5

0.11 1

0.05 5

0.03 3

0.06 6

0.19 9

0.04 4

1.0 0

0.05 5

0.05 5

0.18 8

0.06 6

0.03 3

0.05 5

0.31 1

0.05 5

1.5 5

0.06 6

0.04 4

0.11 1

0.06 6

0.04 4

0.04 4

0.12 2

0.05 5

0.5 5

0.57 7

0.03 3

0.02 2

0.02 2

0.89 9

0.04 4

0.03 3

0.02 2

1.0 0

0.58 8

0.04 4

0.03 3

0.04 4

0.85 5

0.08 8

0.03 3

0.03 3

1.5 5

0.40 0

0.06 6

0.04 4

0.05 5

0.64 4

0.11 1

0.05 5

0.04 4

GARCH H

0.80 0

0.49 9

V23 3

ARCH H

0.26 6

0.15 5

V23 3

TAR R

0.32 2

0.13 3

V23 3

NLAR(3) )

0.89 9

0.73 3

V23 3

NLAR(l) )

1.00 0

1.00 0

V23 3

0.5 5

0.73 3

0.04 4

0.02 2

0.01 1

0.96 6

0.06 6

0.01 1

0.01 1

1.0 0

0.85 5

0.06 6

0.03 3

0.02 2

0.99 9

0.11 1

0.02 2

0.02 2

1.5 5

0.86 6

0.07 7

0.03 3

0.03 3

0.99 9

0.13 3

0.03 3

0.03 3

0.5 5

0.50 0

0.19 9

0.05 5

0.02 2

0.83 3

0.42 2

0.10 0

0.02 2

1.0 0

0.61 1

0.41 1

0.18 8

0.07 7

0.90 0

0.71 1

0.38 8

0.13 3

1.5 5

0.63 3

0.43 3

0.26 6

0.12 2

0.91 1

0.75 5

0.47 7

0.22 2

Powerr of the linearity test at the 5% nominal level for models in Table (2.2). dmax is fixed at the
valuee of 5.
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Tablee 2.7: U . S . G N P
ee

171171 ~

1

22

33

44

55

Indep* ;ndencee
*
Test
0.5 5

0.02 2

0.02 2

0.19 9

0.15 5

0.49 9

1.0 0

0.01 1

0.02 2

0.04 4

0.02 2

0.11 1

1.5 5

0.01 1

0.05 5

0.16 6

0.02 2

0.15 5

LiiH H
arityy Test

0.5 5

0.18 8

0.02 2

0.23 3

0.22 2

0.42 2

1.0 0

0.02 2

0.01 1

0.01 1

0.01 1

0.13 3

1.5 5

0.03 3

0.04 4

0.12 2

0.01 1

0.13 3

;>-valuess of the independence and linearity test for the quarterly
growthh rate of real 1'S GXP (n = 216).

forr the first 2 lags. T h e test for linearity instead rejects only for the second lag and this can
bee interpreted as an indication that the first order dependence was mainly of linear nature.
Higherr bandwidths confirm the rejection of the null hypothesis for the first 2 lags but also
thee third and fourth lags show rejections for both tests.

These conclusions are partly in

accordancee with the results of Tiao and Tsay and Potter. However, there is also evidence
thatt taking only the first 2 lags may lead to some structure left in the time series. The reason
cann be an unexplained dynamics in the conditional mean or in higher moments. As shown in
Tabless (2.3) and (2.6) rejection of the null can arise also because of het.eroskedastic structure
suchh as for G A R C H models when 1 the power is spread in the first 4 lags.

2.88

Conclusion

Inn this chapter we propose information theoretic bootstrap tests for independence and linearity.. The results of the simulation study show that the tests have good power properties
att moderate sample sizes, when compared to the BDS test and the V23 neural network test.
Inn addition they provide insights into the lag dependence in the d a t a generating process.
T h ee power of both nonparametric tests typically increases when larger bandwidth values e
aree taken.

However, care should be taken to avoid "leakage" of power to other lags as a

resultt of taking the bandwidth e too large. The choice e -

1 appears to be a reasonable
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trade-offf between these effects for the models examined. The size of the independence test by
constructionn is equal to the nominal size. For the model examined, the size of the linearity
testt turned out to be also close to the nominal level. Moreover, for models without linear
structure,, the power of the linearity test was found to be close to that of the independence
test.. This suggests that little is lost in terms of size and power when testing the more general
nulll hypothesis of linearity instead of independence.
T h ee nonparametric independence test has power against a wide range of alternatives and
rejectionn of the null hypothesis is not informative about the underlying dependence structure.
However,, the linearity test is useful because it assumes a parametric form for the dependence
(linearr gaussian) and compares it with the nonparametric estimate. In the next chapter we
willl investigate further this issue by restricting the analysis to nonlinearities occurring in the
conditionall mean of the process.
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Chapterr 3
Modell Selection in Nonparametric
Regression n
3.11

Introduction

Recently,, the application of nonlinear methods to economic and financial d a t a has gathered
increasingg interest. The seminal work of Hamilton (1989) on markov switching models and the
successfull application to US G N P d a t a emphasized the importance of considering nonlinear
effects..

The range of nonlinear models used has widened rapidly and an account of the

approachess and results can be found in Granger (2001).
AA flexible way to model nonlinearities in the d a t a are nonparametric regression techniques..

Their main advantage is the adaptability in capturing the dependence structure

inn the d a t a without relying on a specific parametric family. However, their finite samples
propertiess for smoothing in the high-dimensional case are very misleading, a situation known
inn the literature as the "curse of dimensionality". Some applications of nonparametric regressionn methods to economic time series are Diebold and Nason (1990) to weekly exchange
rates,, Mizrach (1992) to daily exchange rates and Pagan and Schwert (1990) to estimate the
conditionall variance of stock prices.
Inn this chapter, we investigate the performance of selection criteria for nonparametric
regression.. In a time series context, there are 2 parameters to choose: the lag order and
thee bandwidth.

Both of them affect, the complexity of the model, that is, the number of

parameterss used to fit the data. The selection criteria try to balance between goodness-of-fit
andd the number of parameters. Using a quantity t h a t captures the number of parameters
impliedd by both the lag order and the bandwidth, it is possible to extend the selection
criteriaa frequently used in linear analysis. In particular, we investigate the performance of
thee selection criteria in small and moderate samples where the "curse of dimensionality" may
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bee a relevant issue. We find that most of the criteria perform reasonably well. However.
Akaikee Information Criteria (AIC) and Final Prediction Error ( F P E ) perform very poorly
becausee they tend to overfit, that is. to use too many parameters compared to optimal.
T h ee paper is organized as follows: in Section (3.2) we describe the local linear smoother
andd the selection criteria we use to choose order and bandwidth. Section (3.3) shows simulationn results concerning various linear and nonlinear autoregressive models. In Section (3.4) a
goodness-of-fitt test for linearity is proposed and the appropriateness of the selection criteria is
emphasized.. Section (3.5) we investigate the presence of nonlinearity in some macroeconomic
timee series. Finally. Section (3.6) concludes.

3.22

The Method

Assume 11 {.r>}"__,_j is a univariate 1 stationary time series generated by t h e following nonlinear
autoregressivee model of order p
.r/_ii = m(X,)

+ft++ 1-

wheree m(.v) is a function of unknown form. Xt = (.rt,

Xt-p+])' denotes the p-dimensional

vectorr of lagged values of t h e time series and fj is an i.i.d. disturbance term with mean 0 and
variancee a2. This general form encompasses the AR model as well as many nonlinear time
seriess models like thresold autoregressive (TAR) and exponential autoregressive (EXPAR).
Wee estimate m(.r) using nonparametric regression techniques. In particular, we adopt the
locall linear approach proposed by Cleveland and Devlin (1988) and Fan and Gijbels (1996).
T h ee local linear estimator using nearest-neighbors bandwidth is known in t h e literature as
LOESSS and it minimizes

| V , + 1 - „ - W - , ) , » * - ( 1 * ^ ) ,,

,3.1,

wheree nt(x) = 6. K(-) is t h e tricube kernel defined as
ff (1 - uAf

for 0 < u < 1

II

otherwise.

K(u)K(u) = 1
|||

0

-

|| indicates the euclidean distance and

r/,(.r) )

III Xs(k) ~~ x II
^j-(n))

—

-r II hp

f ° r 0 < /? < 1
f ° r h > 1-

where11 Xj.^) denotes the A*-th nearest neighbor of x. h is the bandwidth and k is the integer
partt of (hn). In the LOESS approach it is often usetl a tricube kernel but other kernels might
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deliverr similar results. The smoothing scheme can be described as follows: if Xt is among the
kk nearest neighbors of the design point x. it receives a positive weight given by the tricube
kernell K(-).

Otherwise, it receives a null weight. A practical advantage of nearest neighbors

bandwidths,, compared to fixed bandwidths, is that they deliver more reliable and stable
variancess of the fit in regions where the d a t a are sparse. If we let the bandwidth h — oo,
wee include all the d a t a in the regression and the local linear model approaches the linear AR
model. .
Wee consider data-driven (or automatic) methods to select h such as minimizing the RSS
(Residualss Sum of Squares)
-^{x^-m^X,)}

2

,,

(3-2)

T h ee RSS trivially achieves a minimum for h — 0 because it implies ni(Xt)

—> -i'f+i- An ap-

proachh to solve this problem is the Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation method, which minimizes
thee following function
11 n—1

CV(h)CV(h)
nn

wheree rh^-tix)

- 7?i„,_ ( (X/)} 2 ,

= - £ W i

(3.3)

(=0

indicates the fitted value obtained by excluding the t-th. observation. In a

timee series context, Hardle and Vieu (1992) proved the asymptotic optimality of the selection
method.. An alternative approach consists of multiplying the RSS by a penalization factor
thatt corrects the tendency of h to go to 0. These methods are inspired by selection criteria
usedd for linear models that choose the order p that minimizes
SC{p)SC{p) = \ogRSS

+ ó(p).

(3.4)

wheree the first term indicates the goodness-of-fit of the model and the second term penalizess the inclusion of more parameters, measured by p. This approach can be extended to
nonparametricc regressions because they can be interpreted as a linear smoothers. The fitted
regressionn function can be expressed as
V-Vwheree y — (x\,...,

x„}' and H is the nxn

Hy,

hat matrix that depends only on lagged values.

Similarlyy to the linear case, we define the number of parameters involved in the regression by
tr(H) tr(H)
7TT =

,

nn
Iff the bandwidth tends to oo then tr(H)

will approximate /;. However, for h —* 0 it will

approachh n, the case» in which we fit as many parameters as d a t a points. The extension to
thee nonparametric case of the criterion in (3.4) is
SC{n)SC{n)

= log RSS+

è(n),

(3.5)
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wheree TT quantifies the complexity of the model implied by both the choice of the bandwidth,
h,h, and the number of lags, p. Considering more lags and smaller bandwidths, increases n
andd o(?r) attributes a larger penalization to the goodness of fit measure. In the literature TT
iss called the Equivalent Number of Parameters (ENP) by Cleveland and Devlin (1988), to
stresss the analogy with the linear regression case.
Theree are many proposals concerning the form of the penalization function 0(-)-

We

considerr here the most frequently used:
1.. Akaike Information Criteria (AIC): 0(71-) = 2n
2.. Corrected AIC (AICC): O(TT) =

7

-Ltir

3.. Final Prediction Error ( F P E ) : o(n) — log ( y r f )
4.. Generalized Cross-Validation (GCV) : ó{n) = - 2 1 o g ( l - TT)
5.. Rice T (T): 0(TT) = - log (1 - 2TT)
AA discussion of these criteria can be found in Hardle (1990). A bias corrected version of
AIC,, indicated as AICC, has been recently proposed by Hurvich et al. (1998) 1 . Selection
criteriaa are used in nonparametric regression to select order or bandwidth and in theoretical
workk these two problems are kept, separate. Some references on lag selection using nonparametricc regression are Tschernig and Yang (2000), Tjostheim and Auestad (1994) and Cheng
andd Tong (1991); for bandwidth selection see Hurvich et al. (1998), Yao and Tong (1998)
andd Hardle and Vieu (1992).
Inn this chapter, we adopt the point of view of an applied analyst that faces the problem
off selecting both b a n d w i d t h and lag order. Instead of considering thern separately, we jointly
selectt these 2 parameters by minimization of Equation (3.5). In the following section we
comparee via simulation the finite-sample performances of the selection criteria.

3.33

Simulation

Wee simulate 1000 samples of length 100 for linear and nonlinear models.

We consider a

m a x i m u mm number of lags of 4 and the bandwidth h is varied from 0.20 to 1 at steps of
0.02.. Increasing t h e order p we consider more lags in the regression function instead of the
11

Unfortunately. I became aware only recently of the approximate unbiased Akaike Information

Criterionn (AICu) proposed by McQuarrie c.t al. (1997). The results of the analysis in this chapter
mightt change given the property of AICu to perform better than AICC (and AIC) for moderate to
largee samples.
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proceduree adopted by Tjostheim and Auestad (1994) that performs a specification search for
thee lags to be included in the estimation.
Forr all simulated models the noise term ut is distributed standard normally. We compare
thee bandwidth selected by the selection criteria. hcrtt,

to the optimal bandwidth. hopt. selected

byy minimizing the Average Squared Error (ASE) defined as
--nnT[mT[mkk(X(Xtt)-m(X)-m(Xtt)\)\22
overr h, whereas t h e order is assumed t o b e known. The optimal bandwidth, hopt,

should

bee interpreted as the optimal degree of smoothing for the simulated time series. We report
alsoo the average (over the simulations) of the ratio of the ASE calculated for the different
selectionn criteria and for the optimal bandwidth.
A R ( 1 ))

T h e AR(1) process is defined as
xxtt+i+i = 0.6a-( + €t+i-

T h ee left plot in Figure (3.1) shows the smoothed density of the log-ratio of the E N P
selectedd by the criterion, ircrit,

t o the optimal one, n"7''. T h e plot gives information on the

performancee of the criteria in selecting h and p with respect to the optimal choices. Positive
valuess of the log-ratio, log(ncrit/'iropt),

imply that the criterion selects more parameters t h a n

optimal,, a situation t h a t we indicate as overfitting.

However, if the log-ratio is negative,

thee criterion is affected by underlining, that is, it selects a parsimonious model compared
too optimal.

The chosen ENP, 7rCT"it, may b e higher than the optimal value (overfitting)

becausee the selected bandwidth, hcrU,
aa large number of lags, p m t .
iss called undersmoothing.

is too small a n d / o r because the criterion selected

The phenomenon of small bandwidth compared t o optimal

T h e interpretation is similar t o the linear case, with the only

differencee of the additional role played by the bandwidth in increasing the (equivalent) number
off parameters in the regression. T h e right plot in Figure (3.1) shows the log-ratio of the
bandwidthh selected by the criteria to the optimal one, \og(hcr2t/h"?1).

It allows to evaluate if

thee selection criterion has the tendency to undersmooth (too small bandwith) or oversmooth.
Finally,, Table (3.1) reports the frequency of selection of the order and the average ASE ratio.
Lookingg at Figure (3.1) it is immediately clear that AIC and F P E have a tendency t o
overfit.. The distribution of \og(ir(rrtt/nop')

for AIC and F P E is bimodal with one mode around

zeroo and the other in the positive region. They select too frequently an E N P that, is larger
thann optimal. T h e distributions for the other criteria are centered around zero but show
somee skewness in the right tail.
Thee distribution of \og(hcrit / hopt) shows the same bimodal shape for AIC and F P E criteria.. These criteria select too frequently small bandwidth compared to optimal. The other
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Figuree 3.1: A R ( 1 )
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criteriaa have a distribution centered around zero and some skew in the left tail, but less
substantiall t h a n in the case of t h e log-ratio of ENP.

Tablee 3.1: A R ( 1 )

TT

FPE

AIC

AICC

GCV

CV CV

11

0.777

0.55

0.36

0.78

0.72

0.68 8

22

0.155

0.15

0.09

0.15

0.17

0.17 7

33

0.055

0.10

0.06

0.05

0.07

0.09 9

44

0.033

0.20

0.49

0.02

0.04

0.06 6

~ASE ~ASE 2.499

5.62

8.43

2.43

3.10 0

Smoothedd densities of log(7rc"</'TX^"') (left) and

log(hcrlt/h">")

(right). .
Tablee (3.1) shows the frequency of selection of the order. In the case of AIC, it is more
likelyy to select order 4 (49% of the times) than the true order 1 (36%). A similar problem
occurss also for F P E , t h a t selects order 4 in 20% of the simulations. T and AICC select the
t r u ee order in approximately 77% of the cases while G C V and CV are correct in 72 and 68%,
respectively.. In term of ASE it is also clear the poor performance of AIC and F P E that score
thee highest error. Instead, the lowest error is achieved for AICC followed by Rice T criteria.
Summarizing,, for t h e AR(1) model we found that severe overfrtting occurs for AIC and

13 3

F P E .. It arises both because of undersmoothing (the bandwidth selected is too small) and too
frequentt selection of large orders. T h e best criteria are AICC and T that perform reasonably
welll b o t h in the selection of the bandwidth and order. T h e skewness in the distribution of
log(irlog(ircrlcrlt/nt/nopopt)t)

is probably due to a small sample effect t h a t disappears for larger sizes.

A R ( 1 ) - G A R C HH ( 1 , 1 )

If we allow for heteroscedasticity in the disturbance term of the

GARCH(1,1)) type, the AR(1) process becomes
xt+ixt+i =0.6a;t + et+i,
hhl+ll+l

et+i ~ -^(0, h+i)

= 1 + O.le? + O.Sht-

T h ee heteroscedasticity in the innovations does not change the previous analysis for the
AR(1)) case.

Figure (3.2) shows t h a t AIC and F P E are affected by over-fitting t h a t can

bee partly explained by undersmoothing, the selection of bandwidths t h a t are smaller t h a n
optimal.. The other criteria show skewness in the right tail that is much more evident t h a n
inn the distribution of the \og(hrru/hopt).

This is probably due to the effect of the selection

o(po(pcrUcrU. .

Figuree 3.2: A R ( 1 ) - G A R C H ( 1 , 1 )

100

1

Smoothedd densities of log(7rc"77r"f') (left) and \og{hcrlt/h""')

(right).

Tablee (3.2) confirms t h a t AIC and F P E select often the largest order.

AICC and T

performm better and select the correct order in approximately 75%. This suggests t h a t the
penalizationn factor used by AIC and F P E is weak and does not deliver reliable results at the
simulatedd sample size.
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Tablee 3.2: A R ( 1 ) - G A R C H ( 1 , 1 )
VV

TT

FPE FPEAIC AICAICC AICC
GCV GCV CV CV

11

0.74 4 0.55 5 0.34 4

0.75 5

0.70 0

0.68 8

22

0.16 6 0.18 8 0.11 1

0.16 6

0.17 7

0.18 8

33

0.08 8 0.11 1 0.08 8

0.07 7

0.09 9

0.09 9

44

0.02 2 0.16 6 0.47 7

0.02 2

0.04 4

0.05 5

2.89

3.31

ASAS E

3.00

6.06

8.31

3.27

Frequencyy of selection of the order by the criteria. AS E is the ASE
ratioo in Equation (3.6) averaged on the number of simulations.
T A R ( l ))

T h e model is
j ' ,, + 1 = -0.bjctI{xt

< 1) + {).(ixfI(xt

> 1) + f t + i .

Figuree (3.3) confirms that also for this model AIC and F P E tend to ovcrfit. The distributionss for the two criteria are bimodal and a consistent part lays in the positive region. The
otherr criteria have a distribution centered around zero but with a slight skewness in the left
taill t h a t indicates a slight tendency to underfit. The right plot shows that the distribution of
t h ee selected b a n d w i d t h for AIC and FPE are unimodal but centered around a negative value.
Thiss partly explains t h e findings in the left plot of overfitting.

In addition, AICC and T

aree characterized by some oversmoothing that could be related to the underfitting discussed
previously. .
Tablee (3.3) shows t h a t for this nonlinear model AIC selects often larger orders than
optimal:: lag 4 is selected 40% of the times while the first order (the true order) in 49% of tIncases.. F P E behaves better and selects in 74% of the simulations the correct order. The other
criteriaa identify correctly the true lag more than 90% of the times. We conclude that, for
AIC,, the order selection contributes to t h e bimodality of the distribution of

\og(wcrtt/irop').

Thiss is less the case for F P E and the other criteria that have lower mean ASE. T and AICC
aree again the best in term of this measure of error.

Figuree 3.3: T A R ( l )
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Tablee 3.3: T A R ( l )
pp

TT

GCV GCV CV CV
FEE FEEAIC AICAICC AICC

11

0.94 4 0.74 4 0.49 9

0.94 4

0.90 0

0.88 8

22

0.06 6 0.10 0 0.06 6

0.06 6

0.08 8

0.09 9

33

0.00 0 0.05 5 0.05 5

0.00 0

0.02 2

0.01 1

44

0.00 0 0.11 1 0.40 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

0.01 1

1.52 2

1.31 1

1.35 5

1.34 4

ASE ASE 1.31 1 1.42 2

Frequencyy of selection of the order by the criteria. ASE is the ASE
ratioo in Equation (3.6) averaged on the number of simulations.

4G G

E X P A R ( l ))

T h e model is
Xt+iXt+i = {0.5+ 1.3exp(—Q.5xt)}x t + et+l-

T h ee model has nonlinear dependence in the first lag. Figure (3.4) shows t h a t the bimodalityy of the distribution of log(7r c "'/7r opf ) for AIC and F P E arises also for this model. It
iss more evident for AIC but it holds also for F P E . The distributions for the remaining criteria
aree centered around zero and are not significantly skew. T h e right plot shows that AIC and
F P EE undersmooth too often. T h e penalizations used by these criteria are weak compared to
t h ee best performing criteria.

Figuree 3.4:

EXPAR(l)

Smoothedd densities of log(7r cn '/7r op ') (left) and log(hcrit/hopt)

(right).

Tablee (3.4) suggests t h a t AICC and T perform best in term of mean ASE. They select
t h ee correct order in approximately 90% of the simulations. Instead, AIC correctly select the
rightt order in only 46% of the times. T h e weak penalization of AIC and F P E is also clear
fromm this Table because they have a tendency to oversmooth (that is, to select orders too
large). .

E X P A R ( 2 ))

T h e model is
xt+ixt+i = {0.5 + I . 3 e x p ( - 0 . 5 j . f _ 1 ) } x , + e ( + 1 ,

t h a tt has the same structure of the previous model but the dependence occurring on the first 2
lags.. This allows us to test t h e performance of the selection criteria in identifying the correct
orderr in the nonlinear case (and in small samples).
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Tablee 3.4: E X P A R ( l )

ASE ASE

TT

FPE

AIC

AICC

GCV

CV CV

0.899

0.68

0.46

0.91

0.84

0.82 2

0.099

0.14

0.09

0.08

0.12

0.14 4

0.011

0.06

0.05

0.01

0.03

0.03 3

0.011

0.12

0.40

0.00

0.01

0.01 1

1.433

1.69

1.91

1.42 2

1.47 7

1.47 7

Frequencyy of selection of the order by the criteria. ASE is the ASE
ratioo in Equation (3.6) averaged on the number of simulations.

T h ee left plot of Figure (3.5) shows t h a t also for this model AIC and F P E are affected by
overfitting.. In this case. GCV is slightly biased toward using too many parameters. T and
AICCC seem to behave correctly. In term of the selected bandwidth, it is clear t h a t AIC and
F P EE severely undersmooth because of the weak penalization used. GCV confirms t h a t it has
aa slight propensity to undersmooth while T and AICC do not show any problem related to
thee choice of h.

F i g u r ee 3.5: E X P A R ( 2 )
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Tablee (3.5) shows t h a t most of the criteria correctly identify the second order dependence
inn t h e simulated time series. T and AICC select order two in 95% of the cases, GCV and CV
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inn around 86%, F P E in 68% and AIC in only 45%. Again. AIC selects the true order and
orderr four with approximately the same frequency. In term of mean ASE. the best performing
aree T and AICC while; AIC and F P E are the worst.
Tablee 3.5: E X P A R ( 2 )

pp

FPE FPEAIC AICAICC AICC
GCV GCV CV CV

TT

11

0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

0.00 0

22

0.95 5 0.68 8 0.45 5

0.96 6

0.89 9

0.86 6

33

0.05 5 0.16 6 0.12 2

0.04 4

0.10 0

0.12 2

44

0.00 0 0.16 6 0.43 3

0.00 0

0.01 1

0.02 2

1.14 4

1.17 7

1.16 6

ASE ASE 1.13 3 1.30 0

1.39 9

Frequencyy of selection of the order by the criteria. ASE is the ASE
ratioo in Equation (3.6) averaged on the number of'simulations.

3.44

A Test for Linearity

Wee set up a test for linearity based on the comparison of the goodness-of-fit of the parametric
andd nonparametric regression. Recently. Cai et al. (2000) and Lee and Ullah (2003) adopted
aa similar testing strategy. T h e null hypothesis of the test is
H 0 :: E[xM\X<)
Hii : E{xl

+ x\Xt)

= X'tB
=

m{Xt),

wheree 9 is the coefficients vector of the AR(p) model and m{-) is a nonlinear function. Let
RSSRSSPP

and RSSSP

denote the parametric and nonparametric RSS. respectively, denned as
11 " _ 1

11 " - 1

-Yt{*t+l-mh(Xt)y2.

RSSRSSNHNH =

"" t=o
Wee use the same selection criteria in order to choose the lag order (and the bandwidth) of
thee parametric and nonparametric regressions.
T h ee test statistic is defined as
DD
BB

==

RSS1'

RSSNP
RSS^>

(3 7)

'
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Too evaluate the significance of the test statistic we use bootstrap methods. We account
forr the heteroscedasticity that is observed in many economic time series by resampling the
residualss of the nonparametric regression using the wild bootstrap approach proposed by Liu
(1988).. The procedure is as follows:
1.. calculate the test statistic, B, for the original time series.
2.. generate bootstrap innovations, u* + 1 , from the centered fitted residuals of the nonparametricc regression, « t + i , as

{

a ( « ( + ii — u)
b(ütb(üt++ii

with probability p = (\/5 + l ) / ( 2 \ / 5 )

- u)

wheree a = -{y/E - l ) / 2 and b=

with probability 1 - p,
[\/E+l)/2.

3.. generate iteratively a new bootstrap time series as
^H-II

= Xf9 + u*+1.

wheree Xf is a p-dimensional vector of lagged values.
5.. calculate the test statistic B* on the bootstrap time series. We use the same order
(linearr and nonlinear) and bandwidth selected for the original time series.
6.. Repeat steps (1) and (2) M times.
7.. Calculate the one sided p-value as
p=p=

ÏTÜ7

'

andd reject if p < a, where a denotes the significance level.
Wee perform a one-sided test because deviations from the null hypothesis are expected to
occurr for positive values of the test statistic. The consistency of the bootstrap procedure
derivee from the fact that the residuals of the nonparametric regression are always consistent
bothh under the null and the alternative. See Cai et al. (2000) for details.
Wee simulate 1000 samples of length 100 and the number of bootstrap replications set
too 199 for the models examined in the previous Section. Given the residts in the previous
section,, we investigate the size and power properties of the test only for the T, AICC. GCV
andd CV. Table (3.6) shows that the test has good size properties also in the presence of
heteroscedasticityy t h a t is known to cause size distortions. Under the alternative examined
thee test has high power: for the AICC selection criteria it is 96% against. T A R ( l ) , 85% against
EXPARR with dependence in the first lag and 91% when the dependence is in the second lag.
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Tablee 3.6: Linearity Test: Size and Power
ITIT
AR(1)AR(1)
AR(1)-GAR(1)-G

AICC
0.06

ARCH (1,1)

TAR(l)TAR(l)

GCV

0.06

0.07

0.07

0.07

0.96

cv

0.96

0.06

0.08
0.96

0.08
0.96

EXPAR(1)EXPAR(1)

0.84

0.85

0.85

0.83

EXPAR(2)EXPAR(2)

0.91

0.91

0.95

0.95

Frequencyy of rejection of t h e null hypothesis of linearity at 5%
significancee level.
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Empirical Applications

T h ee properties of the test for linearity suggest t h a t AICC, T and G C V have reasonable power
againstt a wide range of dependence structures, such as linear and nonlinear models. We apply
thee previous methods to investigate the presence of nonlinearity in U.S. macro economic and
financiall time series. In t h e order selection we extend the search up to 6 lags. For all series,
wee test the growth rate of the variable.
Wee also plot the selection criterion, SC(TT)

in Equation (3.5), against h and for p given.

Itt allows us to qualitatively evaluate the nonlinearity in the d a t a by comparing the error
curvee implied by the parametric and nonparametric regression. We normalize the criterion
byy the log of the standard deviation of the time series: if it has a value close to 1, there is no
evidencee for (linear or nonlinear) dependence in the time series. On the other hand, there is
strongg evidence of dependence when the normalized SC(n)

is smaller t h a n from 1. This type

off plots have been used by Casdagli (1992) to distinguish chaotic from stochatic (linear and
nonlinear)) dynamics. We plot only the selection criterion function for AICC. The graphical
evidencee for nonlinearity contained in the errors curves is evaluated statistically using the
linearityy test.
Wee analyzed the following time series:

G N PP

G N P (Gross National Product.) in real terms and seasonally adjusted from the first

q u a r t e rr of 1947 to the third quarter of 2001. Some nonlinear models that have been proposed
forr this time series are TAR models by Potter (1995) and Tiao and Tsay (1994) and markovswitchingg models by Hamilton (1989). T h e common feature of these models is that thev
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explainn the time series in term of transition (deterministic or stochastic) between different
regimee (expansion and recession).

T h e plot in Figure (3.6) compares the SC(ii)

of the

nonparametricc regression to that of a linear AR model. T h e normalized error curve of the
nonparametricc regression using AICC or T criteria achieves its minimum at h'^'1 = 0.86 and
thee goodness-of-fit test rejects at 10% the null hypothesis of linearity. T and AICC give a
similarr answer selecting a moderate bandwidth and pointing to dependence in t h e first 5
lags.. However, GCV selects a smaller bandwidth and a higher lag order. It has also a smaller
p-value. .

F i g u r ee 3.6: U . S . G N P
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Plott of SC(ir), selected parameters and p-values of the linearity test for US GNP.

I n d u s t r i a ll P r o d u c t i o n

from the first quarter of 1947 to the end of 2001. The d a t a

aree seasonally adjusted. In Figure (3.7) it is clear that the nonparametric regression lowers
significantlyy the error compared to the linear regression. T and AICC select lags up to 5
andd hCTi' = 0.74. GCV selects a smaller bandwidth whereas CV a higher one. The test
forr linearity strongly rejects the null hypothesis for all the selection criteria. Hence, we can
concludee that for US industrial production there is robust evidence of nonlinear structure.

U n e m p l o y m e n tt R a t e

from the first quarter of 1947 to the last quarter of 2001. The d a t a

aree seasonally adjusted. For previous nonlinear analysis of this time series see Montgomery
etet al. (1998). Figure (3.8) shows that the selection criterion curve achieves a much lower
normalizedd error compared to the AR model.
frcritfrcrit _ Q gg

a n d pcrit

_ g

wnue

T h e minimum for AICC and T occurs at

for G C V the optimal bandwidth is 0.56. The linearity test

rejectss at 1% significance level the null hypothesis. Hence, the smaller error achieved by the
nonparametricc regression in the plot of SC(TT)

is statistically significant. For this time series

CVV gives results different from the selection criteria: it selects a large value for the bandwidth
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Figuree 3.7: U.S. Industrial P r o d u c t i o n
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Plott of SC(TT). selected parameters and p-values of the linearity test for US Industrial
production. .

suchh that the nonparametric fit approximate very closely the linear one. Consequently, the
linearityy test does not reject the null.
Figuree 3.8: U.S. U n e m p l o y m e n t R a t e
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Plott of SC'(TT). selected parameters and p-values of the linearity test for the unemploymentt rate.

T-billss

Monthly 3-months Treasury Bills interest rates from 1950 to the end of 2001. The

plott in Figure (3.9) shows that the normalized criterion of the linear model is very close to 1.
Thee nonparametric regression improves consistently the fit by achieving a much lower error.
Thee selected bandwidth (for ;/'"' = 6) is 0.70 for T, 0.66 for AICC and 0.32 for GCV. There
iss significant evidence to reject linearity for the returns on the Treasury Bills: the test for
linearityy rejects for all three criteria used. For this series, a linear model performs poorly but
aa nonparametric approach is able to capture the significant nonlinear structure in the data.
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F i g u r ee 3.9: T r e a s u r y B i l l s
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Plott of SC(TT), selected parameters and p-values of the linearity test for T-bills.

S & PP 5 0 0

S&P500 Index from the first quarter of 1947 to the third quarter of 2001. T h e

selectionn criterion curve for both the parametric and nonparametric regressions are very close
too each other and to 1. A qualitative interpretation of the plot suggests no evidence to reject
linearity.. All the criteria select the same order and bandwidth. The p-values of the linearity
testt are equal to 0.16. Hence, we can conclude that there is no evidence to reject linearity.
T h ee test shows that there is no evidence of nonlinear dependence in the conditional mean of
thee returns on the S&P500 index.
F i g u r ee 3.10: S & P 5 0 0
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Plott of SC(TT), selected parameters and p-values of the linearity test for S&P500.

D M / $$

D M / $ exchange rate from the first quarter of 1974 to the end of 2001. T h e plot in

Figuree (3.11) shows that the SC(n) achieves a minimum at the largest bandwidth of 1. T h e
valuee of the normalized criterion is close to the linear criterion and close to 1. Thus, also
forr this series we should expect weak dependence. The linearity test suggests that for T and
AICCC there is no evidence to reject the null hypothesis. Instead, G C V achieves a minimum
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forr hCTÜ = 0.82 and a p-value of 0.09. T h e simulation study indicates that T and AICC have
b e t t e rr finite sample properties compared to GCV. Hence, we attribute more relevance to the
resultss of T and A I C C and conclude that there is no evidence of nonlinear dynamics for this
series. .

Figuree 3.11: D M / $ E x c h a n g e R a t e
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selected parameters and p-values of the linearity test for DM/$ ex-

changee rate.

Y e n / $$

Yen/$ exchange rate for the same period of D M / $ . The normalized SC(TT)

curve

inn Figure (3.12) suggests t h a t also for this exchange rate there is no evidence of linearity. All
t h ee criteria agree in selecting a bandwidth of 1 and order 1. T h e p-values of the test statistic
aree large enough to conclude t h a t we cannot reject the null hypothesis of linearity.

Figuree 3.12: Y e n / $ Exchange R a t e
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3.66

Conclusion

Inn this chapter we show that nonparametric regression is a very useful tool to detect nonlinearitiess in time series. As a first step in the analysis of time series, it guarantees flexibility in
thee type of dependence it captures. In addition, the results indicate that they are reasonably
accuratee in moderate samples. We show that selecting bandwidth and lag order can be reliablyy carried out by using AICC or T criteria, which are not affected by significant problems
off overfitting, in contrast to AIC and F P E . In addition, a goodness-of-fit test based on the
comparisonn of parametric and nonparametric regression is a powerful test to detect deviationss from the linearity assumption. If the linearity test rejects the null hypothesis, further
stepss could be to apply a battery of parametric linearity tests to identify which nonlinear
dependencee structure is more suitable to explain the time series dynamics. The application
off nonparametric autoregression to macroeconomic time series shows that there is statisticall evidence of nonlinearity for some of them. For growth rates of US real GNP, Industrial
Productionn and Unemployment Rate the null hypothesis of linearity is rejected when using
TT and AICC as selection criteria. However, the financial time series do not show evidence
too reject linearity with the exception of the returns on US T-Bills for which there is strong
evidencee of nonlinearitv.
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Chapterr 4
Exchangee Rate Dynamics and
Unpredictability y
4.11

Introduction

T h ee work of Meese and Rogoff (1983) showed that structural exchange rate models were
nott able to beat the simple random walk in out-of-sample prediction. Cheung et al. (2002)
repeatedd a similar exercise adding the last 20 years of d a t a and confirmed the earlier results
off Meese and Rogoff. A possible reason for this failure is t h a t fundamental variables used
inn the structural models play only a minor role in the determination of the exchange rate.
Thiss explanation was suggested in survey studies of exchange rate traders such as Frankel
andd Froot (1987), Allen and Taylor (1992), Lui and Mole (1998) and, more recently, Cheung
andd Chinn (2001). They find t h a t traders perceive the effects of macroeconomic variables
onn exchange rates as a long-term phenomenon. For shorter horizons, their expectations are
moree influenced by non-fundamental factors, such as over-reaction to news, trading based
onn technical analysis and bandwagon effects.

Hence, even though the structural models

couldd explain the long-term dynamics of the exchange rate, at shorter horizons other (nonfundamental)) factors play a relevant role in driving the exchange rate.
Thiss evidence suggests t h a t a successful model of the exchange rate should combine b o t h
fundamentall and non-fundamental factors. An early model along these lines is Frankel and
Froott (1990). The model departs from rational expectations by assuming agents are one
off two types: fundamentalists or chartists. Fundamentalists form expectations about the
exchangee rate using fundamental factors, such as macroeconomic variables. Chartists, on
thee other hand, only use information about the past history of the exchange rate itself and
extrapolatee to form their expectations. T h e interaction of these types of traders is able to
generatee patterns with large deviations from the fundamentals. However, in the long term
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t h ee stabilizing role of the fundamentalists' expectations drives the exchange rate back to
itss long-run equilibrium.

Recently. Kilian and Taylor (2003) found evidence in favour of

aa similar model. They suggest that the interaction between fundamentalists and chartists
traderss could explain the findings of nonlinear mean reversion in exchange rates, that is, the
long-termm tendency of t h e exchange rate t o adjust toward its fundamental value in a nonlinear
fashion.. T h e model implies t h a t changes in the real exchange rate are unpredictable when it
iss close to the long-run equilibrium but become predictable when the exchange rate deviates
consistentlyy from its fundamental value. Other papers finding evidence of threshold dynamics
aree Obstfeld and Taylor (1997) and Taylor et al. (2001).
Inn addition to the difficulty to explain the short-run dynamics by structural models, time
seriess methods are also unable to make significant improvements in out-of-sample prediction.
Dieboldd and Nason (1990) used nonparametric regression techniques on weekly exchange rates
andd failed to achieve any improvement. However, for long-horizon returns Mark (1995) found
t h a tt there is significant evidence of predictability. These mixed results are consistent with the
previouss discussion of t h e mean reverting behaviour of real exchange rates. At short-horizons
theyy change in an unpredictable way b u t . in t h e long term, fundamental factors become
relevantt and determine the adjustment of the nominal exchange rate toward the fundamental
value. .
Inn this chapter, we propose an empirical model of exchange rate determination along
t h ee tradition of the chartist-fundamentalist approach. As in earlier models, we assume that
t r a d e r ss have heterogeneous expectations of the exchange rate: a group of traders (fundamentalists)) considers fundamental factors while another group (chartists) considers nonfundamentall factors, such as past returns. We introduce a threshold type mechanism to
modell the time variation in the extrapolation rate of the chartists. We assume t h a t they
switchh between two regimes according t o the absolute change in the exchange rate being
smallerr or larger than a constant value.

Further, chartists extrapolate more aggressively

whenn t h e exchange rate increasingly deviates from the fundamentals. Estimation results suggest,, t h a t there is evidence in support of the model for most of the currencies. In addition,
t h ee model is able to achieve statistically significant improvements in out-of-sample predictionn for some of the currencies. This is a novel result given the evidence in the literature of
short-horizonn unpredictability.
T h ee favourable in- and out-of-sample results suggest that we should detect predictability
evenn at short-horizons. In order to understand the apparent contradiction between our findingss and the results discussed previously, we folkw an approach similar to Kilian and Taylor
(2003).. We simulate the proposed exchange rate model and apply the tests that are typicallyy used in investigating short- and long-horizon predictability to these simulated series. In
particular,, we use t h e nonparametric prediction approach of Diebold and Nason (1990) and
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t h ee long-run regression of Mark (1995). We find t h a t the test for short-term predictability
hass extremely low power in detecting the nonlinearity in the model at the available sample
size.. On the other hand, the long-horizon test reproduces the typical finding of increasing
predictabilityy when the horizon is longer. We interpret these results as suggesting t h a t the
failuree to predict exchange rates changes out-of-sample could be explained by the existence
off weak form of nonlinearities a n d / o r small samples.
T h ee outline of the chapter is as follows: In Section (4.2) we describe the model and in
Sectionn (4.3) we show the estimation results for monthly exchange rates. In Section (4.4)
wee test whether the proposed structural model can actually explain the empirical puzzles
previouslyy mentioned. Finally, Section (4.5) concludes.

4.22

T h e Model

Wee develop a model of exchange rate determination in which investors have heterogeneous
expectations.. We assume the economy is populated by two types of traders. One group of
traders,, the fundamentalists, expects the exchange rate to converge to its long-run fundamentall value. We assume their expectations are given by

E{(sE{(st+1t+1)) = at + <l>f(ft-st),
wheree st is the log of the exchange rate at time t, ft is the log of the fundamental value
andd 4>f is a parameter. We can rewrite this equation in terms of expected change in the log
exchangee rate as
E[{rE[{rt+t+i)i)

=

0fdevt,

wheree rt+i = st+i - st is the one-period return and devt = ft - st indicates the deviation of
thee fundamental value from the exchange rate. The fundamentalists expect tomorrow's price
too include an adjustment component that corrects the mispricing of the exchange rate with
respectt to the fundamental value. In terms of returns they expect the next period return
too be proportional to the mispricing. A mean reversion behaviour of prices to the fundamentalss implies t h a t the coefficients èf should typically be positive and less than 1. If the
exchangee rate at time t is above (below) its long-run equilibrium they expect a depreciation
(appreciation)) of stThee second type of traders, the chartists, attribute a relevant role to the information
extractedd from the exchange rate itself. For short horizons they believe that information
containedd in macroeconomic variables does not contribute to the prediction of exchange rates.
However,, we assume that the extrapolation rate depends on the magnitude of the deviation
fromm t h e fundamentals. We model the expectations of this group as

(4-1)
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^t(st+i)^t(st+i)

= st + 6t(st - S ( _ i ) ,

(4.2)

wheree 6, is a time-varying coefficient that captures the sentiment, or confidence, chartists
havee in the continuation or reversal of past returns. In terms of returns the expectation is

E?(rE?(rt+1t+1))

= 6trt.

AA positive ft is associated with bandwagon expectations in the sense that traders expect
aa trend to persist. If an appreciation (depreciation) of the exchange rate is observed they
alsoo expect a change in the same direction in the next period. On the other hand, if 8t is
negativee they expect a reversal of the exchange rate in the following period. We interpret 8t
ass indicating the sentiment t h a t chartists have in the continuation of a trend. We assume
that t

{{

6i\devt\6i\devt\

Ö2\devÖ2\devtt\\

if \rt\ > c
otherwise ,

wheree the sentiment, 6t, depends on t h e absolute deviation from the fundamentals and
switchess between two regimes, depending on the absolute return being bigger or smaller than
aa constant threshold value c. A long-standing discussion is the role of chartists' expectations
inn stabilizing or destabilizing t h e market. A negative 8t is stabilizing in the sense that changes
inn the exchange rate are expected to reverse, whereas a positive 8t is destabilizing in the sense
t h a tt positive changes tend to persist and create trends in st. If the parameters 8\ and 62 in
Equationn (4.3) have negative (positive) signs then the chartists have a stabilizing (destabilizing)) role. However, allowing 8t to vary over time captures the fact t h a t chartists might switch
betweenn destabilizing and stabilizing expectations. Opposite signs of the coefficients across
regimess represents a situation in which they have stabilizing expectations in one regime and
destabilizingg ones in the other. This is an interesting hypothesis to test since it implies that
chartistss might contribute to correct or exacerbate deviations from the long-run equilibrium.
Inn addition, t h e 8t captures the fact that chartists extrapolate more aggressively when the
exchangee rate deviates more from the fundamentals: if 8\ or 82 are positive they become
moree confident about the continuation of the trend; on the other hand, if the parameters are
negativee they expect a stronger correction in the direction of the fundamentals.
Wee assume t h a t investors have myopic mean-variance demand functions given by
d{d{ = af [E((st+1)

- 8t]

d?? = a c [ £ ? ( * + 1 ) - * ] ,

(4.4)

(4.5) )
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wheree the o's are reaction coefficients and depend on the risk aversion coefficient. Finally, we
assumee that a risk-neutral market-maker aggregates the demands of the traders and adjusts
thee price according to the following rule

sst+1t+1=s=stt+a+amm[d{+<%],[d{+<%],

(4

wheree am indicates the reaction coefficient of the market-maker.

4.33

Empirical Evidence

Wee analyze monthly exchange rates from the beginning of 1974 to the end of 1998. The
currenciess we consider are the German mark (DM), Japanese yen (JY), Canadian dollar (CD),
Frenchh franc (FF) and the British pound (BP) against the US dollar. As the fundamental
valuee we assume the P P P (Purchasing Power Parity) given by
f tt = 71"! " T T , * ,

wheree irt and it* indicate t h e log of the CPI index in the US and the foreign country, respectively.. Figure (4.1) shows the time series and the linear properties of the exchange rates. In
thee first column of graphs it is immediately clear that there are large and persistent deviations
off the nominal exchange rate from the P P P value for all currencies. The third column also
highlightss that nominal returns do not show any linear autocorrelation structure for lags up
too 15. Besides, the squared returns do not show significant linear dependence either.
T h ee model described in the previous section has a very simple structure t h a t can be
easilyy estimated. Setting all reaction coefficients equal to 1, at — (V — am = 1. it implies
thee following model for returns
r,, + i = 6i\devt_r\rt-pI[lri_ql>c}
wheree L^

+ <S21rfet^-r|"O-p^;i-r*_y|<f ] + ®fdevt-s

4- e,+i-

(4.7)

denotes the indicator function that assumes the value 1 if A is true and zero

otherwise?,, and e< is an i.i.d. observational noise term. In Equation (4.7) we generalize the
modell described in Section (4.2) to have lags (p,q.r and s) in the expectations different from
0.. We will search for the lags that, best fit the data. Equation (4.7) is estimated by OLS
because,, conditional on the threshold c. the model is linear. We will perform a grid search
forr the optimal value of c.
Thee estimation results for the sample period of 1974 to the end of 1994 are in Table (4.1).
Forr each currency we present the estimated parameters and the H C C E t-values. the F-test
forr linearity, the Root Mean Square Prediction Error (RMSPE) obtained by out-of-sample
one-stepp ahead predictions for the last 48 observations (from the beginning of 1995 to the end
off 1998) and the VM

test proposed by Diebold and Mariano (1995) to compare predictive
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Figuree 4.1: E x c h a n g e R a t e s
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Plotss for the major currencies against the US dollar for the sample period 1974-1998. The
firstt column shows the nominal exchange rate and the P P P fundamental value, the second
columnn shows the returns, the last two column are the ACF of the returns and the squared
returns,, respectively.
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accuracy 1 .. Table (4.1) shows the estimation results when we assume that bi = b-j = bo are
equall across regimes, i.e. we estimated the following regression

rrt+t+ii = b\)\devt-r\rt-p

+ Qfdevt-H

+ €t+i.

(4.8)

wheree bo i-s a parameter. We indicate Equation (4.8) as the linear model. F1'" is the statistic
too test for linearity proposed by Hansen (1996) and Hansen (1997) and test whether the
thresholdd mechanism is significant. We used 1000 simulations to calculate the p-value of the
testt statistic.
Ass shown in Table (4.1), for the linear model the lagged deviation from the fundamental
pricee is significant at the 5% level for all the currencies, but the lagged value of the returns
iss not significant. Instead, when the nonlinear model is considered most of the coefficients
aree significant at the 5% level. The only exception is the CD, for which the evidence of
aa threshold dynamics is weak. This is also confirmed by the linearity test, which strongly
rejectss the null hypothesis of linearity for DM, F F and BP, rejects at the 10% level for the
J YY and does not reject for the CD.
Forr most of the currencies the dependence of the return on the lagged deviation occurs
att lag 12 (the 7th is also significant for CD). The coefficient Qf varies between 0.018 for
thee J Y and 0.037 for the BP, implying a slow adjustment towards the fundamentals.

An

interpretationn of the results in terms of the model in Section (4.2) is that fundamentalists
basee their expectations about next month's exchange rate on the level of t o d a y s exchange
ratee with a typical 3% monthly adjustment of the deviation from the long-run equilibrium
thatt occurred one year ago. This result is consistent with the survey analysis of Frankel
andd Froot (1987) and Allen and Taylor (1992). from which it emerged that investors use
informationn about fundamentals when forming long-term expectations.
Thee significant nonlinear dependence on past returns occurs on the first lag. with the
exceptionn of the BP, where the third lag is also significant. This confirms the survey findings
previouslyy cited, in which 90% of the respondents attributed a relevant role to technical
analysiss in the formation of expectations for short horizons. For all currencies, the sign of
thee estimated coefficients of St are negative in the outer regime (for absolute returns higher
thann c) and positive in the inner regime (absolute returns smaller than c). This is evidence in
supportt of the mixed influence of chartists' expectations un prices: when the exchange rate
appreciationn (depreciation) is smaller than the threshold the chartists expect it to persist;
onn the other hand, when the observed change is larger than c they expect a reversal of the
change.. Thus, there is evidence supporting the hypothesis that chartists act as a destabilizing
forcee when absolute returns are small, but contribute to the stabilization of the exchange rate
' W ee implement the 'DM test with the correction proposed by Harvey it nl. (1997).
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Tablee 4.1: Estimation Results
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0.029 9

0.38
(0.05)

0.94

(0.00))

-2.18
(0.014)

0.031 1
(2.31) )

0.50 0

3.788 0.025

15.555

(1.00) )

(3.1) )

(0.01))

-0.34 4

1.04

(3.6) )

-0.844

(2.0fi) )

BPP

-1.33
(0.00)

( 0 . 4 4 ))

-0.07 7

-0.37 7

(1ev,-n (1ev,-n

3.899

(1.73)

(3.4) )

FFF

0.961

(2.35) )

-0.73 3

dcvt-u dcvt-u

7.433
0.018 8

(1.81) )

r,

(0.18)

(0.06))

12.75]

0.017 7
CDD

-0.89

0.028 8
(2.:u) )

(1.98) )

JYY

Of

1.10

1.41
(0.92)

-2.04 4

(-0.72) )

(-2.15) )

0.032 2
(2.11) )

0.037 7
(2.41) )

E s t i m a t i o nn results for t h e m a j o r currencies indicated in the first column vis-a-t-isthv

U.S. dollar.

T h ee linear model is as in E q u a t i o n (4.8) a n d the nonlinear model is as in E q u a t i o n (4.7). T h e
lagss used in t h e repressors arc indicated in the second column. In t h e switching mechanism
wee selected \<ier,\ for all t h e currencies a n d \r,\ except for ,JY where t h e switching variable, is
\r,\r,

||. T h e values in p a r e n t h e s i s are the HC'CE t-values. F'"' indicates t h e F-tost for linearity

andd in parentheses the simulated p-value; R M S P E indicates the root mean s q u a r e prediction
errorr for the la.st 48 observations; VM indicates t h e statistic for the test of equality of the
modell forecast c o m p a r e d with t h e no-change forecast and t h e one-sided p-values in parentheses
(aa negative 1 value of t h e s t a t i s t i c s indicate t h a t the s t r u c t u r a l model improves over t h e r a n d o m
walkk model). A s y m p t o t i c a l l y it is s t a n d a r d normally d i s t r i b u t e d . We perform a one-sided test.
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whenn they observe large movements in the exchange rate. In addition, the larger the deviation
iss from the fundamentals the more aggressive they become in stabilizing (destabilizing). T h e
estimatedd value of the threshold varies from 1.5% for the CD to a maximum of 3.2%. for the
DM. .
Too evaluate the role of this mechanism more effectively we plotted the estimated dynamics
off 6t in Figure (4.2) for the case of the DM. In the top plot the coefficient öt is plotted against
time;; the bottom plot depicts the exchange rate and the P P P fundamental value. It is clear
thatt öt is an indicator of chartist sentiment.

In periods of large deviations they become

nervouss about the trading signals they extrapolate from the data. This fact is particularly
clearr in the period from 1980 to 1985, when a persistent appreciation of the USD occured
withh respect to the DM that was not supported by an increase in the long-run equilibrium of
thee P P P . This period is associated with large variability in chartist sentiment, which reacted
moree nervously and aggressively to changes in prices as the deviation became larger. It is also
interestingg to note t h a t in 1985 the extrapolation was so aggressive that, chartists expected
thee next month's change to be even higher than the last observed change. We also observe
thatt 6t becomes negative in some cases. This confirms that they might have a stabilizing role
whenn deviations are associated with large changes in the exchange rate (with respect to the
threshold). .
T h ee in-sample results are quite promising and point towards the significant explanatory
powerr of the model. The out-of-sample prediction was carried out by re-estimating t h e model
forr each of the last 48 months of the sample and making a 1-step ahead forecast. The VM
statisticss reported show significant evidence of predictability of the model for F F and J Y at
thee 10% significance level. In the case of DM. J Y and F F . the VM

statistic has a negative

value,, meaning that the structural model has more accurate forecast than the random walk
model.. Hence, for 2 of the 6 currencies analyzed the in-sample evidence is confirmed even by
thee out-of-sample test. For DM and B P the out-of-sample results are not significant, but the
nulll of linearity can be safely rejected. For the CD there is evidence that the mean reversion
too the fundamentals is stronger than for the other currencies.

4.44

Evidence of Predictability?

Inn Section (4.3) we concluded that the proposed model fits significantly well in-sample but
thatt there is less robust evidence of significant out-of-sample predictive power. This result,
wass already pointed out by Meese and Rogoff (1983) for linear models. More recently, Diebold
andd Nason (1990) used nonparametric techniques to investigate nonlinear predictability for
weeklyy exchange rates in a time series framework. They found significant in-sample improvementss for a wide range of currencies, but out-of-sample the nonparametric method did not
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Figuree 4.2: Chartists Extrapolation Coefficient
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Thee evolution of St for the DM exchange rate from 1974.1 to 1994.12 (top
plot)) and the log exchange rate and P P P fundamental value (bottom
plot). .

improvee significantly over the random walk. They pointed to 3 possible reasons for the lack
off out-of-sample improvements: (1) there might be dependence that occurs in even moments
thatt cannot be exploited to improve predictions of the conditional mean. (2) evidence for insamplee nonlinearities could be spuriously caused by outliers and structural shifts and (3) weak
nonlinearitiess are present in the conditional mean but it is difficult to exploit them in predictionn at the typically available sample sizes. Further investigation of possible nonlinearities in
t h ee d a t a was carried out by Meese and Rose (1991). They regressed nonparametrically the
changee in the exchange rate on the economic variables, such as interest rates, money growth
ratess and inflation rates. No significant improvement was found 2 .
Onn the other hand, the unpredictability of exchange rate returns for short horizons has
beenn challenged by significant evidence of predictability in long-horizon returns. Mark (1995)
foundd evidence t h a t t h e deviation of the exchange rate from the fundamental value has
significantt explanatory power for multi-period returns. In addition, a typical finding is that
t h ee explanatory power increases with the horizons at which the returns are calculated.
2

However.. out-of-sample predictability was found by Lisi and Medio (1997) using nonparametric
techniquess for monthly exchange rates returns.
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Ann heuristic analysis of Figure (4.1) suggests that the returns do not seem to be affected
byy the presence of outliers or heteroscedasticity. Thus, as Diebold and Nason (1990) pointed
out,, it could be that the interaction of weak nonlinearities and small samples is responsible
forr the lack of out-of-sample predictability for the exchange rates.

T h e structural model

proposedd here could be used as a laboratory to investigate this issue. The model incorporates
aa nonlinearity, due to the switching mechanism in the chartists' expectations, which should be
capturedd by nonparametric time series methods. But it also has a linear adjustment process
too the long-run equilibrium, due to the fundamentalists' expectations that are thought to be
responsiblee for the long-horizon predictability. It seems natural, therefore, to generate time
seriess from the structural model of the typical sample size available in empirical research and
too apply the techniques of Diebold and Nason (1990) and Mark (1995) to investigate the issue
off predictability in exchange rates. In this way, we test the ability of these tools to detect
dependencee and nonlinearity if the true model is the one proposed in Section (4.2).
Wee simulated 1000 series from the structural model by setting the parameters at the
estimatedd values in Section (4.3) for the different currencies. We assume that the fundamental
processs follows a driftless random walk process with the variance of the innovations calibrated
att the estimated variances of the observed fundamentals.

4.4.11

Short-Horizon unpredictability

Wee use the locally weighted regression (LWR) framework of Cleveland and Devlin (1988).
Previouss applications of LWR to exchange rates are Diebold and Nason (1990) and Meese
andd Rose (1991). We assume returns are generated by the following process
rrll + l=m(Xt)

+ et.

(4.9)

wheree X, is a vector of lagged values of rt and e, is an i.i.d. disturbance term. The LWR
methodd estimates the conditional mean function at the point :r. m{x).

by minimizing the

followingg quantity

g<r I + ,-o-J(*-*)>'*(!^^)..
wheree m(x) = a. K(-) is the tricube kernel defined as
A'(u)) = .

' 1 - u 3 } 33
00

for 0 < u < 1
,
.
otherwise

indicatess the euclidean distance and
dfr(-r)) = ,

X x WW - x ||
-- Xrl„, -x\\hp

for 0 < h < 1
for/>.>!.

»
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XXx{k)x{k)

denotes the k-th nearest neighbor of x, and k is the integer part of hn. T h e bandwidth

hh can be interpreted as the parameter that regulates the smoothness of the local linear fit.
Givenn the evidence in the previous section that nonlinearities occur mainly in the first lag.
wee set Xt = r ( _ i . We evaluate the prediction accuracy of the nonparametric regression with
thee VM

test statistic and the no-change forecast as an alternative. A negative value of the

testt statistic means that the nonparametric method has a lower forecasting error than the
alternative.. Asymptotically, t h e test statistic is standard normally distributed.
Inn Table (4.2) we present the results of the nonparametric prediction of the last 4 years of
observationss for the currencies analyzed in Section (4.3) and for the bandwidth h that varies
fromm 0.1 to 1. For all the currencies we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the predictions
off the LWR method are significantly more accurate than the no-change forecast. For DM
andd JY, the R M S P E is as low as 0.92 but the improvement is not statistically significant.
Forr D M the best bandwidth is 0.8, which has a VM

statistic of -1.05, and does slightly

b e t t e rr than t h e model estimated in the previous section, which had a statistic of -0.89. For
t h ee J Y . the situation is reversed and t h e structural model improves slightly over the pure
timee series approach. Both prediction methods are close to a significance level of 10%. For
b o t hh CD and BP, the conditional model does not improve over the no-change forecast and
t h ee structural model does significantly worse t h a n the nonparametric regression. A striking
result,, is obtained for the F F : the time series approach reaches a lower R M S P E of 0.98, which
iss not significant. Instead, t h e predictions of the structural model are significant, at the 5%
significancee level. This might be due t o the fact that the structural model also accounts
forr information about t h e dynamics in the fundamental value in addition to the nonlinear
autoregressivee mechanism implied by the expectations of the chartists.
Thesee results show t h a t for monthly d a t a there is weak evidence of t h e predictive ability
off nonparametric regression to beat the random walk model. This confirms the results of
Dieboldd and Nason (1990), who used weekly exchange rates.
Inn Table (4.3) we show the results of the LWR prediction method to time series generated
fromm the structural model at the estimated parameter values. In the table we show the power
off the VM

test, i.e. the frequency of rejection of the null hypothesis of equal prediction

accuracyy of LWR with respect to the no-change forecast. We simulate 1000 time series of
lengthh 300. of which the last 48 observations were predicted.
T h ee striking result in Table (4.3) is that the power is extremely low across bandwidths
andd currencies. The highest power is reached for the DM: when testing at the 5% significance
levell the VM

test rejects 13% of the times and 23% when testing at t h e 10% significance

level.. This is not surprising because DM is the currency t h a t showed the highest evidence
againstt the null of linearity in Table (4.1). The other currencies show very low power and in
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T a b l ee 4.2: S h o r t - H o r i z o n P r e d i c t a b i l i t y T e s t
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RMSPE
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RMSPE
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RMSPE
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0.98
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2.35

0.44

0.94

-0.72

0.92

-0.86

0.97

-0.34

1.01

0.15

1.20

2.27

0.55

0.93

-0.85

0.92

-0.90

0.96

-0.44

1.01

0.17

1.16

2.15

0.66

0.93

-0.93

0.92

-0.94

0.96

-0.49

1.01

0.09

1.13

2.05

0.77

0.92

-0.99

0.92

-0.96

0.96

-0.54

1.00

0.01

1.11

1.89

0.88

0.93

-1.05

0.92

-1.02

0.96

-0.59

0.99

-0.08

1.08

1.72

0.99

0.94

-0.99

0.91

-1.11

0.96

-0.61

0.99

-0.29

1.07

1.51

1.00

0.98

-0.41

0.89

-1.27

0.98

-0.53

0.98

-0.53

1.04

1.08

Out-of-samplee performance of LWR for the period 1995.1 until 1998.12. The test is
thee VM test for prediction accuracy.

somee cases even lower than the significance level'3.
Thee conclusion is that the nonlinearity in the structural model is hardly detectable by
thee nonparametric methods used in the exchange rate literature. This might be consistent
withh the third explanation offered by Diebold and Nason (1990). The combination of weak
nonlinearitiess and small samples might cause the power of the test to be so low as to make
short-termm predictability statistically undetectable.

4.4.22

Long-Horizon predictability

Ass previously mentioned, Mark (1995) showed that multi-period returns are consistently more
predictablee than short period returns. To investigate this property he proposed the following
regression n
rtrt++kk - "fc + Jkdevt + et+k,
3

(4.11)

T h ee fact that the power is lower t h a n t h e significance level could be because of the finite-sample

distortionn of t h e test.
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Tablee 4.3: Power of the Short-Horizon Predictability Test
hh

DM
'r>7< 'r>7<

\w \w

JY
Ö'A Ö'AKt'X X

CD
WW

FF

wv, wv,'>'A '>'A

lOtf f

BP

->% ->%
un un

0.1 1 0.06 6 0.10 0 0.01 1 0.03 3 0.02 2 0.04 4 0.03 3 0.06 6 0.02 2 0.04 4
0.2 2 0.10 0 0.16 6 0.02 2 0.06 6 0.02 2 0.05 5 0.06 6 0.11 1 0.02 2 0.06 6
0.3 3 0.11 1 0.19 9 0.02 2 0.07 7 0.02 2 0.06 6 0.08 8 0.13 3 0.03 3 0.07 7
0.4 4 0.12 2 0.21 1 0.03 3 0.O8 8 0.03 3 0.07 7 0.08 8 0.13 3 0.03 3 0.08 8
0.5 5 0.13 3 0.21 1 0.03 3 0.09 9 0.03 3 0.07 7 0.08 8 0.14 4 0.03 3 0.09 9
O.G G 0.13 3 0.22 2 0.03 3 0.09 9 0.03 3 0.07 7 0.09 9 0.14 4 0.03 3 0.09 9
0.7 7 0.12 2 0.23 3 0.03 3 0.1(1 1 0.03 3 0.07 7 0.08 8 0.14 4 0.03 3 0.10 0
0.8 8 0.12 2 0.23 3 0.03 3 0.09 9 0.03 3 0.07 7 0.08 8 0.15 5 0.02 2 0.08 8
0.9 9 0.10 0 0.21 1 0.04 4 0.09 9 0.02 2 0.06 6 0.06 6 0.13 3 0.01 1 0.07 7
1.0 0 0.01 1 0.06 6 0.02 2 O.OG G 0.01 1 0.04 4 0.01 1 0.05 5 0.01 1 0.04 4
Powerr of the out-of-sample predictability test against the alternative of the structural
UKxlel.. The simulated time series are of length 300 of which the last 48 are predicted.
Thee test is the VM test for prediction accuracy.

The entries indicate the power

of'' the test. i.e. the frequency of rejection of the null hypothesis of equal accuracy
off the LWR and no-change predictions when the time series are simulated from the
structurall model at the estimated parameter values of the different currencies.

wheree the1 A'-period return is given by rt + k = s,+A. - *, and dev, is the deviation of the
fundamentall value from the exchange r a t e . If the1 coefficient 3k is significantly different from
zeroo it implies that t h e observed deviation has explanatory power for the returns over the
followingg k periods. In addition, the economically interesting alternative is 3k > 0: if the
exchangee rate is lower (higher) than t h e fundamental value (devt > 0) then in the next k
periodss the exchange rate will appreciate (depreciate). In other words, the exchange; rate
willl mean revert to the long-run equilibrium in the next k periods. The empirical findings in
Markk (1995) are that by increasing k the 3^ increases in magnitude and becomes significantly
positive;; also the R2 of the regression consistently increases.
Inn Table (4.4) we show the results for the monthly returns from 1974 to 1998 (we use the
fulll sample in this case). It is clear that by increasing the horizon for most of the currencies.
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Tablee 4.4: Long-Horizon Predictability Test
kk

DM
J* *

JY
22

RR

33k k

CD
RR

22

33k k

FF

RR

22

33k k

BP
RR

22

3k 3k

RR2 2

11

0.02 2 0.01 1 0.01* * 0.01 1 0.01 1 0.00 0 0.02 2 0.01 1 0.02* * 0.01 1

44

0.07t t

88

0.15* * 0.06 6 0.11* * 0.05 5 0.04 4 0.01 1 0.16 6 0.06 6 0.21* * 0.08 8

0.03 3 0.05* * 0.02 2 0.02 2 0.00 0 0.07 7 0.03 3 0.10* * 0.04 4

12 2 0.25* * 0.10 0 0.18* * 0.09 9 0.10 0 0.04 4 0.26* * 0.10 0 0.32* * 0.13 3
16 6 0.37* * 0.16 6 0.25* * 0.14 4 0.16* * 0.07 7 0.39* * 0.15 5 0.42* * 0.17 7
20 0 0.48* * 0.21 1 0.32* * 0.18 8 0.23* * 0.10 0 0.51* * 0.20 0 0.51* * 0.20 0
24 4 0.58* * 0.26 6 0.39* * 0.22 2 0.32* * 0.15 5 0.62* * 0.23 3 0.64* * 0.26 6
Estimationn results of the long-horizon regression for the full sample of' monthly observations.. * indicates significance at the 5'/< level and * at the 109f level of the asymptotictestt Ho : ;4 = 0 against the alternative that <4 > 0. t-values corrected for HCCE with
2(A'-l)lags. .

3k3k increases in magnitude and becomes significantly positive. Also the R2 of the regression
increasess and becomes larger 4 .
Wee performed a one-sided test of the null hypothesis that 3k = 0 against the alternative
thatt 3k > 0 on time series simulated from the structural model. In Table (4.5) we show the
frequenciess of rejection of the null hypothesis at the 5 and 10% significance levels.
Itt is clear that the rejections increase with k for all the currencies, indicating that the
structurall model has the feature of long-horizon predictability observed in empirical research.
However,, the rejections are too frequent for the short forecast horizons. In Table (4.4) only J Y
andd B P have a fi^ significant for k = 1, whereas this is not the case for the other currencies.

'Recentlv,, the statistical validity of this type of regression has been questioned. An underlying
assumptionn in Equation (4.11) is that the exchange rate and the fundamental value are cointegrated so
thatt dei't is a stationary process. However, there is weak evidence for the cointegration of st and f, for
differentt notions of fundamental value. The implication is that the deviation from the fundamentals.
dvVf.dvVf. is non-stationary and the statistical theory to make inference on Equation (4.11) breaks down.
Heree we ignore this issue. For further details set1 Bcrben and van Dijk (1998) and Berkowitz and
Giorgiannii (20(11).
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Tablee 4.5: Power of the Long-Horizon Predictability Test
kk

DM
Ó% %

10 ! /f f

JY
59f f

MX-MX-

CD
h7, h7,

in% %

FF
WW

in(>f f

BP
0% 0%

10(>f f

1 1 0.72 2 0.90 0 0.57 7 0.79 9 0.43 3 0.71 1 0.78 8 0.95 5 0.89 9 0.98 8
44

0.87 7 0.97 7 0.71 1 0.89 9 0.61 1 0.79 9 0.90 0 0.97 7 0.98 8 0.99 9

88

0.91 1 0.97 7 0.81 1 0.93 3 0.63 3 0.82 2 0.94 4 0.98 8 0.98 8 1.00 0

12 2 0.95 5 0.98 8 0.88 8 0.95 5 0.81 1 0.91 1 0.97 7 0.99 9 0.99 9 1.00 0
16 6 0.96 6 0.98 8 0.93 3 0.97 7 0.89 9 0.96 6 0.98 8 0.99 9 1.00 0 1.00 0
20 0 0.98 8 0.99 9 0.95 5 0.98 8 0.95 5 0.97 7 0.99 9 1.00 0 1.00 0 1.00 0
24 4 0.98 8 0.99 9 0.96 6 0.98 8 0.97 7 0.99 9 0.99 9 1.00 0 1.00 0 1.00 0
Powerr of the one-sided test of' no long-horizon predictability of the exchange rates.

4.55

Conclusion

Inn this chapter we proposed a simple model of the dynamics of exchange rates inspired by
t h ee chartist-fundamentalist approach. We found that combining dependence on fundamental
variabless and on lagged values of returns is supported by the data.

The fundamentalists

expectt the exchange rate to adjust toward the long-run equilibrium with a typical correction
off approximately 3% monthly on the deviation occured one year ago. In addition to the
stabilizingg influence of this group, also chartists contribute to correct the mispricing of the
exchangee rate: we found that when chartists observe an absolute change beyond a threshold
(off approximately 2-3c/f). they expect a reversal in the next period. On the other hand, for
absolutee returns smaller than the threshold they believe changes will persist. There is also
evidencee that chartists become more aggressive in extrapolating trends in exchange rates
whenn the deviation from the long-run equilibrium is larger.
T h ee in-sample significance of the model is also supported by evidence of out-of-sample
predictabilityy for two of the six currencies analysed. This result might be explained by the
factt that the model combines fundamental and non-fundamental factors instead of considering
t h e mm separately.
However,, an important issue is how to rationalize the findings of nonlinearity and predictabilityy with the results of Diebold and Nason (1990). We show that applying nonparametricc techniques to predict out-of-sample time series simulated from the structural model has
veryy low power in detecting the dependence in the d a t a . We interpret this as evidence that
thee existence of weak nonlinearities and small samples are responsible for the unpredictability
att short-horizons of exchange rates.
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Finally,, after Meese and Rogoff (1983) the out-of-sample performance of models has
beenn t h e benchmark to judge the robustness of the findings of in-sample dependence in
exchangee rates. However, little attention has been paid to the issue of the statistical properties
off the tests used in evaluating the accuracy of out-of-sample predictions and the role of
nonlinearities.. A priority for future research is to develop inference methods that are robust
inn small and moderate samples.
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Chapterr 5
Nonlinearr Mean Reversion in Stock
Prices s
5.11

Introduction

Doess t h e stock market rationally reflect fundamental values?

The stock price run-up of

thee late 90s revived the debate about the rationality of stock prices.

In 2000 the Price-

to-Dividendss (PD) ratio for the S&P500 index reached a level of 85 against an historical
averagee of approximately 25. The extreme behaviour compared to historical standards has
beenn explained in different ways.
Accordingg to rational explanations, the rapid increase in stock prices reflects changes
occurredd in fundamental factors. They argue that the required rate of return has lowered
significantlyy because of higher participation of investors to the stock market and changes
occurredd in consumers preferences.

If investors discount future pay-offs at a lower rate,

pricess will increase. A similar result is obtained when the expected growth rate of dividends
orr earnings increases. These arguments were proposed by Heaton and Lucas (1999). However,
theyy found that these explanations are not able to account for the large increase of the late
90s. .
Onn the other hand. Campbell and Shiller (2001) argue that changes in fundamental factors
aree not large enough to explain changes in stock prices.

In addition, historical evidence

suggestss that in periods followed by large collapses of stock prices the valuation ratios never
reachedd such extraordinary levels. An alternative explanation is that prices experience large
swingss from fundamental valuations due to fads in investors expectations. Summers (1986)
suggestedd that irrational fads create persistent deviations of prices from intrinsic valuations
thatt are difficult to arbitrage away by rational investors.

According to this approach, a

combinationn of irrational expectations of some investors and limits to the arbitraging activities
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off rational investors explains the deviations of stock prices from rational valuations. This viewiss also consistent with the empirical evidence of mean reversion and long-run predictability of
stockk prices. If the .stock price reverts (in the long-run) back to its intrinsic value, a positive
(negativoJJ deviation predicts that prices will decrease (increase).

Hence, the adjustment

processs creates a negative relation between the changes in prices and the deviation from the
fundamentalss that emerges at long horizons. Some theoretical models that try to capture
thiss idea are DeLong ct <il. (1990a) and Brock and Homines (1998).
Inn this chapter we investigate the role that fundamental factors played in the recent
increase 11 of stock prices. In particular, we use a dynamic version of the Present Value1 Model
( P V M )) that allows for time variation in the discount rate and the growth rate of dividends.
T h ee analysis of more than a century of the Si:P500 index shows that the fundamental factors
faill to explain the persistence of the deviations from intrinsic valuations, in particular in the;
latee 90s. Shocks to the growth rate of dividends or to proxies for the discount rate, such
ass interest rates and returns volatility, die out very quickly compared to shocks to the stock
prices.. This indicates that the excessive persistence of the deviations from fundamentals could
bee caused by the overroaction of investors to fundamental news: they expect the effects of
positivee (negative) news about the fundamentals to be more persistent than it is rational. This
evidencee is consistent with the explanation of Summers (1986) that assumes that deviations
followw a persistent AR(1) process. Recently, there has been a growing interest in modelling
deviationss of asset prices from mstrisic valuations using nonlinear models. A common result
iss that asset prices can be characterized as switching between two regimes: when deviations
aree small they follow a r a n d o m walk process but when they are1 large they follow a stable
ARR process that contributes to the reversion of the price toward the fundamentals.

Some

studiess along these lines art1 Gallagher and Taylor (2001) for stock prices and Kilian and
Taylorr (2003) and Taylor and Peel (2000) for exchange rates.
Wee investigate the issue of nonlinear mean reversion for yearly observations of the S&rP500
indexx from 1871 until 2001. Estimation results for stock price d a t a up to 1990 show that
there 11 is evidence for nonlinearity in the mean reversion process. In particular, when the price
iss close to the intrinsic value the deviations are very persistent and mean reversion is weak;
however,, when deviations are large1 the spoed of adjustment increases and the price reverts
backk toward the fundamental value. The results suggest that in the mean reverting regime
thee half-life of a shock is approximately 3 years. When the 90s are included in the sample,
theree is strong evidence of nonlinearity in the transitory component. The estimation results
inelicatee that the p a t t e r n of mean reversion has changed compared to the previous finding's.
Bothh close1 and far from the long-run equilibrium deviations are very persistent. So. there
iss no evidence that the speed of mean reversion becomes stronger for large deviations. We
interprett these results as evidence that the extreme behaviour of prices in the 90s exacerbated

(( (

thee persistence of the mean roversion process. Before the 90s. when a fad was driving the stock
pricee away from the fundamentals, stabilizing forces were activated to weaken the persistence
off the process. However, in the 90s the persistence became stronger and drove the P D ratio
too unprecedented levels.
Thee chapter is organized as follows: section (5.2) introduces different notions of fundamentall values used for empirical investigation. Section (5.3) describes the nonlinear model
usedd for the deviations of stock prices from fundamentals. Section (5.4) discusses the estimationn results and the evidence in support of the hypothesis of nonlinear mean reversion.
Finally,, section (5.5) concludes.

5.22

Fundamentals

AA standard approach in asset valuation is to assume that the stock price satisfies
11
PtPt = Et
[Pt+\[Pt+\ + A .11 + n+i
wheree Pt is the price of the stock at the end of period t, Dt~i

(5.1) )
is the stock dividend paid

duringg period (f + 1) and rt + i is the required rate of return at time {t + l). E,{-) indicates the
expectationn conditional upon information available at time f. Solving Equation (5.1) forward
forr T periods and applying the law of iterated expectations, we obtain
TT

/ j

E, E,1 J

PtPt = Et

;; i + n+i

PiI+T
Pi I+T

(5.2) )

Thee present value of holding the asset for T periods is equal to the expected discounted value
off its cash flows and the expected discounted value of the resale price. A typical assumption
too rule out the occurrence of bubbles is

calledd the transversality condition.

(5.3) )

== 0.

limm Et

This implies that by holding the asset in the infinite

future,, the price is equal to the expected discounted value of its future cash Hows

p; p;

££ n ^

7=11 \ / - l

++ i-t+i

(5.4) )

DDt+I t+I

wheree we indicate P* as the fundamental value. We define the growth rate of the dividend
processs (j, as D,

fl

= (1 + (jl + \)Dt. so that the fundamental value is given by

p;; = E,

++ '7+,

]Dl ]Dl

(5.5) )
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T h ee time variation of gt and r, and the nonlinearity in the pricing equation complicate the
derivationn of analytically tractable formulas. One approach to simplify the problem consists
off assuming that the dividends growth rate and the required return are constant and equal
too g and r (with r > g), respectively. Under these assumptions. Equation (5.5) implies that
PPtt** =
wheree m — [\+g)/[r

mDt.

(5.6) )

- g). The stock price at time t is given by the cash now times a multiple

thatt depends on the ex-ante rate1 of return and the growth rate of dividends. This model
iss also known a,s the Gordon valuation formula and has recently been used by Heaton and
Lucass (1999) to determine the rational valuation of stock prices and by Fama and French
(2002)) to evaluate the size of the risk premium. The model is very simple and makes some
clearr predictions about the behaviour of prices: prices will increase if r is lowered, t h a t is if
investorss discount at a lower rate1 future cash flows, or if g increases, that is if dividends are
expectedd to grow at a faster rate. Another implication of the model is that the Price-Dividend
(PD)) ratio should be constant over time.
However,, the assumption t h a t the dividend growth rate and the expected returns are
constantt seems unrealistic. It is possible to allow for time variation by following the approach
off P o t e r b a and Summers (1980). They approximate the pricing formula given in (5.5) by a
first-orderr Taylor expansion around the mean of the required return, r, and the mean of the
growthh rate, g.

OPT OPT

pr pr

+ +'l+j 'l+j

^^

dP

*

I

/

( o + jj - r) + dg
—t+j
—t+j \g {gt+J
dg

DD( (

(5.7) )

wheree the partial derivatives an 1 given by

OP; OP;
OriiOr
+ j
ÓP; ÓP;

%

+ JJ

'

D, D,

-3-3JJ. .

rr

'5.8) )

-g

ll + r)D, JJJJ. .
(l+g){r-g)

;s.9) )

andd 3 — (1 + ,</)/(! + /'). Substituting the derivatives into Equation (5.7). we get

p<p< =

11 + r
D,
YlYlJJJJ((((Jt+jJt+j D,~9)
(l+g)(r-gY (l+g)(r-gY

1+/77

(5.10) )
Inn the pricing formula there are still the expectations of investors about future ex-ante returns
andd dividends growth rates. A typical assumption made in the literature is that the processes
drivingg the required return and the dividend growth rate are AR(1). that is

E,(r t+j
E,(r
t+j

(P{r(P{rt t

(5.1U U
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EEtt(g(gt+jt+j

- g) = o'igt - g).

(5.12)

andd the approximated pricing formula in Equation (5.10) becomes
P;P; = m,Dt.

(5.13)

wheree mt is the time-varying multiplier given by
==
mtmt

f 1++ a
\r-g

(r-g)(l

pd+9)
+ r-p(l

,

{

+ g))(ri

''

0 ( 1 + r)
(r - g){\ + r - 0(1 + g)){9'

1
j'

9)

(5-14) )
Thiss version of the fundamental value is known in the literature as the dynamic Gordon model
becausee it expresses asset prices as a time-varying multiplier of the dividends. The multiplier
inn Equation (5.14) has a straightforward interpretation: if the required rate of return and
thee growth rate of dividends are constant and equal to their mean then it collapses to the
staticc multiplier of Equation (5.6); however, time variations in the required rate of return
a n d / o rr in the dividend growth rate change the level of the multiplier. The response of prices
too changes in r> and gt is similar to the case of the static Gordon: if investors require at
timee t a return higher (lower) than the average r, this will decrease (increase) the multiplier
andd consequently prices. On the other hand, if dividends grow at a higher (lower) rate at
timee t. this will increase (decrease) the multiplier and will affect positively (negatively) stock
prices.. Equation (5.14) shows that the multiplier depends also on the AR coefficients in the
expectationss of the required return and the dividend growth rate. High p and 0 imply that
shockss to (ji and 77 will have a persistent effect on the multiplier and on prices. Analogously
too the static case, the multiplier can be interpreted as the P D ratio: in this case the forcing
variables,, ex-ante returns and dividend growth rate, determine 1 the dynamics of the ratio. T h e
requiredd rate of return is unobserved and many variables have been used as proxies. Campbell
andd Shiller (1989) used different, notions of required returns: the risk-free interest rate plus
aa constant risk premium, the expected growth of real consumption times the coefficient of
relativee risk aversion plus a constant risk premium and another version in which the risk-free
ratee is constant and the risk premium is given by the conditional volatility of stock returns
timess the coefficient of relative risk aversion.
Thee extension to the dynamic Gordon model takes into account the possibility that time
variationn in interest rates, risk premia or growth rates could explain the large deviations of
thee PD ratio from its mean. The top plot in Figure (5.1) shows the P D ratio for yearly d a t a
fromm 1871 to 2001 of the S<kP500 index 1 .
'TIn:: dataset used is described in Shiller (198!)}. It consists of yearly observations of the price and
dividendss for tlie S<kP500 C o m p o s i t e Stock Price 1 Index from 1871 until 2001. We deflated the series
byy C P I index. T h e interest r a t e used is the r e t u r n on four to six m o n t h s commercial paper.
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Figuree 5.1: P D r a t i o

(o)(o) Price-Dividend ratio for the Si:P500 Composite Index from 1871 to
2001.. The line indicates the average PD ratio of 25.78. (b) Log of the
stockk price and the static Gordon fundamental value.The multiplier is
obtainedd by assuming g = 0.018 and r = 0.057.

Itt is clear t h a t the static Gordon model is rejected by the large and persistent deviations
off t h e ratio from its mean. It is also striking how the P D ratio increased during t h e 90s:
whilee it has historically oscillated between approximately 10 to 35. after 1995 it exceeded this
rangee to reach levels as high as 85. This is also apparent in the bottom plot of Figure (5.1)
t h a tt shows the log of the real stock price and the log of the fundamental value.
Itt makes then sense to use the dynamic version of the Gordon formula in order to explain
thee large deviations by changes occurred in fundamentals. Figure (5.2) shows the time series
propertiess of the dividend growth rate, the real riskless interest rate and the yearly volatility
measuredd by the average squared monthly returns.

T h e autocorrelation plots show that

att yearly frequency only the interest rate has some significant linear dependence whereas
b o t hh the growth rate of dividends and the volatility of the stock returns have no significant
dependence.. In addition, the autocorrelation in the riskless rate is quite small to be able to
explainn t h e large deviations of the stock price from the fundamental price. The last column
off Figure (5.2) depicts the multiplier (equivalent to the PD ratio) in Equation (5.14) when
thee dividend growth rate or the required rate are allowed to vary. We follow the approach of
Campbelll and Shiller (1989) and use the risk-free rate (plus a constant risk premium) and
t h ee stock return volatility as proxies for ex-ante returns. In all cases, the multipliers do not
havee the persistence and variability displayed by the P D ratio in Figure (5.1).
T h ee results of Campbell and Shiller (1989) and the evidence discussed here suggest that
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Figuree 5.2: Fundamental Factors
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Plott of the time series (left), autocorrelation function (center) and multiplier as
givenn in Equation (5.14) when the dynamic Gordon model includes time varying
dividendss growth rates, real interest rate and stock return volatility.

thee fundamental factors should have high persistence to explain stock prices. Barsky and
DeLongg (1993) assume that prices are formed according to Equation (5.6) with the dividend
growthh rate following an ARIMA(0,L1). This process contains a unit root and gives more
persistencee to the warranted fundamental value. However, there is no empirical evidence to
supportt the assumption of a unit root in the dividend growth rate. Bansal and Lundblad
(2002)) provide evidence that at monthly frequency an A R M A ( l . l ) process has quite large
ARR and MA coefficients. However, Figure (5.2) suggests that for the yearly d a t a analyzed
heree there is no evidence of statistical significance of an ARMA specification.
Thesee results point to the fact that fundamental factors are not able to give a full account
off the dynamics of stock prices. However, the failure of the rational valuation could be caused
byy misspecification of the fundamental process. This issue has been investigated by Donaldson
andd K a m s t r a (1996) in order to give a rational explanation for the bubble occurred in 1929.
Theyy used monthly d a t a and simulated paths from Equation (5.5) assuming that the discount
factorr included a nonlinear component and ARCH innovations. In this way they allow for time
variationn in the fundamental factors without relying on the approximated pricing formula.
Theyy found that the stock price run-up and crash of 1929 was not caused by a bubble but
itt could be rationalized by considering nonlinear effects and heteroscedasticity in discount
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factors.. However, the results are based on the findings of significant linear structure in the
monthlyy growth rate of dividends. As is clear from Figure (5.2), the yearly d a t a do not show
significantt evidence of ARM A dependence. Hence, it is unlikely that their method performs
successfullyy on t h e d a t a analyzed here.
Inn the literature, there are two alternative interpretations to explain this failure: rational
bubbless and irrational fads. The deviations are called rational bubbles when they are consistentt with Equation (5.1), while irrational fads are not. In both cases, prices are decomposed
intoo a permanent (or fundamental) and a transitory (or non-fundamental) component
PPii = Pt*+Xt.

(5.15)

wheree P* is as in Equation (5.5) or (5.10). To be consistent with a rational bubble model Xt
hass to satisfy the condition
Xt^ilXt^il

+ ry'EtiXt+i),

(5.16)

wheree to simplify t h e notation we focus on the static Gordon model. This is a more general
solutionn to Equation (5.2) because it does not satisfy the transversality condition.

The

characteristicc of a bubble is t h a t it grows indefinitely at rate (1 + r) > 1. A rational bubble
alwayss explodes, so that it cannot be an empirically relevant dynamic model for stock prices.
Blanchardd and Watson (1982) proposed a model in which the bubble switches between two
states,, one in which the bubble survives (Xt
collapsess (Xt

> 0) with probability q and one in which it

— 0) with probability 1 — q. Further refinement is the periodically bursting

bubbless model proposed by Evans (1991). In this model, the bubble grows faster than the
ratee (1 + r) if Xt is below a positive threshold while beyond it has a positive probability to
burst.. Many tests for the existence of bubbles in asset prices or exchange rates were proposed.
Forr a survey see Flood and Hodrick (1990). T h e conclusion is that there is no evidence to
supportt the existence of rational bubbles in asset prices.
Ann alternative explanation for the transitory component Xt is that it represents an irrationall fad in investors sentiment that causes temporary deviations from fundamental valuations.. This approach has been proposed by Summers (1986) and Poterba and Summers
(1988)..

The assumption t h a t Xt is a persistent stationary process is consistent with the

evidencee of mean reversion and long-term predictability in stock prices. Mean reversion was
investigatedd mainly by using variance ratio tests.

They showed that stock prices do not

followw a random walk because the variance of returns over k periods is lower than k times
t h ee variance of one period return. In addition, long-horizon returns are negatively related to
measuress of deviations from the fundamentals, such as the P D ratio.
However,, few a t t e m p t s have been m a d e to explicitly model the transitory component,
andd investigate the possibility t h a t it evolves in a nonlinear fashion.

In the next section
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wee introduce a simple nonlinear model to explain the time variation in the mean reversion
process. .

5.33

Nonlinear Dynamics

AA simple form of nonlinearity consists of assuming t h a t a smooth nonlinear function regulates
thee switching between 2 linear regimes. This introduces time-variation in the coefficients of
thee linear AR model. The model is called STAR (Smooth Transition A R ) 2 and assumes t h a t
thee deviations from the fundamentals scaled by the dividends, xu evolves as

xxtt = {cj>\Gt(sul,c)
wheree Xt-i
22

oo ..

= [l,xt-i,

...,xt-p)'

+ <p'2[l-Gt{sul,c)}}Xt^+et

(5.17)

and the disturbance term et is i.i.d. with constant variance

G f ( s t , 7 , c ) is the function t h a t regulates the transition from the first regime, with co-

efficientt vector 0 i , to the second regime, where the dynamics evolves according to <p2- st
iss the variable t h a t determines the switch between regimes. In the application in the next
sectionn we use st = xt^d

for d > 1. Two common choices of Gt(st,J,c)

are the logistic and

thee exponential function. T h e logistic version of the STAR model (called in the literature
LSTAR)) has transition function
GGtt(s(stt,,11,c)^{l,c)^{l

+ exp[-1(st-c)]}-\

(5.18)

wheree 7 > 0 determines the speed of transition and the threshold c determines the regime
thatt is active. The logistic function varies smoothly from 0 to 1 as the transition variable, st,
becomess increasingly larger t h a n the threshold c. T h e other common choice for the transition
functionn is the exponential, given by
GGtt(s(sulul,,

c) = 1 - exp[-7(s* - c) 2 ]

(5-19)

andd this version of the STAR model is called ESTAR. In this case the transition function
smoothlyy approaches 1, the further st deviates (in either directions) from the threshold value
c. .
Thesee transition functions imply different dynamics for the process of mean reversion: the
logisticc implies an asymmetric adjustment if st is above or below the threshold c. In contrast,
thee exponential implies a symmetric adjustment in both directions of the deviation. In other
words,, when using the logistic function we assume that negative and positive deviations
revertt back to the fundamental at different speeds, whereas using the exponential the speed
2

Wee largely simplify the discussion of STAR models according to the application at hand. For a

moree detailed discussion of this family of models see Terasvirta (1994) and van Dijk et al. (2002).
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off mean reversion is equal for negative and positive deviations. The choice of the transition
functionn is a crucial issue for the interpretation of the results. We will test which type of
transitionn seems to accommodate better the dynamics in the deviations of stock prices from
thee fundamental value.
T h ee null hypothesis of linearity against STAR holds if either H{) : o\ -}} = 0.

o> or H{) :

As discussed more extensively in Terasvirta (1994). under both null hypotheses

thee test statistics are affected by the presence 1 of' nuisance parameters that complicate the
derivationn of the asymptotic distribution. In order to overcome this identification problem.
Luukkonenn et al. (1988) proposed to approximate the transition function Gt{st.-:.c)

with a

Taylor-expansionn around -, = 0. This allows to derive an LM type statistic with a standard
\ -- distribution. A 2"d order Taylor-series expansion of the exponential transition function
aroundd -) = 0. leads to the auxiliary regression
.r,, = 3'uX,_l +3\Xt-w
wheree A/_i = (.r,_!
(o',,,

^ + ^AVi^ + ^ - - i ^ - c

/

(5.20)

i'i-f,Y and the 3j are reparametfixations of the vector of parameters

The null hypothesis that -j = 0 against ESTAR corresponds to test that

# 00 : 3] — 3-2 — 3n = 3_\ — 0. Similarly, a 3rd order expansion of the logistic function involves
onlyy the first four elements of the RHS of Equation (5.20) and the null of linearity can be
testedd as H(j : 3\ = 3-> = ;i:J = 0. The artificial regression in Equation (5.20) could also
bee used to guide the specification of the transition function. The reparametrizations of the
expansionn of the logistic function imply that the null holds if 3{ = 0 and 3,, = 0. whereas
thee expansion of the exponential function Tinder the null involves only the second order term,
thatt is. 3-2 = 3,i = 0. We can design the following null hypotheses in order to test for evidence
off STAR dynamics and the type of transition function that is more appropriate 1 . The null
hypothesess are
(LM(LMAA))

H{);3X

= j . 2 = 3:i = 3.i

(Lhh)(Lhh)

H(i: 3X = 32 = .*, = 0 | ^ = 0

(ƒƒ„./.))

H{):3X

(ffr,.,,-))

//o : 3-2 = 34 = 0

=

0

= 3.A = 0

LM.\LM.\ and LM:i are used as general tests of linearity against STAR dynamics. Instead, rejection
°ff #()./. suggests that a logistic transition should be preferred while rejection of

; points

too an exponential specification. The testing procedure is conditional on the lag d used for
thee transition variable. By testing for different values of d. the tests are also useful in the
selectionn of' the optimal lag for the transition variable.

In order to robustify inference in

smalll samples we will use the F-version of the tests. A relevant issue in the implementation
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off these models is the choice of p. the order of the AR regimes. We follow the approach of
Terasvirtaa (1994) by looking at the PACF and the order selected by AIC.

5.44

Estimation Results

Wee vise the static Gordon valuation as our notion of fundamental value. From Figure (5.1)
itt is clear that the dynamic version of the Gordon model does not improve significantly with
respectt to the static version. We estimate the STAR model to the deviations of the price
fromm the fundamental value scaled by the dividends, that is we define

Usingg the static Gordon model.
multiplierr in.

/ is equivalent to the deviation of the P D ratio from the

In what follows we analyze the time series both in the full sample and in

thee sub-sample from 1871 to 1990. This seems a natural choice because the late 90s might
havee changed dramatically the time series properties and the mean reversion dynamics of the
deviationss from the fundamentals.
Figuree (5.3) shows the time series xt and the PACF. In the subperiod, the P A C F suggests
thatt there is dependence up to lag 3. This is also confirmed by the AIC selection criterion.
However,, in the full sample the dependence in the third lag is not significant and p = 2 seems
appropriate. .
First,, we tested for linearity of the time series of the transitory component against a
STAR,, alternative. The p-values of the tests described in the previous section arc given in
Tablee (5.1).
Inn the sample up to 1990 the LM>, and LM\ tests reject at 5'/? significance level the null
hypothesiss of linearity. For both tests the rejection occurs in the 4 ' ' lag of the transition
variable.. The rejection for LM\ is stronger than for the other test and this could support the
choicee of the exponential as transition function. More insights about the specification of the
transitionn function come from the Hoj.

au(

l Mi./-; tests. For both tests we reject the null of

linearity:: for Hu.i. the third and seventh lag have p-value 0.02 and for H^j.; the lowest p-value
iss 0.04 in the fourth lag. Thus, contrary to the previous more general tests, the rejections
favourr the logistic specification.
Thee pattern of rejections changes dramatically when the sample is extended to include
thee last 10 years. Both LM<, and LM\ reject for d up to lag S. The test for logistic transition.
ƒƒnn / , rejects strongly from the second lag up to the fifth and also in the eight and tenth
lag.. Instead. H{) / rejects on the forth lag and in the seventh lag. These results might be
explainedd by the run-up of the late nineties that attributes a higher weight to one tail of
thee distribution and gives more support to a logistic specification. As discussed in detail in

öC C

Figuree 5.3: Deviations from the Fundamental

Timee series of xt, the deviation from the fundamentals scaled by the dividends. It
rann also be interpreted as the deviation of the PD ratio from its multiplier. The
bottomm plots are the PACF up to lag 10.

Terasvirtaa (1994), LSTAR and ESTAR are to some extent substitutes. This might happen
whenn an E S T A R model has most of the observations lying in one side of the threshold such
t h a tt it can be reasonably approximated by an LSTAR specification.
T h ee tests for linearity suggest that there is evidence to reject the null hypothesis both in
thee period 1871-1990 and in the full sample until 2001. The evidence about the specification
off t h e transition function is mixed: there seems to be support for both specifications up
too 1990 while the full sample favours more clearly t h e logistic function.

Given the mixed

evidencee of the tests, we chose the best specification by estimating and selecting the models
basedd on the AIC selection criteria for t h e period 1871-1990. T h e best model is an ESTAR
specificationn with d = 4 as was also found by the tests. This result suggests that there is
noo evidence of asymmetry in the adjustment process of the stock price toward its long-run
equilibrium..

This confirms also the evidence of Kilian and Taylor (2003) and Taylor and

Peell (2000) t h a t estimated ESTAR models to exchange rates. However, the late 90s can
bee interpreted as evidence t h a t positive deviations might have become more persistent than
negative.. This issue is relevant but it is still premature because it might be necessary to
observee t h e evolutions of stock prices in the following years to conclude that there has been
aa break in t h e symmetry of t h e adjustment process.
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T a b l ee 5.1: L i n e a r i t y T e s t s

dd

LMLM:i :i LKU LKUHo.L Ho.L H(),E H(),E
18711 -1990

LMLM3 3 LMLMA AHo.L Ho.L Ho,f.; Ho,f.;
18711 - 2001

1 1 0.53 3 0.33 3 0.39 9 0.39 9

0.00 0 0.00 0 0.08 8

2 2 0.11 1 0.11 1 0.06 6 0.28 8

0.00 0 0.00 0 0.02 2 0.17 7

3 3 0.12 2 0.09 9 0.02 2 0.39 9

0.00 0 0.00 0 0.01 1 0.55 5

4 4 0.03 3 0.01 1 0.08 8 0.04 4

0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.04 4

5 5 0.48 8 0.57 7 0.41 1 0.78 8

0.00 0 0.00 0 0.01 1 0.62 2

6 6 0.21 1 0.36 6 0.92 2 0.08 8

0.01 1 0.02 2 0.18 8

7 7 0.12 2 0.08 8 0.02 2 0.27 7

0.01 1 0.00 0 0.11 1 0.02 2

8 8 0.92 2 0.92 2 0.90 0 0.79 9

0.01 1 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.20 0

9 9 0.50 0 0.68 8 0.60 0 0.65 5

0.03 3 0.10 0 0.07 7

10 0 0.07 7 0.09 9 0.27 7 0.06 6

0.01 1 0.01 1 0.01 1 0.04 4

0.42 2

0.52 2

0.42 2

Thee tests are as in Section (5.3) and are applied to xt. the deviations of stock
pricess from the static Gordon fundamental value. The antoregressive order, p.
wass set to 3. The tests are implemented as F-tests. In bold pvalues smaller than
5%% significance level.

Wee use the same specification both in the estimation for the subsample and in the full
sample.. In this way we can interpret the changes that might occur in the estimation results.
T h ee estimation results are shown in Table (5.2). We performed a grid search for 7 and c to
initializee the NLLS estimation procedure. When a coefficient was not significant we dropped
itt from the regression and fitted the reduced model.
Inn the sample 1871-1990 the estimated coefficients are statistically significant and the
residualss diagnostics proposed in Eitrheim and Terasvirta (1996) do not show significant
modell misspecification. The mid-regime is characterized by an AR(3) with modulus 0.962,
soo that it is very persistent and close to having a unit root. The outer regime is a stationary
processs with dependence only in the first lag. The estimated model suggests that the dynamics
off the deviations from the fundamentals is characterized by a very persistent process in the
innerr regime that drives the price away from the fundamental value; when the deviations get
largee the outer regime is activated and the process mean revert to the fundamental value.

Tablee 5.2: ESTAR Estimation
1 8 7 1 - 1 9 9 00
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2

1871-1990:: 7Ï = 0 . 0 1 9 . AIC = '2.637. a = 3.645.AR(1) = 0.34.
AR(4)) - 0.565. LM.vt = 0 . 2 7 6 . L M r r = 0 . 8 9 2
1871-2001:: / ? 2 = 0.881. AIC = 2 . 9 2 9 . a = 4.228. AR(1) = 0.11.
A R ( 4 )) = 0.21. LM.v/. = 0.01. L M P r = 0.16
E s t i m a t i o nn results of Equation (5.17) with transit ion function given in E q u a tionn (5.19).

T h e sample periods are 1871-1990 and 1871-2001: the t-vahies in

parenthesiss are o b t a i n e d by Nowev-West varianee-covariance estimator. T h e adequacyy tests are as in E i t r h e h n and Terasvirta (1996): A R ( p ) is a test for residual
seriall i n d e p e n d e n c e . LM.y/ test for no remaining nonlinoarity and
r a m e t e rr constancy.

for pa-
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T h ee outer regime has an AR(1) coefficient of 0.794. When this regime is completely active t h e
half-lifee of a shock is approximately 3 years. It is interesting to analyze the behaviour of the
transitionn function G t ( x t - 4 , 7 , c ) in Figure (5.4). The top plot shows the evolution over time
off Gt{-)- It is clear that there are wide variations in the transition function but the external
regimee is never completely active. This is due to the small estimated value of 7 t h a t implies

Figuree 5.4: Transition Function: 1871-1990
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aa very smooth transition also clear from the bottom plot in Figure (5.4). This description of
thee process seems consistent with the theoretical model of a fad. However, a new result is
t h a tt the speed of mean reversion of the transitory component varies over time and depends
onn the magnitude of the deviation. This result captures the fact t h a t investors beliefs might
bee very aggressive at the early stage of a fad while becoming increasingly concerned of the
irrationall mispricing when deviations become large. This confirms the evidence found in the
exchangee rate literature by Kilian and Taylor (2003) that show that a linear mean reverting
processs is not consistent with the findings of long-horizon predictability.
W h e nn the same specification is estimated to the sample 1871-2001 the LMML
testt rejects the null hypothesis of no further nonlinearity in the data.

adequacy

This is to expect

givenn the pattern of strong rejections in the linearity tests and the fact t h a t t h e model
wass selected on the shorter sample.

T h e tests for residuals autocorrelation do not reject

90 0

att 107c significance level but they are much lower than in the shorter sample.
testt for parameter constancy, LMPC,

Also the

has a much lower pvalue. The results for the mid-

regimee confirm the previous findings. T h e coefficients of the AR(3) process have very similar
m a g n i t u d ee and the modulus is 0.971. However, the estimated coefficients of the outer regime
iss 0.989 while before it was 0.794. The interpretation of this result is clear: to accommodate
forr t h e price behaviour after 1995 the model has to allow for more persistence in the outer
regime..

Figure (5.4) shows the transition function for the full sample estimation.

It is

quitee similar to t h e plot in the shorter sample. However, the upper limit of 1 is reached
inn t h e last years of the sample, pointing to the fact that the increased persistence tries to
a c c o m m o d a t ee t h e a b r u p t increase in stock prices. These results suggest that the outer regime

F i g u r ee 5.5: T r a n s i t i o n F u n c t i o n :
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hass lost its stabilizing interpretation and it contributes also to exacerbate deviations from the
fundamentals.. T h e fact that we found in both regimes two processes very close to have a unit
roott suggest t h a t the P D ratio is now more persistent t h a n in the subsample period. In terms
off t h e fads model, these results can be interpreted as evidence that t h e mean reversion is much
slowerr t h a n previously found and that the increased speed of adjustment when deviations are
largee is significantly weakened. This can also be interpreted as evidence t h a t the

findings

off long-horizon predictability such as in Fama and French (1988) and Poterba and Summers
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(1988)) will probably emerge at longer horizons than the typical 3-4 years.

5.55

Conclusion

Itt is a well documented fact that rational valuation models are not able to account for
thee dynamics of stock prices that are too volatile and take long swings away from intrinsic
valuations.. As we showed in this chapter, allowing for time variation in the discount rate
andd in the dividends growth rate does not improve significantly the explanatory power of the
P V MM presented in Section (5.2). The deviations of stock prices from the fundamental value
aree much more persistent than warranted by the factors that are assumed to determine the
assett price dynamics.
Ann explanation proposed by Summers (1986) is that stock prices contain a temporary
componentt associated with the sentiment of investors. When investors observe positive (negative)) news about the fundamentals of an asset they expect the effect on the stock price
too be more persistent than it is rational. This implies that shocks to stock prices are more
persistentt than warranted by shocks to fundamental factors as it is clear from Figure (5.2).
Inn Summers (1986) and Poterba and Summers (1988) it is assumed that the transitory componentt follow a persistent AR process while the fundamental value evolves according to a
randomm walk. This model implies that stock returns have small negative autocorrelations at
short-horizonss while they become large and negative at long-horizons. In other words, they
displayy the same type of mean reversion that was found for various assets, such as stocks and
exchangee rates.
Inn this chapter we show that the assumption of a linear process for the deviations from the
fundamentalss is inappropriate 1 . The transitory component is better explained by a nonlinear
mode]] that behaves like a unit root process when prices are close to the intrinsic value and
followw a stable AR process when the the deviations are large.

This model implies that

thee speed at which stock prices revert towards the fundamentals is higher when deviations
aree large. This could be the result of the arbitraging activities of smart investors that act to
correctt the mispricing of a stock. When the stock price is farther away from the fundamentals,
theyy will act more aggressively to correct the deviation that will cause the adjustment toward
thee mean.
However,, this explanation seems not appropriate to explain the rapid stock price run-up
off the late 90s. The stabilizing role of the outer regime has significantly lowered and there is
weakk evidence of mean reversion. After 1996. instead of experiencing fast adjustment toward
thee mean the stock price continued to deviate 1 from the intrinsic value until 2000 when it
startedd to correct downward. This fact is at odd with the previous interpretation of the role
off rational arbitrageurs that cause the stock price to revert back. Probably, in the late 90s
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t h ee irrational expectations of a majority of investors about the persistence of stock prices
prevailedd on the stabilizing role of rational agents and drove the transitory component to
unprecedentedd levels. A situation that could be probably associated with a bubble in stock
prices. .

C h a p t e rr 6
M e a nn Reversion, Bubbles and
Beliefss Heterogeneity in Stock
Prices s
6.11

Introduction

Inn the late 90s, commonly used valuation ratios (such as the Price-to-Dividends (PD) and
Price-to-Earningss (PE)) were higher t h a n the levels reached during periods that anticipated
stockk market crashes. The euphoria for the stock market was driven by the surge of interest
forr the internet sector. In the late 90s companies in this sector had negative earnings and
stilll reached extreme valuations. Detailed empirical evidence is given in Ofek and Richardson
(2002).. They estimated t h a t in 1999 t h e internet sector had a P E ratio of 605. This should
bee compared with a ratio of 45 for the aggregate stock market and an historical peak (before
thee 90s) of around 25. This implies t h a t investors had very optimistic expectations about
thee earnings growth of the sector and were willing to pay extreme prices to hold stocks.
AA rational explanation of the high stock market valuations is that the fundamental factors
t h a tt determine stock prices were all very positive.

The state of the economy was good,

companiess profitability was increasing, technological factors (such as internet) boosted the
productivityy of the economy and the inflation was low and under control. All factors justified a
higherr level of stock prices. However, the valuations of the late 90s were extreme and to many
theyy appeared only partially explained by fundamental factors. An alternative explanation is
t h a tt investors had irrational expectations. They bought stocks for non-fundamental reasons,
suchh as optimism about the growth of the economy or just for speculative purposes.
Evidencee supporting an irrational component in investors expectations was e.g. given by
Shillerr (1989). He did a questionnaire survey of individual and institutional investors after
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thee one-day drop of 22.6% in October 1987. One of the findings is that investors did not trade
onn negative fundamental news about the economy but reacted to the price change itself. In
addition,, in the months before the crash many investors were buying stocks although they
perceivedd the market to be overvalued. The survey indicates that 9'.i% of the institutional
investorss that were net buyers prior to t h e crash were aware of the overvaluation. They also
declaredd to expect the overvaluation to be corrected in the following 3 to 6 months. On the
otherr hand, during the day of the crash they were very anxious because the overvaluation was
likelyy to explain the drop that was occurring in stock prices. Further evidence is provided
byy Bange (2000). She used survey data on small investors to investigate their expectations
andd asset holdings. She found that small investors increase their stocks holdings when they
becomee optimistic about the stock market and decrease them when they are pessimistic. In
addition,, they increase their exposure t o stocks after market run-ups and decrease it when
theyy experience drops in stock prices. This supports the hypothesis that investors react to
non-fundamentall news, such as the information they extrapolate from the stock prices.
AA traditional "efficient markets" argument against the existence and survival of irrational
traderss is that rational investors would arbitrage away the mispricing. In other words, by
takingg large positions opposite to the mispricing they would drive the stock price back to its
fairr valuation and cause losses to irrational traders. However. Shleifer and Vishny (1997) suggestedd that rational investors may have ''limits to arbitrage", that is. they are constrained in
theirr arbitraging activity. If this happens, the overvaluation (undervaluation) might survive.
Theyy justify the limits to arbitrage by an agency relation between investors and arbitrageurs
(orr fund manager). The arbitrageurs manage investor's funds using a strategy that profits
fromm the correction of mispricing situations. However, the stock price may not correct toward
t h ee rational valuation at the typically short horizons at which investors evaluate 1 the performancee of their fund managers. In this case, they perform poorly compared to the outlook of
t h ee stock market and persuade investors to withdraw funds. This would weaken the capital
availablee for their arbitraging activity.
Thiss discussion suggests that some of the basic hypotheses supporting the rationality of
stockk prices might fail to hold. Some investors act in a non-rational way. They extrapolate
informationn from the price series and demand stocks even when they realize the overvaluation.
Onn the other hand, rational investors might be limited in their ability to arbitrage away the
deviationss from the fundamental value. T h e combination of these elements could explain the
stockk price run-up in the late 90s.
Inn this paper, we estimate a model proposed earlier by Brock and Hommes (1998). The
modell incorporates both of the discussed features.

Investors are assumed to have hetero-

geneouss beliefs about future payoffs of the risky asset. They form their expectations in a
boundedd rational fashion, based on past prices and dividends. In particular, investors have
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differentt opinions about the degree of persistence of the mispricing. As discussed above, investorss might buy overvalued stocks because they expect prices to adjust to the fundamental
valuee only at long-horizons. At the same time, other investors might expect the mispricing to
havee reached unsustainable levels and move against it. The second key element of the model
iss the evolutionary selection of the beliefs based on the performance. If a belief performed
relativelyy well in the recent past, it attracts more investors and funds. On the other hand,
thee beliefs that performed poorly experience withdraws from disappointed investors.

The

beliefss selection mechanism allows for time variation in the aggregate sentiment of the market.. T h e variability of investors sentiment found empirical support in Shiller (1999). Based
onn the answers to a survey, he constructed indexes for the expectations of a bubble and for
thee confidence of investors.

The indexes show significant time variation and react to the

laggedd changes in stock prices. Models that are close in spirit to the one analyzed here are
DeLongg et al. (1990a) and DeLong et al. (1990b). Previous a t t e m p t s to estimate models
t h a tt incorporated heterogeneous beliefs are Baak (1999) and Chavas (2000).
Estimationn of the model to a century of yearly stock price d a t a indicates t h a t there is
significantt evidence of heterogeneity of beliefs and time variation in the market sentiment.
Investorss expect the deviation from the fundamentals to revert back to its long-run mean
butt at different speeds. A group expects slow mean reversion while the other group believes
t h a tt the adjustment takes place fast.

There is also evidence that investors switch from

onee belief to another explaining the time variation observed in stock prices.

When the

samplee is extended to include the 90s the results change dramatically. When the dividends
determinee the fundamental value, we find that one group of investors expects a bubble in stock
pricess while the second group expects reversion to the mean. In the late 90s, the explosive
expectationss realized consistent gains and attracted most of the funds owned by investors.
Thiss lasted for some years and explains the rapid growth in stock prices experienced between
19955 and 2000. When earnings are used to determine the fundamental value, we find t h a t
onee belief type has a unit root while the other group are mean reverting. This suggests t h a t
onee group expects the mispricing to persist while the other group expects that it corrects in
thee long term.
Thee outline of the paper is as follows. In Section (6.2) the asset pricing model is presented
andd Section (6.3) discusses the estimation results. Finally, Section (6.4) concludes.

6.22

The Model

Wee consider a standard asset pricing model extended by Brock and Homines (1998) to the
casee of investors with heterogeneous beliefs. Assume there are two assets available, a risky
andd a riskless asset. The riskless asset is in perfectly elastic supply and pays a constant return
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r.r. Instead, the risky asset is in zero net supply. The price of the risky asset at the end of
periodd t is denoted by Pt and pays a cash flow denoted by Yt. We denote the excess return of
thee risky asset as Rt = Pi+\ + Yt+\ - (1 + r)Pt.

We assume t h a t investors have heterogeneous

beliefss about the distribution of future payoffs 1 . In particular, we assume that they can be
classifiedd into H beliefs types. The expectation of investors type h about the conditional
meann and variance of the excess return are Eh.t[Ri+{\ and Vh4[Rt+i],

for h — l,.,.,H.

We

assumee that type h agents have a myopic mean-variance demand function with risk aversion
p a r a m e t e rr a/,, given by
___
Eh,t[Rti.i}
~ n v rp
V
aa
hVh,tMt+l\ hVh,tMt+l\

Z]uZ]u

(6l1

Inn t h e rest of the model we suppose that all investors have the same risk aversion parameter,
aahh = a, and that they have homogeneous and constant expectations about the conditional
variance,, Vh,t[Rt+i] = v2- The only heterogeneity we allow in the model concerns the beliefs
aboutt the future payoffs of the risky asset.

We indicate the fraction of investors in the

economyy using t h e hth predictor at time t by nh.t.

Under t h e assumption of zero net supply

off t h e risky asset, t h e equilibrium equation is

1^1^

n

M

—2

= 0,

(6.2)

andd the equilibrium pricing equation is thus given by

PtPt

H

11

= YT~r Yl nhAAPt+i

+ Yt+i),

(6.3)

h=\ h=\

wheree the price at time t of the risky asset, is given by a weighted (by the fractions) average
off t h e beliefs of investors about next period pay-offs. The equilibrium price increases if an
optimisticc group represents a large fraction of investors. On the other hand, if a dominant
portionn of investors has pessimistic beliefs about future payoffs, they can drive the equilibrium
pricee to lower levels.

We assume that investors have homogeneous expectations about a

constantt growth rate of cash flows, that is Et(Yt+i)

— (1 + g)Yt.

pricingg equation in terms of Price-to-Cash Flows (PY) ratio, Pt/Yt

ÖÖ

J

'' = R^ {l

+

£

We can then rewrite the
= öt, as

n

^tEk.t[^t+i] | ,

(6.4)

Thee term beliefs indicates that investors form their expectations in a non-rational manner. Em-

piricall support for this hypothesis is Kandel and Pearson (1995). They provide evidence that analysts
interprett differently the fundamental news contained in earnings announcements.
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wheree R* = (1 + r ) / ( l + #). The fundamental valuation, denoted by 8*, is assumed to be
determinedd by the Gordon Model 2 , given by

S

6*6*tt =

( 6 .5)

= m.

Hence,, the fundamental value of the PY ratio is constant and depends on the riskless interest
ratee r and the cash flow growth rate g. We denote as xt the deviation of the ratio from the
Gordonn valuation, t h a t is xt = 6t - m. We now specify the mechanism used by agents to
formm their beliefs. We assume the fundamental value is known to all investors1*. However,
theyy have different beliefs about the persistence of the deviations from the fundamentals.
Thee expectations of the beliefs type h about next period valuation ratio is expressed as
EhA6t+i\=%EhA6t+i\=%

+ h(xt,-u...,xt-i),

wheree 6* ( = m) represents the fundamental component and fh(-)

(6-6)
represents the expected

transitoryy deviation of the PY ratio from m. The model assumes that the transitory component,, depends only on I past deviations. The information available to investors at time t
includess past cash flows and prices but does not include the contemporaneous price. In other
words,, we do not allow agents to react to the contemporaneous equilibrium price but only to
realizedd prices. This assumption about the information available to traders was previously
usedd by Hellwig (1982) and Blurne et al. (1994) in a rational expectations setup. Another
wayy of interpreting this assumption is that investors can only trade using market orders. At
thee beginning of the period they choose their optimal demand of the risky asset to submit to
thee market maker. At the end of period t, the market maker fixes the equilibrium price Pt
t h a tt clears the market. We can rewrite Equation (6.6) as
EEhJhJ\x\xt+1t+1}}
Wee can interpret the function

= fh(xt-i

r,_,).

) as the belief of investors type h about the evolution of the

transitoryy component in the asset price. Poterba and Summers (1988) showed that there is
evidencee to support the existence of a temporary mean reverting component in stock prices.
2

Inn order to simplify t h e presentation, we focus on tin* simple case of a constant interest r a t e r and

dividendss growth r a t e g (we also assume that r > g).

In general, one can allow for a time varying

fundamentall processes and rewrite t h e model in deviations from such a fundamental. Campbell and
Shillerr (1989) showed t h a t the deviations of the stork price from t h e fundamental value are difficult
t oo explain when using different notions of time varying required interest r a t e .
''Thiss is a realistic assumption given the previously discussed survey evidence of Shiller (1989). An
alternativee approach is t h e model by Barberis et al. (1998) that is based on different expectations
aboutt the growth r a t e of cash flows.

(6.7)
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Wee can now rewrite Equation (6.4) in term of deviations of the P Y ratio from the fundamentall valuation, m, as follows

XtXt

11 H
-^^2nh.ifh{jrt-i

=

RR

.

(6.8)

h= i

T h ee interpretation of the equilibrium equation is clear: the adjustment of the deviation of
thee valuation ratio toward the fundamentals is slow if a majority of investors has persistent
beliefss about it.
Inn addition to the evidence of persistent deviations from the fundamentals, there is also
significantt evidence of time variation in the sentiment of investors. This has been documented
byy Shiller (1999) using survey data. Also the model of Shlcifer and Vishny (1997) generates
aa similar prediction. It assumes that investors evaluate their fund managers at regular intervalss and withdraw their funds if the performance is poor. In the model analyzed here,
agentss switch among forecasting strategies according to their performances as measured by
realizedd profits in the recent past. This evolutionary selection mechanism of beliefs has been
introducedd in Brock and Hommes (1997). The model analysed here incorporates this intuitionn underlying the evolution of the fraction of investors. It. assumes that at the beginning
off period t the realized profits of each of the strategies are publically available. We denote
byy TThj-i the realized profits of type h at the end of period t - 1, given by
TTM-ii = Rt-\Zh,t-\,
wheree Rt_i

(6.9)

indicates the realized excess return at time t-1

and z / ^ - i indicates the demand

off t h e risky asset by belief type h at t h e beginning of time t - 1 .

In other words,
th

representss the excess profit realized in the previous period by the h

nh.t_i

strategy. Notice that

thee realized profit is expressed in terms of quantities observed at the beginning of period t.
Wee can express the excess return in terms of the PY ratio as
Rt-iRt-i

- ( 1 + g )

1

^ '

1

~ ( l + r).

(6.10)

Thiss expression can be linearized for èt_i and 6t_2 around m to obtain
Rt-iRt-i

~ (r - g) [xt-i

- i?*x,_ 2 ] ,

(6.11)

whichh relates the ex-post excess return t o the deviation of the P Y ratio from the fundamental
value.. The demand zhJ~i

depends on the expectation formed at the beginning of period

Hence,, it is based on information available at the end of period t - 2. The demand zh ^

t-1.
is

proportionall to
EEhh^^22[Rt-i][Rt-i]

= {r-g)

[fh{xt-3,

-.., x t _<_ 2 ) - R*xt-2]

(6.12)
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Thee realized profit in Equation (6.9) is thus given by
7Tft.,_ii = (r - g)2 [xt. i - R*.rt->] [fh(*t-x

r,_,_ 2 ) - J?V,_ 2 ]

(6-13)

Att the beginning of period t investors compare the performances realized by the different
beliefss and withdraw capital from those that performed poorly and move it to the winning
strategies.. The model assumes that the fractions n,K, evolve according to discrete choice
probabilities,, that is
==

exp[frr/,, t -i]

1

=

E " = ii exp[,37rfc.(_i]

(614)

1 + + E f c # «xp[-JATTK]

wheree j3 > 0 is called the intensity of choice and regulates the speed of transition from one
belieff to the others. A T T J ^ = 7r h , ( _i - TT M _I indicates the difference in realized profits of
belieff type h compared to type k. The fraction of investors using predictor h at time t,

nhJ,

increasess (decreases) when it realizes higher (lower) profits with respect to the alternative
predictors.. If a type of investors has optimistic expectations about future values of the P Y
ratioo t h a t prove to be more profitable, then their fraction increases and they have a higher
weightt in the determination of future prices. Hence, the evolutionary mechanism in (6.14)
capturess the performance based selection of the winning beliefs in the recent, past. It could
alsoo be interpreted as a mitigation of the assumption of bounded rationality. Investors form
theirr expectations in a non-rational manner but withdraw from a belief if it performs poorly.
So.. they do not systematically make mistakes but, in a simple way, learn about the most
profitablee predictor in the recent past.
Figuree (6.1) summarizes the timing of events assumed in the model. At the beginning of
periodd f for every belief type the fractions and the demands of the risky asset are determined
basedd on past cash flows and prices. The fractions depend on the realized profits of the
previouss period. i\h.t-\-

After all investors have submitted their orders, a market maker

clearss the market and reveals the equilibrium price of period t. Pt.
Brockk and Hommes (1998) studied the deterministic dynamical system of Equation (6.8).
(6.13)) and (6.14) with various heterogeneous beliefs types, such as fundamentalists versus
trendd followers. They showed that the nonlinear evolutionary model may lead to multiple
steadyy states, limit cycles or even chaotic price fluctuations. In the present application, we
assumee that the economy is characterized by two types of traders, that is H = 2. We assume
theyy predict next period deviation by extrapolating past realizations in a linear fashion, that
is s
EhAxt+i)EhAxt+i)

= fhU't-i)

= 0h.n-i,

where,, for ease of exposition, we consider one lag in the function

) and ob is the parameter

thatt characterizes the strategy of type h. In a more general setup, wo will consider I lags in

(6-15)

100 0
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thee expectation of future deviations. The dynamical asset pricing model can then be written
as s
R*xR*xtt = nl0ixt_1

+ (1 - nt)02xt^i

+ et

(6.16)

wheree o\ and 02 indicate the coefficients of the two types of beliefs, nt represents the fraction
off investors t h a t belongs to the first type of traders and et represents a disturbance term. The
valuee of the parameter 0h can be interpreted in different ways. If it. is positive and smaller
t h a nn 1 it suggests t h a t investors expect the stock price to revert back to the fundamental
value.. T h e closer 0h is to 1 the more persistent are the expected deviations. If the beliefs
p a r a m e t e rr is larger t h a n 1, it implies t h a t investors have explosive expectations about the
deviations.. In other words, they expect a bubble to occur and the asset price to diverge
fromm the fundamental value. Instead, a negative value of 0h suggests t h a t investors expect a
reversall of the deviation in the next period.
Inn this simple example with 2 types and linear beliefs, the fraction of type 1 investors is
11
ntnt

~~ll

wheree 3* = /?(r - g)2.

~ 1 + + exp{-<3* [(0, - 02)x,^(xl^

R*xt_2)]}

(6 17)

'

T h e fraction depends on the difference in extrapolation rates of the

22 groups, the deviation from the fundamentals and the last period change in deviations. If
wee assume t h a t the deviation is approximately constant, that is xt-\

« x f _ 2 ~ -T(-3 «

x,

thee fraction depends on t h e squared value of the deviation. If 0\ < 02, the fraction is close
too 0.5 for small deviations while it tends to 1 for large ,r.

This suggests that when the

firstt group has less persistent beliefs than the second one and deviations become large, their
fractionn increases toward 1. Hence, there is evidence t h a t the more stabilizing expectations
becomee active when they are most, needed, that is, when the asset price is far away from the
fundamentals. .
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Figuree 6.2: Stock Price and Fundamental Value
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Plotss of the log of the stock price and (a) the log fundamental value when the
dividendss are used as cash flow, (b) when earnings are used. The period is from
18711 until 2001 (earnings are smoothed by a 10 years moving-average and the
seriess starts in 1880).

6.33

Estimation Results

Wee estimate the model in equations (6.16) and (6.17). We consider I lags in the linear beliefs
functions.. We used the dataset in Shiller (1989) of yearly observations from 1871 to 2001
onn the S&P500 stock index and dividends and earnings as cash flows. In this case, the
valuationn ratios are the Price-to-Dividends (PD) and the Price-to-Earnings (PE) ratio. T h e
excesss return over the riskfree return is calculated using the 6 month rolling interest rate on
commerciall papers. Figure (6.2) shows the series of the real stock price and the fundamental
valuee determined using dividends and earnings as cash flow.
Wee estimate the model from 1871 to 2001 and to the subsample of observations from
18711 to 1990. This is because the stock price runup of the late 90s might have significantly
changedd the parameter values. We estimate the model by nonlinear least squares (NLLS).
Wee fix g (the cash flow growth rate) and r (the ex-ante return) to the sample average values.
T h ee parameters (()>[,cj>'2,(3*) are estimated. For the estimated models, we indicate t h e R2 of
thee regression, the value of the AIC selection criterion, the standard deviation of the residuals
andd the Ljung-Box test, QLB, for residuals autocorrelation of 4th order.
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P DD r a t i o : 1 8 7 1 - 1 9 9 0

The PACT of the time series suggests positive autocorrelation up

too t h e third lag. However, the estimated mode] seems correctly specified when only the first
twoo lags are included. The estimation results are as follows.

1.046.J-,, = n,[().(il .o_i-0.0o.i-,
f(I.M))

((t.(Hi

] + (1 - n , ) [ 0 . 9 5 . r , _ i - 0 . 1 1 J-,_ 2 ] + ?,
Ki.00]

(0.06)

(6.18)

nntt = {1 + exp[-30.96(-0.34.r,_ : j + Ü.16.r f _ 4 ){.r,_ 1 - 1.046_-,_->)'}-1
(6.19) )
(10..',:<j j

_?22 - 0.52. .4/C = 3.93. a, = 1.V2.QLB(A)

= 0.17

c

Thee coefficients are significantly different from zero at 10 /r level except for the estimated
intensityy of choice which has a large standard error. This is a common result in switching-type
regressionn models due to the small variation of the fraction r?, caused by large changes in the
3*.3*. The residuals of the regression do not show significant evidence of autocorrelation. The
largestt root of the characteristic polynomial when nt is equal to 0 and 1 are 0.81 and 0.51,
respectively.. T h e estimation results suggest that there is evidence to support the hypothesis of
heterogeneouss expectations. The two groups have mean reverting beliefs, that is. both groups
expectt t h e stock price to adjust toward the fundamentals. However, they are heterogeneous
inn t h e speed at which they expect the mean reversion to occur.

One group believes the

deviationss to die out slowly while the other group that it is adjusted quickly. The first group
expectt tin 1 deviation to have a half-life of approximately 1 year.
Panell (a) of Figure (6.3) shows the time series of vt. the fraction of investors of the first
type.. The first group of investors are those expecting fast reversion to the fundamentals. The
fractionn switches frequently from 0 to 1 and in some periods it persists close to 1. T h e rapid
switchingg is determined by the high estimated value of 3* such that investors respond quickly
too differences in realized profits. ATT,_ I . This suggests that there is high variability in the
sentimentt of investors about the force of the reversion back to the fundamentals. They rapidly
switchh from expecting mean reversion in the following year to a belief that the deviations will
persistt for a longer period. The switching function, the difference in realized profits

Awf_i,

iss displayed in panel (b). In most periods the investors of the first type, expecting stronger
meann reversion, realize more profits compared to the other belief. The graph of A T T ^ ] also
showss that there are periods of large variability in the beliefs profitability. During the 30s
andd the 60s the difference in profits experienced quick transitions from positive to negative
values.. These were periods in which there was large uncertainty about the direction of the
stockk markets. T h e uncertainty translated into nervous investors moving from one belief type
too the other. The plot in panel (d) shows the type 1 fraction n( against the deviation from
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F i g u r ee 6.3: P D r a t i o :
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Plotss of (a) the time series of the fraction of investors of type 1, nt-i,
(b)(b) the performance measure A7r(_i in time, (c) the scatter plot of nt-\
andd A7T(_i and (d) the fraction versus the deviation.

thee fundamentals. xt. There is no clear p a t t e r n in the figure, but nt gives the impression to
bee closer to 1 when the deviations are near zero. Instead, for large x% the fraction is often
closee to zero. This indicates that the aggressive investors play a minor role when the P D
ratioo oscillates around its fundamental value but they become active to exacerbate deviations.
However,, the first group becomes active to drive the price back to the fundamentals when
deviationss are large.
P DD r a t i o : 1 8 7 1 - 2 0 0 1

In the full sample, xt shows linear dependence in the first two lags

andd inclusion of these lags seems to account correctly for the dynamics in the series. T h e
estimationn results are as follows:
1.04xff = nt[0.65xt-i
(0.18))

+ 0 . 1 6 x t - 2 ] + (1 - nt)[1.24xt^-0.12xt-2]
(0.06)

(0.12)

+et

(0.08)

nntt = {1 + exp[-2.975(-0.59a-(_3 + 0.28zt_ 4 )(:Et-i - 1.04a: t _2)]} _1
(1.560) )

RR22 = 0.86, AIC = 4.138, a( = 4.589, QLB(A)

= 0.14

(6.20)

(6.21) )
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T h ee coefficients are significant at 10% level and t h e residuals do not show linear autocorrelation.. Also for t h e full sample there is evidence to support the heterogeneity of investors'
beliefss about the degree of persistence of the deviations. T h e largest root of the characteristic
polynomiall when t h e fraction is equal t o 0 and 1 are 1.13 and 0.84. respectively. T h e first
belieff type, for nt = 1, is characterized by weaker mean reversion than in the subsample
untill 1990. Instead, t h e second type, for nt = 0, expect a bubble in the stock price. It is
characterizedd by explosive beliefs while in the subsample they also expected mean reversion.
Ann explanation for the change in the estimated parameters emerge from the plots in
Figuree (6.4). Panel (a)-(b) show the fraction of type 1 beliefs and the difference in realized
profitss of the 2 types.

T h e plot of A w t - i shows t h a t in the late 90s the profits realized

byy the second belief type, the trend extrapolators, was overwhelmingly large compared to
t h ee mean reverting expectations.

This drove the fraction nt very close to zero, that is,

alll investors were using the explosive belief. T h e result can be interpreted as follows: the
d r a m a t i cc increases in the stock price which occurred in the second half of the 90s confirmed
t h ee explosive expectations and they realized higher profits than the mean reverting beliefs.
T h ee higher profitability of the trend extrapolation strategy attracted more investors, and
reinforcedd t h e upward boost in stock prices. T h e model suggests a novel interpretation of the

F i g u r ee 6.4: P D r a t i o :

1871-2001

Plotss of (a) the time series of the fraction of investors of type 1,

nt-i,

(b)(b) the performance measure Airt^i in time, (c) the scatter plot of nt-\
andd A7T(_i and (d) the fraction versus the deviation.
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stockk price runup of the 90s: a group of investors became very bullish about the stock price
andd expected the deviations from the fundamentals to persist (instead of adjust back). In
addition,, the explosive belief realized more profits than the mean reverting belief and more
investorss started using it. As a result, the fraction nt was close to zero (most investors were
usingg the second belief type) and the equilibrium price increased very quickly because t h e
markett was dominated by traders expecting a bubble. However, in 2000 the mean reverting
belieff realized higher relative profits and in 2001 the fraction of type 1 investors jumped t o
1,, reinforcing prices to move back towards fundamentals.
Thee time series plot of the difference in profits. Ant-i,

gives a clear intuition of what

happenedd in the recent years. The difference has oscillated around zero with some peaks at
thee beginning of the 30s and 70s. However, the stock price movements of the late 90s is so
rapidd t h a t expecting mean reversion is a losing strategy. A bubble was occurring in stock
pricess t h a t was reinforced in its strength when a majority of investors had explosive beliefs.

P EE r a t i o :

1880-1990

For earnings we follow the approach of Campbell and Shiller

(2001)) and smooth the series with a 10 years moving average. Accordingly, the sample starts
inn 1880 instead of 1871. Also for the deviations from the P E ratio the best model specification
includess two lags. The estimation results are the following:
1.07.T,, = n t [0.71a:t-i+0.06x,_2] + (1 - nt)[1.28xt-i-0.41
(0.2))

(0.03)

(0.15)

x f _ 2 ] + ?t
(0.14)

n (( = {1 + e x p [ - 2 . 7 6 5 ( - 0 . 5 7 j , _ 3 + 0 . 4 6 x , _ 4 ) ( ^ - i - 1 . 0 7 ^ _ 2 ) ] } _ 1

(6.22)

,Q

^

(0.92) )

RR22 = 0.62, AIC = 3.072.a ( = 2.667QLB(A)

= 0.74

Alll the parameters are significant and also the intensity of choice, d*, is significantly
differentt from zero. When the fraction nt is 0 the largest root is equal to 0.64 while the root
iss 0.78 for the fraction equal to 1. This implies that the dynamics is characterized by two
stablee regimes. Contrary to the case of the P D ratio, the first belief type is more persistent
thann the second type. T h e results indicate that also for the P E ratio there is evidence of
heterogeneityy of beliefs characterized by mean reverting dynamics.
T h ee fraction nt shown in panel (a) of Figure (6.5) shows that there is wide variation in
thee fraction but that in some periods investors are equally divided between the two types.
Largee variation in the fraction occurred at the end of the 20s and during the 30s, probably
duee to the high uncertainty created by the stock market crash of 1929. This feature was also
clearr in the estimation result concerning the P D ratio. Panel (d) shows the fraction of type 1
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Figuree 6.5: P E ratio: 1880-1990
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Plotss of (a) the time series of the fraction of investors of type 1, n ( _ i ,
(6)) the performance measure Airt-i

in time, (c) the scatter plot of n t _i

andd A/T(_i and (d) the fraction versus the deviation.

investorss against the deviation from the fundamentals: it suggests that when deviations are
small,, the market is dominated by investors using the first belief. However, when indications
t h a tt a trend is starting, the trend followers enter the market and drive the price further
awayy from the fundamentals. When prices move against the trend the fundamentalists are
activatedd again and contribute to correct the mispricing.

P EE r a t i o : 1 8 8 0 - 2 0 0 1

T h e estimation results for the full sample are given below.

1.064x tt = n t [0.65a:t-i+0.11a:t_2] + (1 - n t )[1.50 x , _ 1 - 0 . 4 9 x , _ 2 ] + Êt
(0.22) )

(0.05) )

(0.16) )

(0.16) )

nntt = {l + e x p [ - 1 . 7 7 ( - 0 . 8 5 x ( _ 3 + 0.60x t _ 4 )(x t _] - 1.064xt_2)]} _ 1

(6.24) )

(6.25) )

(1.12) )

RR22 = 0.79, ATC = 3.21, a-e = 2 . 8 6 , Q L B ( 4 ) = 0.76
T h ee model explains reasonably well the data. The parameter 0* is almost significant at
10%% level. As already mentioned, estimation of this parameter is quite difficult and the lack
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off statistical significance for f3* should not be interpreted as evidence against the nonlinear
model.. T h e residuals do not show evidence of autocorrelation according to the QUJ statistic.
Thee stock price runup seems to have affected also the deviations from the fundamental
valuee when earnings are used as cash flows. When t h e fraction is 0, all investors are of t h e
secondd type, the largest root of the characteristic polynomial is 1.02.

Instead, when the

fractionn is 1, everybody is using the first belief, the root is 0.79. Compared to the results
inn the subsample we observe a significant increase in the persistence of the second type of
beliefs.. This supports the previous analysis for the P D ratio: the rapid stock price rise of
thee late 90s is accommodated by an increase in the persistence of the expectations of t h e
aggressivee investors. However, while for the P D ratio they expected a bubble in stock prices,
heree their beliefs are characterized by a unit root process. They expect the deviation at time
tt + 1 t o be equal to the deviation at the beginning of period t. Hence, this expectations are
alsoo inconsistent with mean reversion in stock prices. Panel (a) of Figure (6.6) shows t h a t

Figuree 6.6: P E ratio: 1880-2001
la,la,

II»

Plotss of (a) the time series of the fraction of investors of type 1, n ( _ i ,
(b)(b) the performance measure A7r,_i in time, (c) the scatter plot of «,_i
andd A7T(_i and (d) the fraction versus the deviation.

thee fraction of investors of type 1, n ( , has large oscillations and rapid switching, for example
duringg the 30s. In the late 90s the fraction is close to 0 in 1998 and 1999. This is clearly
explainedd by the time series plot of A7r f _i in Panel (b): the second type achieved superior
relativee performances and all the investors switched to this expectation strategy. In 2000 the
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m e a nn reverting belief became the most profitable predictor again and the fraction jumped to
1. .

6.44

Conclusion

AA result t h a t emerges from this analysis is the existence of time variation in the sentiment of
investors.. This was already suggested by Shiller (1999) who constructed a sentiment index
fromm the answers of investors to a questionnaire survey. In this chapter, we use a simple
assett pricing model with evolutionary switching of investors from one forecasting strategy
too another based on their past performances.

Therefore, the time variation in investors'

sentimentt is explained by a boundedly rational feedback response to changes in stock prices.
Investorss become more bullish if in the recent past the bullish beliefs outperformed the other
availablee beliefs. Evolutionary forces may thus reinforce deviations from fundamentals.
Untill the beginning of the 90s, investors were expecting the transitory component of stock
pricess to be mean reverting. In other words, investors' beliefs are consistent with the view
t h a tt the stock price can take swings away from the fundamental value but revert to it in the
longg term. Investors also alternate between periods in which they believe the mean reversion
too be stronger t h a n other periods. This effect is again due to the evolutionary feature of
t h ee model to allow for switching of the investors from one type of beliefs to the other. This
confirmss the time series evidence of nonlinear mean reversion of Gallagher and Taylor (2001)
andd Chapter (5).
However,, starting in 1996 the behaviour of stock prices was at odds with the evidence
t h a tt when deviations are large they tend to revert back to their long run mean. From 1996
untill 1999 the P D ratio indicated that t h e stock market was overvalued and it was likely to
correctt back to the fundamentals. Also the P E ratio gave the same indication, less clearly
andd somewhat, later in time. Despite t h e common feeling among investors that stocks were
overvalued,, the market continued to grow by approximately 30% a year.

The estimation

off our model shows t h a t the large majority of investors had explosive beliefs about the
persistencee of the deviations from the fundamentals.

Apparently, investors neglected the

rolee of fundamental news and continued to buy stocks for purely speculative reasons. The
extraordinaryy performance of the bubble expectations convinced most investors to adopt this
typee of beliefs. T h e outcome of our model is consistent with the view that the mean reverting
expectationss had very limited capital to arbitrage the mispricing away and force the mean
reversionn to the fundamental value.

Chapterr 7
Summary y
Thiss dissertation shows that there is evidence of the presence of nonlinearities in economic
andd financial data.
Inn a time series framework, Chapters (2) and (3) indicate t h a t nonparametric methods are
usefull in finding dependence arising from deterministic and stochastic nonlinear dynamical
systems.. By simulations, we show that nonparametric tests have correct size and reasonably
highh power in detecting the presence of (linear and nonlinear) dependence. The application
off the tests to the growth rate of macroeconomic variables (e.g., U.S. G N P and interest rates)
rejectss the hypothesis of independence and linearity in many cases. This evidence supports
thee presence of nonlinear dependence in the data.
Inn Chapter (4) we also investigate the power properties of a nonparametric test for outof-samplee predictability. The power (the frequency of rejection of the hypothesis of no predictability)) is found to be very low.

The lack of power of the test to detect the depen-

dence/predictabilityy could have influenced the previous conclusions in the literature about
thee unpredictability of exchange rates returns.
Chapterr (4) also proposes a model of exchange rate determination in which investors have
differentt (and time varying) expectations about the future evolution of the rate. T h e d a t a
supportt the model and the plot of the sentiment of chartists in Figure (4.2) clearly suggests
thatt when the exchange rate deviates from its fundamental value, traders become nervous
aboutt the interpretation of the information.

In particular, a large change associated with

aa large deviation is interpreted by chartists as a destabilization of the trend and a signal
thatt it might revert. This indicates that chartists may contribute to the stabilization of the
exchangee rate when they expect a reversal of the trend.
Thee presence of nonlinearity emerges also from the application in Chapter (5). In this
case,, we apply a nonlinear time series model to investigate the dynamics of the deviations of
stockk prices from the fundamental value. The results show t h a t when the mispricing is large,
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t h ee speed at which the stock price revert to its long-run value is faster. This is consistent with
thee d e b a t e on mean reversion in stock prices but it also proves that a nonlinear mechanism
iss driving the adjustment process. However, the escalation in prices of the late 90s changes
t h ee analysis. The faster reversion to the mean t h a t is found until the 90s is significantly
weakened,, suggesting t h a t a bubble might have occurred in stock prices.
Finally.. C h a p t e r (6) examines the evidence of mean reversion for stock prices using an
assett pricing model where investors have heterogeneous expectations. T h e results confirm
thee findings of Chapter (5) and provide an interpretation of the stock price run-up in the
latee 90s. A group of investors h a d explosive beliefs for the deviations and became dominant
becausee their expectations were confirmed by the realized prices. This exacerbated the trend
andd created a bubble in stock prices. On the other hand, investors expecting the adjustment
towardd the mean performed very poorly in those years and had too little capital to enforce
reversionn to the fundamentals. Using t h e dividends or earnings as cash flow to determine the
fundamentall value, the results suggest a different interpretation for the stock price run-up.
W h e nn t h e dividends are used, the investors types arc characterized by mean reverting and
explosivee beliefs. However, when earnings are used, one group still expects reversion to the
mea nn while the other type expects the deviation to be close to a unit root process.
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Samenvattingg (Summary in Dutch)
Hett is tegenwoordig een geaccepteerd feit dat economische en financiële tijdreeksen niet-lineair zijn.
Eenn voorbeeld is het BNP van de V.S. waarvoor Hamilton (1989) en Potter (1995) aantoonden dat
zee gekenmerkt worden door het switchen tussen twee regimes. Tijdens een recessie daalt het BNP
zeerr snel maar tijdens een expansie is er een lange periode van langzame groei. Deze asymmetrie kan
niett verklaard worden door een lineair model, waarin de lengtes van recessies en expansies gelijk en de
groeipercentagess tegengesteld zijn. De introductie van niet-lineaiïteit heeft ons begrip van de conjunctuurcycluss verbeterd. Een ander voorbeeld is het ARCH model van Engle (1982). dat zeer succesvol is
inn de modellering van het tweede moment van financiële tijdreeksen. In beide gevallen worden zeer eenvoudigee parametrische vormen gevonden om de niet-lineariteit in de data te modelleren. Aan het eind
vann de jaren 80 was er ook een toenemende belangstelling voor niet-lineaire deterministische modellen,
inn het bijzonder chaotische systemen. Deze systemen kunnen zeer ingewikkelde dynamica genereren
diee met lineaire statistische technieken, zoals de autocorrelatie functie (ACF). volledig random lijkt.
Chaotischee systemen worden gekenmerkt door het feit dat willekeurig dicht bij elkaar gelegen begintoestandenn zeer snel in tijd divergeren. In een chaotisch systeem bevatten toestanden van het systeem
diee dicht bij de huidige toestand liggen informatie over de toekomstige dynamica. Deze observatie
suggereertt een niet-parametrische aanpak, waarbij de informatie in verschillende toestanden van het
systeemm met verschillende gewichtsfactoren gewogen wordt, en niet met hetzelfde gewicht voor alle
toestandenn zoals bij parametrische methoden. Niet-parametrische methoden zijn met succes toegepast
opp chaotische tijdreeksen vanwege hun vermogen om lokale informatie te benutten, en de methoden
kunnenn ook nuttig zijn in de meer algemene context van niet-lineaire stochastische modellen.
Hett doel van dit proefschrift is om met parametrische en niet-parametrische methoden de rol
vann niet-lineariteit in economische en financiële data te onderzoeken. In Hoofdstuk 2 introduceren
wee een toets-grootheid gebaseerd op informatietheorie, die nuttig is om de orde van een tijdreeks te
bepalen.. Deze toets-grootheid wordt de conditionele wederzijdse informatie genoemd, omdat het de
informatiee in de k-de vertraging van een random variabele kwantificeert conditioneel op de informatie
diee reeds door de eerste k — 1 vertragingen wordt verklaard. Onder de hypothese van een normale
verdelingg reduceert de toets-grootheid tot de partiele autocorrelatie functie (PACF), die in de lineaire
tijdreekss analyse gebruikt wordt. In dit proefschrift wordt een op deze grootheid gebaseerde toets op
onafhankelijkheidd voorgesteld. Naast het. toetsen op onafhankelijkheid geeft de toets ook informatie
overr de orde van de tijdreeks. Er worden "resampling" (herbemonsteren) methoden gebruikt om de
verdelingg van de toets te benaderen en het onderscheidend vermogen van de toets wordt onderzocht
doorr middel van simulaties van deterministische en stochastische niet-lineaire modellen. De toets heeft
eenn hoog onderscheidend vermogen tegen de onderzochte alternatieven. Ook wordt er een toets voor
lmeariteitt geïntroduceerd die is gebaseerd op de afstand tussen de niet-parametrische grootheid en
dee PACF. De verwerping van de nulhypothese wijst op de aanwezigheid van niet-lineaire structuur in
II t h a n k wvu.systransoft.com, Ceos Diks, Gerwin Griffioen and especially Cars Hommes fur helping me writing
t h ee s u m m a r y in pruper dutch.

dee d a t a . Het onderzoek toont aan d a t de t o e t s correct niveau en een hoog onderscheidend vermogen
heeft..

De toets blijkt ook n u t t i g voor het toetsen op nietdineariteit hij een steekproefgrootte van

circaa 100. De toepassing van deze toetsen op de na-oorlogse reeks van het B N P van de V.S. toont
aann d a t de n u l h y p o t h e s e van onafhankelijkheid en lineariteit verworpen kan worden, en bevestigt
eerderee r e s u l t a t e n van nietdineariteit in de d a t a . De toetsen die in Hoofdstuk 2 worden voorgesteld
zijnn gebaseerd op de vergelijking van conditionele dichtheden en zijn in staat afhankelijkheid in elk
m o m e n tt van de verdeling op te sporen. Deze eigenschap zorgt ervoor dat de t o e t s onderscheidend
vermogenn heeft tegen een groot a a n t a l alternatieven. De toets geeft echter geen informatie over de
redenn ( p a r a m e t r i s c h e vorm of welk moment) voor de verwerping van onafhankelijkheid.
D a a r o mm wordt in Hoofdstuk ij dit probleem verder onderzocht door onze aandacht op het conditionelee gemiddelde t e richten. De eigenschappen van selectiecriteria voor niet-parametrische regressie
wordenn onderzocht. Deze criteria brengen d e "goodness-of-fit" (goedheid-van-schatten) met liet aantall p a r a m e t e r s van het model in evenwicht. In het lineaire geval is het aantal p a r a m e t e r s gelijk aan
liett a a n t a l vertragingen d a t in de regressie wordt gebruikt. In het niet-paramctrische geval hangt het
a a n t a ll p a r a m e t e r s af van zowel de gebruikte vertragingen als ook van de b a n d b r e e d t e . Er wordt aanget o n dd dat sommige criteria, zoals liet Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) en de Final Prediction Error
( F P E )) problemen geven met "overfitting". o m d a t ze vaak een groter aantal p a r a m e t e r s gebruiken dan
noodzakelijkk is.

In dit proefschrift wordt ook een t o e t s op lineariteit voorgesteld gebaseerd op de

vergelijkingg van de "goodness-of-fit" van d e parametrische en de niet-parametrische regressie, waarbijj d e p a r a n i e t e r s volgens selectie-criteria wenden gekozen. In tegenstelling tot de lineariteit-toets in
Hoofdstukk 2. heeft deze t o e t s alleen onderscheidend vermogen tegen niet-lineaire afhankelijkheid van
hett eerste m o m e n t van de verdeling van de r a n d o m variabele. Dit kan n u t t i g zijn als het van belang
iss om di' reeks te voorspellen. Simulatie van niet-lineaire modellen toont aan dat deze toets ook een
hoogg onderscheidend vermogen heeft hij een steekproefgrootte van 100.

De toepassing o p diverse

macro-economischee reeksen van d e VS toont aan dat de nulhypothese van lineariteit vaak verworpen
w o r d t .. Dit suggereert niet-lineaire afhankelijkheid in de macro-economische reeksen. Hoofdstukken 2
enn '.i tonen beide aan dat niet-parametrische methoden als hulpmiddel bij de analyse van tijdreeksen
zeerr n u t t i g zijn. De m e t h o d e n zijn flexibel in het opsporen van verschillende soorten afhankelijkheid
enn hebben hoog onderscheidend vermogen bij de beschikbare steekproefgrootten in de economie.
W a n n e e rr er niet-lineaire afhankelijkheid wordt gevonden, is het zinvol om parametrische modellen
tee gebruiken om een meer s t r u c t u r e l e interpretatie van de bevindingen te geven. Dit is de motivatie
voorr de volgende Hoofdstukken 4. 5 en 6. In het bijzonder wordt geprobeerd om de eerder gevonden
kenmerkenn van niet-lineaiïtcit te verklaren m e t een model waarin de verwachtingen van beleggers over
financiëlee koersen variëren over de tijd. In Hoofdstuk 4 geven we een eenvoudig wisselkoersmodel
waarinn de beleggers verschillende verwachtingen over de toekomst h e b b e n .

Sommigen

(fundamen-

talisten)) geloven d a t de wisselkoers naar zijn fundamentele w a a r d e zal terugkeren, terwijl anderen
(chartisten)) t r e n d s in de koers extrapoleren.

In het bijzonder wordt verondersteld dat chartisten

eenn tijdsafhankelijke extrapolatiecoëfficiënt hebben. Dat wil zeggen, tijdens perioden van hoge (lage)
volatiliteitt verwachten zij een omslag (continuering) van de t r e n d .

Er wordt a a n g e t o o n d dat het

sentimentt van de c h a r t i s t e n switcht tussen twee regimes (hoge/lage volatiliteit) met verschillende extrapolatiocoëfficiënten..

Het model wordt geschat op maandelijkse wisselkoersen van de periode 1974

tott 1994. Vervolgens worden er "out-of-sample" voorspellingen gedaan voor de periode 1994-1998. De

schattiiigsresultateiii tonen aan dat het model door de meeste valuta's wordt ondersteund en dat het
niet-lineairee switching mechanisme significant is. Het switch-gedrag van chart isten blijkt af te hangen
vann de absolute verandering van de wisselkoers, met een drempelwaarde van ongeveer ',i%. De "out-ofsample"" voorspellingen voor de periode 1994-1998 tonen aan dat voor sommige valuta's er significante
voorspelbaarheidd is. in vergelijking met het "random walk" model. Ook wordt het onderscheidend
vermogenn van toetsen voor korte en lange termijn voorspelbaarheid in wisselkoersen onderzocht. De
bevindingenn in de literatuur zijn dat er geen significante voorspelbaarheid is op korte termijn, maar
well significante voorspelbaarheid op lange termijn. In dit proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat de korte
termijnn niet-parametrische toets zeer laag onderscheidend vermogen heeft om de structuur (en de
voorspelbaarheid)) in het niet-lineaire regime switching model te ontdekken. Er wordt geconcludeerd
datt de in de literatuur gevonden resultaten van onvoorspelbaarheid wellicht verklaard kunnen worden
doorr het lage onderscheidend vermogen van dit type toetsen.
Inn Hoofdstuk 5 wordt het probleem van terugkeer naar het gemiddelde ("mean reversion") in
aandelenkoersenn onderzocht. Dit verschijnsel treedt op bij veel financiële waarden zoals aandelen,
wisselkoersen,, goederen, enz., en bestaat uit de tendens van koersen om op lange termijn terug te
kerenn naar de fundamentele waarde. Er wordt onderzocht of tijdsvariatie in de discontovoet en in het
groeipercentagee van de dividenden een verklaring vormen van de grote afwijkingen van de koersen van
eenvoudigee waarderingsmodellen met constant rentepercentage en dividendgroei. Daarnaast wordt
onderzochtt of de gemiddelde terugkeer van aandelenkoersen naar de fundamentele waarde met een
niet-lineairr model verklaard kan worden. Hiervoor worden jaarlijkse observaties van de SkPSOO index
inn de periode van 1871 tot 2001 gebruikt, die de scherpe stijging van koersen van de jaren 90 omvatten.
Wee concluderen dat tot 1990 aandelenkoersen gekarakteriseerd worden door snelle overgangen tussen
tweee verschillende regimes. Wanneer de afwijkingen van de aandelenkoers van de fundamentele waarde
kleinn zijn. is er sprake van een regime waarin het proces een eenheidswortel ("unit root ) heeft.
Wanneerr de afwijkingen echter groot zijn. is er sprake van sterke terugkeer naar de fundamentele
waarde.. De resultaten van de tijdreeksanalyse kunnen als volgt worden geïnterpreteerd: wanneer
dee afwijkingen groot worden, proberen fundamentele beleggers de onder- of overwaardering uit te
buitenn en veroorzaken aldus een snelle aanpassing naar de fundamentele waarde. Wanneer de jaren
900 in de steekproef worden meegenomen is het statistich bewijs voor terugkeer naar het gemiddelde
bijj grote afwijkingen zwakker. Dit is waarschijnlijk toe te schrijven aan het feit dat de stijging van
aandelenkoersenn in de tweede helft van de jaren 90 uitzonderlijke niveaus bereikte.
Inn het laatste hoofdstuk presenteren we een model voor het gedrag van beleggers om de eerder
beschrevenn aandelenkoersen te verklaren. We schatten een waarderingsmodel waarin agenten heterogenee verwachtingen hebben over toekomstige kasstromen. We berekenen de fundamentele waarde
gebruikk makend van kasstromen van zowel dividenden als winsten. We veronderstellen dat de beleggerss heterogeen zijn met betrekking tot de snelheid waarmee ze verwachten dat de koers naar de
fundamentelee waarde terugkeert. Het model veronderstelt een evolutionaire dynamica van de fractie
vann beleggers van de verschillende verwachtingentypes. waarbij de strategie die in het recente verleden
succesvollerr was. d.w.z. hogere winsten behaalde, de meeste beleggers aantrekt. We vinden dat er tot
dee jaren 90 significant bewijs van heterogeneiteit van verwachtingen is. Eén groep beleggers verwacht
datt de koersen snel terugkeren naar de fundamentele waarde, terwijl de andere groep verwacht dat de
afwijkingenn van blijvende aard zijn. De afwijkingen van de fundamentele waarde die met dividenden

enn winsten worden berekend geven gelijksoortige resultaten. Wanneer de steekproef ook de jaren 90
omvatt veranderen de resultaten. Eén groep verwacht nog steeds terugkeer van de koers naar de fundamentelee waarde, maar de andere groep is "agressiever" geworden. Wanneer de fundamentele waarde
mett de dividenden wordt berekend, heeft de "agressieve" groep explosieve verwachtingen. Echter,
wanneerr de winsten worden gebruikt verwacht deze groep dat de afwijkingen van de fundamentele
waardee een proces met een eenheidswortel ( "unit root") volgen. In beide gevallen, wordt in de recente
jarenn 90 de fractie van "agressieve" beleggers bijna gelijk aan één. Dit betekent dat in die jaren een
groott gedeelte van de beleggers gebruik maakt van zeer persistente of zelfs explosieve verwachtingen,
diee de prijs nog verder van de fundamentele waarde doen afwijken. De resultaten in dit hoofdstuk
suggererenn dat heterogeneiteit van verwachtingen onder beleggers en selectie van strategiën op basis
vann het succes in het recente verleden de data. en in het bijzonder de recente scherpe stijging van
aandelenkoersenn in de jaren 90. kunnen verklaren.
Samenvattendd stelt dit proefschrift methoden voor om de aanwezigheid van afhankelijkheid en
lineariteitt in tijdreeksen van geringe steekproefgrootte te toetsen. Deze niet-lineaire methoden zouden
vakerr gebruikt moeten worden in de tijdreeks analyse. De toepassing op economische tijdreeksen
toondee aan dat er statistisch bewijs tegen lineariteit is. Als oorzaken die de gevonden niet-lineariteit
zoudenn kunnen verklaren, is de rol van heterogene verwachtingen van beleggers onderzocht,

We

concluderenn dat er significante tijdsvariatie in de verwachtingen van beleggers optreedt en dat het
overstappenn van de ene strategie naar de andere, op basis van hun succes in het recente verleden, de
volatiliteitt van aandelenkoersen verhoogt.

Riassuntoo (Summary in Italian)

Laa tesi investiga la presenza ed il ruolo di relazioni nonlineari nei dati economici o finanziari.
Usandoo un approccio basato su metodi delle serie temporali, i Capitoli (2) e (3) utilizzano tecniche
nonparametrichee particolarmente efficaci nel determinare Tesistenza di dipendenza (deterministica o
stocastica)) di un sistema dinamico nonlineare.

Vengono anche proposti tests nonparametrici per

rilevaree 1'esistenza di dipendenza e linearita. I tests hanno size (probabilita di rigettare lïpotesi nulla
quandoo è vera) corretto e power (probabilita di rigettare 1'ipotesi nulla quando é falsa) significativo.
L'applicazionee dei tests ai tassi di creseita di alcune variabili macroeconomiche (per esempio, il PNL
deglii Stati Uniti e i tassi d'interesse) rigettano Ie ipotesi di indipendenza e linearita per molte delle
seriee analizzate. Quindi, c'è significativa evidenza di dipendenza nonlineare nei dati analizzati.
III Capitolo (4) investiga le proprieta statistiche di un test nonpararnetrico per la prevedibilita nei
tassii di cambio. Usando simulazioni, dimostriauio che il power del test è trascurabile. Una spiegazione
dii questo risultato è che la forma delle nonlinearita nei dati siano difficili da catturare per le grandezze
dell campione tipicamente utilizzate nella previsione dei tassi di cambio. Questo risultato suggerisce
chee le conclusion! nella letteratura sulla imprevedibilita dei tassi di cambio possano essere spiegate
dallee fuorvianti proprieta statistiche del test utilizzato.
III Capitolo (4) propone anche un modello per la determinazione dei tassi di cambio in cui gli
investitorii hanno diverse aspettative sul futuro valore del tasso.

La stiiria del modello evidenzia

chee i dati supportano il modello e il grafico (4.2) del sentiment o dei chartisti suggerisce che una
partee degli investitori diventa piü nervosa nelllnterpretarc le notizie quando il tasso di cambio devia
consistentementee dal suo valore fondamentale. In particolare, un significativo cambiamento del tasso
dii cambio associato ad una larga deviazione dai fondauientali viene interpretata dai chartisti come
unn evento destabilizzante del trend nel corso della valuta. Questo risultato indica che i chartisti
contribuisconoo alia stabilizzazione del tasso di cambio quando si aspettano un inversione del trend.
Laa presenza di nonlinearita nelle serie economiche emerge anche neH'applicazione del Capitolo (5).
Inn questo caso applichiamo un modello nonlineare alle deviazioni del prezzo dei valori finanziari dal
loroo valore intrinseco. I risultati dimostrano che grandi deviazioni incrementano la velocita alia quale
ill prezzo ritorna al suo valore di lungo periodo (o fondamentale). Una possibile interpret azione del
meccanismoo economico che implica questo risultato è che gli investitori che basano le loro decisioni
suii valori fondamentali agiscono piü energicamente quando le deviazioni sono larghe. provocando
unn piü rapido ritorno verso appropriate valutazioni. Questo risultato è in accordo con le preccndenti
conclusionii nella letteratura e dimostrano che il processo di aggiustamento e spiegato piü emcacemente
includendoo degli efFetti nonlineari. Tuttavia, la dinamica dei prezzi negli anni 90 cambia le conclusioni
dell'analisii precendente. L'evidenza di un aggiustamento piü rapido associato a grandi deviazioni è
significativamentcc ridotta. Questo risultato suggerisce che una bolla speculativa caratterizzi i prezzi
deii valori finanziari.
III Capitolo (6) esamina 1'evidenza di aggiustamento alia media nei prezzi di azioni utilizzando un

modeïloo di valutazione in cui gli investitori hanno aspettative eterogenee sul reiidiinento futuro del valoree hnanziario. I risultati conforinano quelli del preeendente capitolo e forniscono anche uifinteressante
interprett azione all'esplosione dei prezzi nella seronda ineta degli anni 90. La stima del modello indica
rhee mi gruppo di investitori è earatfenzzato da aspettative esplosive per Ie deviazioni del prezzo dal
valoree fundament ale e rappresenta una consistente frazione degli investitori perchè Ie loro previsioni
sonoo rnnferinate dalla diiiainica dei prezzi. Questo meccanisrno ha rinforzato il trend e creato una
bullaa speculativa uei prezzi dei valori azionari. Al routrario. gli investitori che si aspottavano un
aggiustamentoo dei prezzi verso il valori' intrinsero realizzarono profitti niolto inferiori nella seronda
motaa degli anni 90. C'alrolando il valori' fundamental' utilizzando i divideridi oppure gli utili. la stima
dell modello arriva a conclusioni diverse nel rampione rlie include gli anni 90. L'utilizzo dei dividendi
suggeriscee che un gruppo si aspetta che i prezzi convergaiio (nel hmgo periodo) al valore fondaineutale
mentree 1'altro gruppo si aspetta che Ie deviazioni eroscano nel tempo (aspettative esplosive). Invece.
quandoo gli utili sono utilizzati. un gruppo si aspetta 1'aggiustamento verso il valore fondainentale
mentree 1'altro si aspetta che Ie deviazioni seguano un processo a radicc unitaria ("unit root").
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Itt is now widely accepted that many economic relationships are nonlinear.
Thee thesis investigates methods and models to capture the presence of nonlinearityy in the data. In the first chapter, we propose tests for independence
andd linearity based on nonparametric density techniques. The tests are very
flexiblee and have very high power to capture dependence (linear or nonlinear)
thatt occurs in any moment of the distribution. In the second chapter, we use
nonparametricc regression methods to test the presence of nonlinearity in the
conditionall mean of the process. The application to economic and financial
seriess shows that there is significant evidence of nonlinearity. This evidence
motivatess the following chapters that offer structural explanations for the
findingss of nonlinearity. We investigate the role of threshold effects on
exchangee rates and their relation to the expectations of investors. We find
thatt there is evidence for this type of effects on exchange rates but they are
difficultt to exploit for out-of-sample predictions. The last two chapters analyse
thee role of nonlinearities in the process of reversion of stock prices towards
thee fundamental value. Using a time series model, we find that the speed of
adjustmentt depends, in a nonlinear fashion, on the deviations of prices from
thee fundamental. Finally, the last chapter estimates an asset pricing model in
whichh investors have heterogeneous expectations about the persistence of the
deviationss form the fundamentals. We find that the model is supported by the
dataa and is able to explain the run-up in stock prices occurred in the late 90s.
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